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NEWLY PROPOSED ALGORITHMS BASED ON COLUMN GENERATION
AND METAHEURISTICS FOR FLEXIBLE JOB SHOP
SCHEDULING PROBLEM
SUMMARY
One of the most researched topics in scheduling theory is job shop scheduling problem
(JSP) which is known as difficult to solve. Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem
(FJSP) is more complex and general than classical JSP. Differ from JSP, each operation
can be processed by one of the machines in a given machine set. The aim of FJSP is
finding both the assignment and a corresponding schedule that minimize production
time.
Within the scope of this thesis, a taxonomy for FJSPs is developed and papers in the
literature are classified. This survey covers the area of static FJSP; studies on dynamic
FJSPs are excluded. An attribute vector description based taxonomy method is used
to construct a framework. In order to verify the proposed taxonomy, 67 illustrative
published papers from the literature are classified. It provides a broad review of the
FJSP literature and a framework for future studies.
According to the taxonomic literature review, 47% of the reviewed papers includes
hybrid methods which combine two or more approximation methods. Studies
containing both approximation and optimization approaches in hybrid methods for
FJSPs are rare. Thus, there is an important gap in this area in which time efficiency of
approximation methods and the property of convergence in optimization methods can
be merged. The most widely used algorihm for FJSP is Genetic Algorihm(GA) which
is a population based metaheuristic approach.
In this thesis, two novel algorithms are developed for flexible job shop scheduling
problems (FJSP). The first algorithm is based on Column Generation (CG) approach
which guarantees to find optimum solution of linear programming relaxation. CG
is an exact algorithm to solve the models with an enormous number of variables.
In CG approach, instead of verifying all columns with negative reduced cost by
enumerating all possible columns, an optimization problem called the pricing problem
or subproblem is solved to find the column with minimum reduced cost. CG works
with a restricted master problem in which only a subset of columns is considered.
Master problem searchs for better solution while subproblems decide if the optimum
solution is reached. If the solution of master problem is not optimal, the column with
minimum reduced cost found by subproblem enters the solution. Otherwise, optimum
convex combination of columns found by master problem gives optimum solution of
LP relaxation.
The problem having constraints with special structures which might be easier to solve
can be formulated as Dantzig Wolfe Decomposition (DWD). DWD consists of two LPs
one of which contains general constraints while the other has constraints with special
structure. Until the LP optimum of original problem is obtained, the information flows
xxiii
between two LP problems. Master problem is the LP including general constraints and
subproblem is the LP with special constraints. Master problem seeks for better solution
while submodel decides whether the optimum is reached or the entering variable if the
optimum solution is not found.
A well known compact mixed integer programming (MIP) model of FJSP is
decomposed at which each subproblem refers to a single machine. In each subproblem,
the order of the operations assigned on a machine is determined. Only the assignment
variables and precedence variables for a machine constitute the columns that are
transferred from subproblem to master problem in each iteration of CG. The variables
representing the starting and completion times of each operation and makespan are
handled as fixed variables in master problem.
Algorithm for solving the subproblem is important to apply CG effectively. In this
study, subproblem of FJSP is handled as a shortest path problem with negative weights.
It is solved using a heuristic approach based on FIFO label correcting algorithm
which terminates when the shortest path is found or a negative cycle is detected.
Since the heuristic approach cannot guarantee the optimum solution, three dynamic
programming models are developed to find exact solution when the heuristic finds
nonnegative reduced cost. During the development process of dynamic programing
models, the subproblem is handled as profitable tour problem (PTP) which is one of
the generic problem of traveling salesman problem with profits where the objective is
to find a tour that minimizes travel costs minus collected profit. Objective coefficients
of assignment and precedence variables are considered as profits and travel costs,
respectively. The solution space of the first dynamic programming model called Model
1 has the set of all feasible schedules, but it is very time consuming. Model 2 uses
state-space relaxation as taking into account some infeasible solutions. Model 2 has a
larger solution space than Model 1 but there are pseudo-polynomial algorithms to solve
it . Model 3 used a 2-cycle elimination procedure to reduce the solution space of Model
2. In order to enhance the effectiveness of subproblem, a modification on compact
model and its corresponding decomposition is improved. The dynamic programming
models are compared with the most well known commercial solver, CPLEX. The
computational results show that, Model 2 finds exact solution in shorter CPU time
for the problems with low flexibility. On the other hand, CPLEX is better with respect
to CPU time for higher flexible problems.
The set of variables that defines the restricted solution space consists of all variables
entering during the previous iterations and none of the variables are removed. At
the end of CG, a mixed integer programming problem with all generated columns
is solved to find an integer solution. This process is called MIPheur. According to the
computational results, the restricted search space is good but the search of MIPheur is
not efficient. Because of this reason, a metaheuristic search can be used to find good
integer results in further studies.
The second approach developed in this study is GA with priority based representation.
Although GA is the most widely used methodology in FJSP literature, researching the
effect of the proposed representation schema on FJSP is one of the contributions to
the literature. Each gene of a chromosome represents the priority of corresponding
operation which is used during constructive algorithm developed for decoding. The
constructive algorithm can generate all active schedules which constitute a subset
of feasible schedules including optimal one. Job-Based Order Crossover (JOX)
xxiv
and Cycle Crossover (CX) are used as crossover operators. JOX is a problem
based crossover operator while CX is a general operator used for the problems with
permutation coding. Since both crossover operators do not change the assignment of
the operations, three mutation operators are applied for global search and reassignment
of the operations; machine mutation, sequence mutation and immigration. Machine
mutation is developed to perform replacement of operations on alternative machines.
In order to enhance the neighborhood search, sequence mutation which is based
on the block structure is developed to relocate of an operation on current machine.
Immigration is a mutation operator for global search which is performed to enhance
diversity in the gene pool by replacement of at least one chromosome by a randomly
generated one at each generation. Iterated local search (ILS) is also applied to the
chromosomes at the end of each reproduction process of proposed GA. Because of the
computational effort, ILS is carried out only few number of individuals which have the
best fitness values in the population.
The frequently used benchmarking FJSP data sets developed in the literature are used
to evaluate the proposed GA methodology. The computational results showed that the
proposed algorithm performs at the same level or better with respect to the makespan
in Kacem data and BC data sets when compared to the achievements of the other
alternative solution methods. For BR data set, priority based GA performs worse
performance than some of the algorithms developed in other studies. HU data set
consists of three data sets with different flexibility level: edata, rdata and vdata. edata
set seems to be more difficult than the instances in rdata and vdata because some
instances of edata have poor lower bound quality. Proposed GA performs better than
the other benchmarking algorithm for edata and rdata sets. Hovewer, the results found
by priority based GA are not as good as the benchmarking algorithm for vdata set.
As a real life application, the scheduling of truck load operations arising in automated
storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS) is modelled as FJSP. The loads are considered
as jobs, the pallets of a load are regarded as the operations, and the forklifts used
to remove the retrieving items to the trucks are seen as machines. Minimization of
makespan is used as the objective of scheduling problem to minimise the throughput
time of orders and maximise the efficiency of the warehouse. The data set generated
in the literature for the same warehouse is extended to FJSP by adding alternative
machines for some operations. By this way, the model becomes more similar with
real life problem. The dimension of generated data set is the same with real problem.
Reasonable solutions are found in convenient computation time for a daily problem
in warehouse. It is demonstrated that the proposed GA can be used to solve real life
retrieval sequencing problems in warehouses. According to the computational results,
including the flexibility gives better results especially for the instances having large
number of jobs.
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ESNEK ATÖLYE TI˙PI˙ ÇI˙ZELGELEME PROBLEMI˙ I˙ÇI˙N GELI˙S¸TI˙RI˙LEN
SÜTUN ÜRETME VE METASEZGI˙SELLERE DAYALI ALGORI˙TMALAR
ÖZET
Atölye tipi çizelgeleme problemi (ATP), her ne kadar isim olarak bir endüstri problemi
gibi görünse de, hizmet, finans, bilis¸im gibi birçok alandan problem ile örtüs¸mektedir.
Genel ATP’de makinalarda is¸lenmesi gereken is¸ler vardır. Her is¸ bir makinadan
yalnızca bir kez geçebilir ve makinalardan belirli bir sırayla geçer. Bu sıralamalar
teknoloji kısıtlarını olus¸turur. Her is¸ kendine has bir is¸lem sırasına sahip olabilir ve
dig˘er is¸lerin is¸lem sırasıyla ilis¸kili olmayabilir. Bir is¸in bir makinada is¸lenme sürecine
operasyon denir. Her operasyonun bir is¸lem süresi vardır ve bu is¸lem sürelerinin belirli
oldug˘u ve bilindig˘i varsayılmaktadır. Varsayımlardan biri de tüm makinaların her
zaman hazır bulundug˘udur. Hiçbir makinada aynı anda iki operasyon is¸lem göremez
ve hiçbir is¸ aynı anda birden fazla makinada is¸lem göremez. Atölye tipi çizelgeleme
probleminin amacı teknoloji kısıtlarını sag˘layan ve belirli performans ölçütlerine
göre en iyi sonucu veren çizelgeyi bulmaktır. Esnek Atölye Tipi Çizelgeleme
Problemi (EATP), ATP’nin daha genel ve çok daha karmas¸ık halidir. Genel ATP’de
operasyonların hangi makinada is¸leneceg˘i bellidir. Oysa, EATP hem operasyonların
hangi makinaya atanacag˘ı kararını, hem de makinadaki is¸ sırası kararını içerir.
Bu çalıs¸ma kapsamında EATP için bir taksonomi olus¸turulmus¸ ve literatürde yer alan
EATP üzerine yapılan çalıs¸malar sınıflandırılmıs¸tır. Literatür taraması, Web of Science
bilimsel yayın arama sayfası kullanılarak yapılmıs¸tır ve EATP konusunda yayınlanmıs¸
67 adet bilimsel makalenin sınıflandırması yapılmıs¸tır. Yapılan sınıflandırma detaylı
olarak incelendig˘inde, çalıs¸maların %98,5’inin EATP’nin çözümü için yeni bir
metodoloji gelis¸tirmeye dayanan teorik çalıs¸malar oldug˘u görülmektedir. Sınıflandır-
mada literatür çalıs¸masına rastlanmamıs¸tır. Tez kapsamında yapılan taksonomik
literatür çalıs¸ması teorik çalıs¸ma olarak literatüre katkı sunmaktadır. Ayrıca incelenen
çalıs¸malardan sadece bir tanesi gerçek hayat uygulaması içermektedir. Bu çalıs¸mada
otomatik depolama sistemlerinde forkliftlere yüklenen paletlerin çizelgelenmesi,
EATP problemi olarak modellenmis¸ ve önerilen yöntemle çözülmüs¸tür. Böylece
yapılan çalıs¸manın uygulama alanında da literatüre katkısı oldug˘u söylenebilir.
Yöntem olarak bakıldıg˘ında ise çalıs¸maların çog˘unlug˘unda (%66) yaklas¸ık yöntemler
kullanılmıs¸tır. EATP literatüründe en çok kullanılan yaklas¸ık yöntem metasezgisel
bir yöntem olan genetik algoritmalardır (GA). Sadece eniyileme yöntemleri kullanan
bir çalıs¸ma vardır, geri kalan çalıs¸malarda ise birden fazla yöntemin birarada
kullanıldıg˘ı hibrid yöntemler gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Hibrid yöntemlere bakıldıg˘ında ise bir
çalıs¸ma dıs¸ında hepsi sadece yaklas¸ık yöntemlerin bir arada kullanıldıg˘ı çalıs¸malardır.
EATP için, yaklas¸ık yöntemlerin hesaplama süresi açısından etkin olma özellig˘i ile
eniyileme yöntemlerinin en iyi çözüme yakınsama özellig˘ini birarada kullanan hibrid
yöntemlerin gelis¸tirilmesi literatürdeki önemli bir açık olarak deg˘erlendirilebilir.
Tezde EATP için, en düs¸ük yayılma süresini veren çizelgeyi bulmayı hedefleyen iki
yeni yöntem gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. I˙lk yöntem mevcut EATP literatüründe kullanılmamıs¸
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olan sütun üretme (SÜ) algoritmasına dayanır. EATP için literatürden alınan
bir formülasyon ana problem ve alt problemler olarak ayrıs¸tırılmıs¸tır. Herbir alt
problemde bir makinaya atanan operasyonlar ve operasyonların o makina üzerindeki
is¸lem sırası belirlenmektedir. Bir makinaya ait atama ve öncelik deg˘is¸kenleri, SÜ’nün
her yinelemesinde alt problemden ana probleme iletilecek olan sütunları olus¸turur.
Operasyonların bas¸langıç ve bitis¸ süreleri ile yayılma süresi ana problemdeki
sürekli deg˘is¸kenlerdir. Alt problemin çözüm algoritması, SÜ algoritmasının etkin
uygulanabilmesinde önemli bir yer tutmaktadır. EATP’nin her bir alt problemi negatif
ag˘ırlıklı en kısa yol problemi olarak ele alınabilir. Bu çalıs¸mada, altproblemlerin
çözümü için en kısa yol problemi için gelis¸tirilmis¸ FIFO etiket düzeltme algoritmasına
dayalı bir sezgisel gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Önerilen algoritma bir en kısa yol ya da negatif
ag˘ırlıklı bir çevrim buldug˘unda sonlanır. Algoritmanın bas¸langıcında problem bir
ag˘ yapısına dönüs¸türülür. I˙lgili makinada is¸lem görebilecek her bir operasyon
bas¸langıç ve bitis¸ olmak üzere iki düg˘ümle temsil edilir. Her operasyonun
bas¸langıç nodunu bitis¸ noduna bag˘layan bir yönlü bag˘lantı bulunur. Bu bag˘lantının
ag˘ırlıg˘ı, indirgenmis¸ maliyet fonksiyonunda o operasyona ait atama deg˘is¸keninin
maliyetidir. Ag˘da bas¸langıç ve bitis¸i gösteren iki adet yapay düg˘üm bulunur. Ag˘ın
bas¸langıç düg˘ümünden operasyonların bas¸langıç düg˘ümüne uzanan ve operasyonların
bitis¸ düg˘ümünden ag˘ın bitis¸ düg˘ümüne uzanan yönlü bag˘lantılar vardır. Bu
bag˘lantıların ag˘ırlıkları sıfırdır. Son olarak, her bir operasyonun bitis¸ düg˘ümünü dig˘er
operasyonların bas¸langıç düg˘ümlerine bag˘layan ve makinadaki öncelik ilis¸kilerini
temsil eden yönlü bag˘lantılar bulunur. Bu bag˘lantıların ag˘ırlıkları ise indirgenmis¸
maliyet fonksiyonundaki öncelik deg˘is¸kenlerinin maliyetleridir.
Gelis¸tirilen sezgisel algoritma sonucunda en kısa yol bulunmus¸sa ve bu yol negatifse,
bulunan negatif indirgenmis¸ maliyetli sütun ana probleme aktarılır. Eg˘er en kısa yol
bulunmus¸ ve maliyeti negatif deg˘ilse, ana problemde çözüme girecek bir deg˘is¸ken
yok demektir. Alt problemlerdeki amaç fonksiyon katsayıları negatif olabileceg˘inden
sezgisel yaklas¸ım bir negatif çevrim bulabilir. Eg˘er negatif çevrim bulunmus¸sa,
çevrimdeki öncelik deg˘is¸kenlerinin ag˘ırlıg˘ını içeren en yüksek ag˘ırlıg˘a sahip yönlü
bag˘lantı çıkarılır. Böylece negatif maliyetli bir yol elde edilebilir. Bu yol,
sınırlandırılmıs¸ ana problemde, en düs¸ük indirgenmis¸ maliyetli sütun yerine çözüme
girer. Sezgisel yaklas¸ım en düs¸ük indirgenmis¸ maliyetli çözümü garanti etmemektedir.
Bu nedenle sezgisel yaklas¸ım negatif olmayan bir indirgenmis¸ maliyet buldug˘unda
kullanılmak üzere en iyi çözümü garanti eden üç dinamik programlama modeli
gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Bu modeller gelis¸tirilirken alt problemler kazançlı tur problemi olarak
ele alınmıs¸tır. Kazançlı tur probleminde gezgin satıcı problemlerinden farklı olarak
her bir düg˘üm için bir kazanç vardır ve tüm düg˘ümlerin ziyaret edilmesi zorunlu
deg˘ildir. Problemin amacı “seyahat maliyeti - kazanç” deg˘erini enküçükleyecek bir
tur bulmaktır. Atama ve öncelik deg˘is¸kenlerinin alt problemdeki amaç fonksiyon
katsayıları, sırasıyla kazanç ve seyahat maliyeti olarak düs¸ünülebilir.
Gelis¸tirilen ilk dinamik programlama modelinde tüm olurlu çizelgeler yaratılır ve
oldukça zaman alan bir yöntemdir. I˙kinci modelde, çözüm süresini kısaltmak için
olurlu olmayan çözümler de durum uzayına dahil edilir. I˙kinci modelin çözüm uzayı,
birinci modele göre daha büyüktür fakat ikinci modeli çözmek için sözde polinom
zamanlı algoritmalar mevcuttur. Üçüncü modelde ise ikinci modelin çözüm uzayını
daraltmak için 2-çevrim eleme prosedürü uygulanmıs¸tır. Dinamik programlama
modelleri, ticari bir çözücü olan CPLEX ile kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸tır. Sayısal analizler
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sonucunda esneklig˘i düs¸ük olan problemlerde ikinci dinamik programlama modeli,
esneklig˘i yüksek olan problemlerde ise CPLEX daha kısa sürede sonuç bulmus¸tur.
SÜ’nün uygulanmasında, sınırlandırılmıs¸ çözüm uzayını belirleyen deg˘is¸ken kümesi,
tüm iterasyonlardaki çözüme giren deg˘is¸kenleri içerir ve hiçbir deg˘is¸ken küme
dıs¸ına atılmaz. SÜ’nün sonunda sınırlandırılmıs¸ çözüm uzayındaki deg˘is¸kenlerin
tamamını içeren karıs¸ık tamsayılı programalama modeli CPLEX kullanılarak çözülür.
Bu prosedüre MIPheur adı verilir. Sayısal sonuçlara göre, sınırlandırılmıs¸ arama
uzayı problemi iyi temsil eden sütunlardan olus¸maktadır ancak MIPheur ile
bulunan tamsayılı sonuçlar yeterince iyi deg˘ildir. Sonuçları iyiles¸tirmek için ileriki
çalıs¸malarda bir metasezgisel arama yöntemi kullanılabilir.
Tez kapsamında gelis¸tirilen ikinci yöntem ise öncelig˘e dayalı kodlama kullanılarak
gelis¸tirilen GA’dır. GA dog˘al seçim ve genetikten esinlenen bir arama ve optimizasyon
teknig˘idir. Popülasyon adı verilen rastsal bir bas¸langıç çözüm kümesinden yola
çıkmasıyla geleneksel arama tekniklerinden ayrılır. Popülasyondaki her birey
kromozom olarak adlandırılır ve her bir kromozom ele alınan problemin uygun bir
çözümüdür. Her kromozom bir dizi genden olus¸ur. Kromozomlar nesilden nesile
uygunluk deg˘erlerini kullanarak gelis¸irler. Yeni bir nesil olus¸turmak için çocuk
adı verilen bireyler meydana getirilir. Yeni bireyler de varolan nesilden seçilen
iki ebeveynin çaprazlama operatörü tarafından es¸les¸tirilmesi veya seçilen bir bireyin
mutasyon operatörü tarafındna geninin deg˘is¸tirilmesi ile olus¸ur. Yeni popülasyon
çocuklar ve ebeveynler arasındaki en güçlü (uygun) bireylerin seçilmesi, dig˘erlerinin
popülasyondan çıkartılmasıyla olus¸ur. Birçok nesilden sonra popülasyon en iyi veya
yerel en iyi oldug˘u düs¸ünülen kromozoma dog˘ru yakınsar.
GA, EATP literatüründe en sık kullanılan yaklas¸ık yöntem olmasına rag˘men, tez
kapsamında gelis¸tirilen kodlama yöntemi literatüre önemli bir katkı sunmaktadır.
Öncelikle EATP için tüm aktif çizelgeleri olus¸turabilen bir yapıcı algoritma
gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Eg˘er olurlu bir çizelgede, en az bir operasyonu daha erken bitirerek ve
dig˘er operasyonları daha geç bitirmeden makinalar üzerindeki sıralamayı deg˘is¸tirmek
ve bas¸ka bir çizelge olus¸turmak mümkün deg˘ilse bu çizelge bir aktif çizelgedir. En
iyi çizelge mutlaka bir aktif çizelgedir. Gelis¸tirilen yapıcı algoritma ATP problemi
için aktif çizelge olus¸turabilen ve literatürde sıklıkla kullanılan Giffler and Thompson
Algoritması’ndan yararlanılarak gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Önerilen yapıcı algoritmanın her
yinelemesinde bir operasyon bir makinaya atanmakta ve operasyonun is¸leme bas¸lama
ve bitis¸ süreleri belirlenmektedir. Bir yinelemeye bas¸larken teknoloji kısıtları
göz önüne alınarak, ataması gerçekles¸tirilebilecek operasyonlar kümesi belirlenir.
Bu kümeden hangi operasyonun seçileceg˘i operasyonun olası bas¸langıç zamanına
bag˘lıdır. Bas¸langıç zamanı kümedeki en küçük olası bitis¸ süresinden küçük olan
operasyonlardan birisi ilgili makinaya atanır. Birden fazla operasyonun bas¸langıç
süresi en küçük olası bitis¸ süresinden küçükse rastsal olarak veya belirli bir kurala
bag˘lı olarak (en küçük is¸lem süresi vs.) hangi operasyonun hangi makinaya atanacag˘ı
belirlenir. Tez kapsamında önerilen GA’da her kromozom olası tüm operasyonlar için
bir gen içerir ve her bir gen ilgili operasyonun öncelik deg˘erini verir. Bu öncelik deg˘eri
bir tamsayıdır ve gelis¸tirilen yapıcı algoritmada birden fazla operasyonun bas¸langıç
süresi en küçük olası bitis¸ süresinden küçükse, atanacak operasyon kromozomdaki
öncelik deg˘erine göre belirlenir. En büyük öncelik deg˘erine sahip olan operasyon
ilgili makinaya atanır. Birden fazla kromozom aynı çizelgeyi verebilir. Yöntemin bu
dezavantajını azaltmak için permutasyon kodlama kullanılmıs¸tır. Bu durumda öncelik
deg˘erleri 0 ile “toplam olası operasyon sayısı - 1” arasında deg˘is¸mektedir.
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Çaprazlama operatörü olarak I˙s¸e Dayalı Sıra Çaprazlama ve Çevrim Çaprazlama
kullanılmıs¸tır. I˙s¸e Dayalı Sıra Çaprazlama ATP problemi için gelis¸tirilmis¸, probleme
özgü bir çaprazlama yöntemidir. Bu çalıs¸ma kapsamında, ATP için gelis¸tirildig˘i haliyle
EATP için kullanılmıs¸tır. Rastsal olarak seçilen is¸lere ait operasyonlar, atandıkları
makina ve atanma sıraları sabit kalarak bir ebeveynden bir çocug˘a kopyalanır. Dig˘er
is¸lere ait operasyonlar da dig˘er ebeveynden aynı sırayla alınır. I˙s¸e dayalı sıra
çaprazlamada, operasyonların alternatif makinalara atanması söz konusu deg˘ildir.
Çevrim çaprazlama ise permutasyon kodlama için gelis¸tirilmis¸ genel bir çaprazlama
operatörüdür. Genin poziyonunun tam olarak kalıtımını garanti eden bir operatördür.
Çevrim çaprazlamada da operasyonun alternatif makinalara atanması söz konusu
olmayabilir.
Önerilen GA’da, makina mutasyon, sıralama mutasyon ve göç olmak üzere üç tip
mutasyon operatörü kullanılmaktadır. Makina ve sıralama mutasyonlarında blok
bilgisi kullanılır. Bir çizelgenin tamamlanma süresi, ilgili yönlü çizgesinde bas¸langıç
düg˘ümünden bas¸layan ve son düg˘ümde sona eren, en uzun ag˘ırlıklandırılmıs¸ yolun
(kritik yolun) uzunlug˘una es¸ittir. Aynı makinada is¸lenen ve kritik yolun üzerinde
olan ardıs¸ık operasyonlar kümesine blok denir. Bir çizelgede kritik yol üzerinde
bulunmayan bir operasyonun sıralamasının deg˘is¸tirilmesi ile yayılma süresi daha kısa
olan bir çizelge elde edilemez. Bu nedenle makina ve sıralama mutasyonları kritik yol
üzerindeki operasyonların sıralamalarının deg˘is¸tirilmesi prensibine dayanır. Makina
mutasyon, rastsal belirlenen bir operasyonun yine rastsal olarak belirlenen alternatif
bir makinaya atanması ile gerçekles¸ir. Yeniden atanmak üzere seçilen makina üzerinde
hangi sırada atanacag˘ı da rastsal olarak belirlenir. Sıralama mutasyon, rastsal olarak
belirlenen bir operasyonun mevcut makinadaki yerinin deg˘is¸tirilmesi ile gerçekles¸ir.
Operasyon, bulundug˘u blog˘un en bas¸ındaki operasyondan önce veya en sonundaki
operasyondan sonra atanır. Bloktaki dig˘er pozisyonlara atanması ile daha iyi bir
çizelgenin elde edilemeyeceg˘i literatürde ispatlanmıs¸tır. Global aramayı sag˘lamak ve
birden fazla kromozomun aynı çizelgeyi yaratması ile olus¸abilecek erken yakınsamayı
önlemek için göç kullanılmaktadır. Önerilen GA’da çaprazlama ve mutasyon ile
olus¸turulan çocuklar ebeveynleri ile kars¸ılas¸tırılır. Uygunluk deg˘eri küçük olan birey
gelecek popülasyona aktarılırken, büyük olan ise yedek matris adı verilen popülasyon
büyüklüg˘ünde olan bir havuza gönderilir. Eg˘er popülasyonda birden fazla kromozom
aynı uygunluk deg˘erine sahipse, biri mevcut popülasyonda kalırken, dig˘erleri yedek
matristen rastsal olarak seçilen bireylerle yer deg˘is¸tirirler. Eg˘er yedek matristen seçilen
birey de aynı uygunluk deg˘erine sahipse, popülasyondaki birey rastsal olarak yeniden
yaratılır. Göç, bireylerin rastsal olarak yeniden yaratılma sürecidir.
GA’da her iterasyonun sonunda popülasyondaki bireylere Yinelemeli Yerel Arama
(YYA) yaklas¸ımı uygulanır. YYA hesap yükünden dolayı, sadece uygunluk deg˘eri
en iyi olan belirli sayıdaki bireylere uygulanır. Uygulaması kolay ve iyi sonuçlar veren
bir yöntemdir. I˙yi bir bas¸langıç çözümünün koms¸ularını tarayarak daha iyi bir çözüm
arar. Bu çalıs¸mada makina ve sıralama mutasyonlarında kullanılan koms¸uluk yapıları
kullanılmaktadır. Daha iyi bir koms¸u bulunursa, koms¸u yeni mevcut çözüm olur ve
yerel arama yinelenir. Yerel arama, daha iyi bir çözüm bulunamayana dek devam
eder. En son elde edilen en iyi çözüm yerel en iyi çözümdür. Bu çözüm üzerinde
bir bozulma süreci uygulanır. Bu bozulma süreci ile hedeflenen, mevcut yerel en
iyi çözünden daha uzak bas¸ka bir çözüme geçerek farklı ve daha iyi bir yerel en iyi
çözüm bulmaktır. Yerel arama sürecinden sonra, rastsal belirlenen üç operasyonun
pozisyonları deg˘is¸tirilerek bozulma sag˘lanır.
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Bu çalıs¸mada, gelis¸tirilen GA’nın performansını analiz etmek ve literatürdeki
yöntemlerin sonuçları ile kars¸ılas¸tırma yapmak için literatürde sıklıkla kullanılan
EATP veri kümeleri kullanılmıs¸tır. Kacem ve BC veri kümelerindeki problemlerde
önerilen model ile, literatürdeki dig˘er modellerin sonuçları ile aynı veya daha iyi
(yayılma süresi daha düs¸ük) sonuçlar elde edilmis¸tir. BR veri kümesinde ise,
literatürdeki bazı modelleri geçerken, bazılarından daha kötü sonuçlar bulunmus¸tur.
Farklı esneklig˘e sahip 3 tip veri kümesinden (edata, rdata ve vdata) olus¸an HU
verisinde ise, esneklig˘i en az olan ve zayıf alt sınıra sahip soldug˘u için dig˘erlerinden
daha zor olan edata kümesinde, önerilen algoritma ile literatürdeki algoritmadan daha
iyi sonuçlar bulunmus¸tur. rdata verisinde de daha iyi sonuçlar elde edilmesine rag˘men,
esneklig˘i en yüksek olan vdata verisinde literatürdeki algoritma geçilememis¸tir.
Önerilen GA, gerçek bir depolama sistemindeki forkliftlere yüklenen paletlerin
çizelgelenmesi problemine uygulanmıs¸tır. Literatürde aynı problem, bir operasyonun
birden fazla kez aynı makinada is¸lenebildig˘i ATP olarak modellenmis¸tir. Bu
çalıs¸ma kapsamında gerçek hayata daha yakın olması için problem EATP olarak
modellenmis¸tir. Yüklemeler is¸, paletler operasyon ve paletleri kamyonlara tas¸ıyan
forkliftler ise makina olarak ele alınmıs¸tır. Siparis¸lerin hazırlanma süresinin
enküçüklenmesi ve deponun vermlilig˘inin en büyüklenmesi için amaç fonksiyonu
olarak yayılma süresinin enküçüklenmesi alınmıs¸tır. Özellikle büyük boyutlu
problemlerde, EATP modeliyle elde edilen sonuçlar, ATP modeliyle bulunan
sonuçlardan daha iyi bulunmus¸tur. Buradan hareketle önerilen GA’nın gerçek bir
problemde yeterince iyi sonuçlar bulabileceg˘i söylenebilir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem
Scheduling theory is an important research area in Operations Research. It has been
the subject of the literature with techniques ranging from simple dispatching rules to
sophisticated learning algorithms [1]. One of the most researched topics in scheduling
theory is job shop scheduling problem (JSP) which is known as difficult to solve.
Although the name “job shop scheduling” seems to refer to an industrial problem, the
structure of JSP is related with various applications, such as management, computing,
service and public services.
In JSP, there are n jobs planned to be scheduled on m machines. Each job consists
of consecutive operations that the priority rules should be fulfilled. Each operation
has to be processed by a particular machine. Although various performance measures
are used for JSP, in general the aim of the JSP can be summarized as determination
of optimal operations schedule by minimizing the makespan. Jain and Meeran [1]
provided a historical background and detailed classification of the methods used in
deterministic JSPs. Although it is not easy to indicate which was the first study on the
JSP, the 1950s are accepted as the years during which studies on JSPs began. Johnson
[2] developed an algorithm finding the optimum solution for a two-machine flow shop
scheduling problem. Johnson’s algorithm can be accepted as the first algorithm on
JSP. Later on, other polynomial time algorithms were developed. Moreover, basic
and efficient heuristics that constituted a basis for classical scheduling theory were
developed in the 1950s. During the 1960s studies focused on finding the optimal
solution with optimization techniques. The branch and bound algorithm was the most
popular optimization method for a long time. However, the inability to find an optimal
solution for many problems limited the usability of these techniques [1].
During the 1970s and until the mid 1980s, the emphasis shifted to complexity theory.
After the NP-hardness of JSPs was proved, approximation methods were generated
instead of optimization methods. Although approximation techniques do not guarantee
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an optimal solution, they can resolve larger problems in an acceptable amount of time
and find a good solution. Priority dispatching rules were the earliest approximation
algorithms [1]. Innovative approximation algorithms were developed in the period
from 1988 to 1991. The shifting bottleneck procedure [3], which is important
for progress of approximation methods, was the first algorithm developed in this
period. After the period 1988–1991 hybrid methods that combined the effectiveness of
algorithms became widespread. The progress of methodologies for JSP is illustrated
at Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Historical background for JSP and FJSP.
Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSP) is more complex and general than
classical JSP. Unlike JSP, each operation can be processed by one of the machines in a
given machine set. The aim of FJSP is finding both an assignment and a corresponding
scheduling that minimize production time. FJSP is started being studied in 1990 by
Brucker and Schlie [4]. They developed a polynomial time algorithm to solve FJSP
with two jobs. Various approximation algorithms have been used in FJSP literature
by this time. Moreover, in order to improve the performances of existing techniques,
progressive hybrid methodologies have been developed. FJSP is an NP-hard problem
because a simpler problem, i.e. JSP, is NP-hard in strong sense [5]. So, it is still a
challenge to obtain good results for FJSP in appropriate time. In this study, two novel
methodologies are developed to get satisfactory results for FJSP. The first method is
based on column generation technique which guarantees LP optimum. The second
method is based on an evolutionary metaheuristic approach. As a real life application,
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the scheduling of truck load operations in an Automated Storage and Retrieval System
(AS/RS) is modelled as FJSP and solved by the developed metaheuristic approach.
1.2 Column Generation
Integer programming (IP), which is the extension of Linear Programming (LP), is one
of the major subjects in Operations Research. It is used for the mathematical modelling
and solution procedures of comprehensive decision problems. Several methodologies
and efficient software implementations have been successfully developed for various
problems. Although a great number of studies obtained important progresses, IP
is still a challenging research area because no known polynomial algorithms exists
for general IP problem to obtain an optimal solution [6]. In the late 1950s, two
fundamental solution techniques were developed; cutting plane and branch-and-bound.
These methodologies have been milestones for IP literature. Cutting plane method first
proposed by Gomory [7] in 1958 generated violated cuts by which the optimum LP
solution can always be separated without excluding IP optimum. Branch-and-bound
developed by Land and Doig [8] is an implicit enumeration procedure. Advanced
solution procedures have been developed based on these methods. Since the late 1980s,
branch-and-cut algorithm, which is the combination of branch-and-bound and cutting
plane, has been used to solve large IP problems [6]. Furthermore, branch-and-price
algorithm which is the combination of branch-and-bound and column generation, was
developed by Desrosiers et al. [9] in 1984 to solve a vehicle routing problem under
time window constraints.
All the methods guarantee the IP optimum solution. Since LP solution is a basis
component of these methodologies, improvements on LP solution influence the
efficiency of IP procedures [10]. Column generation (CG) is one of the most successful
approaches to deal with a huge number of variables [11]. It has been used to solve large
scale problems since 1960s.
CG finds the LP optimum without considering the information of all variables.
This idea is firstly used by Ford and Fulkerson [12] in 1958 to solve a maximal
multicommodity flow problem. In 1960, Dantzig and Wolfe [13] developed a
decomposition principle (Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition) based on reformulation of LP
model which makes the problem appropriate for CG. In the early 1960s, CG is used
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firstly by Gilmore and Gomory [14, 15] to find heuristic solutions for cutting stock
problem. In 1984, CG was first combined with branch and bound by Desrosiers et
al. [9] to find exact IP solution. Lagrangean relaxation is another approach having dual
relation with Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.
The above methodologies have been applied to several IP problems. FJSP is one
of the IP problems having combinatorial structure. In a combinatorial optimization
problem, feasible solution is a set of objects and all feasible solutions can be explicitly
enumerated, however, there is a huge number of feasible solutions to enumerate.
Although various innovative approximation techniques have been used for FJSP, CG
application has not been encountered in the literature.
1.3 Metaheuristics
The methods mentioned in the previous section are exact algorithms which have
the guarantee to obtain optimum solutions. Although significant progresses have
been succeeded, finding the exact optimum is still an intractable issue for many IP
problems. In the late 1970s first metaheuristics were developed to find good solutions
in appropriate time. Metaheuristics still have significant importance to search for
suboptimal solutions.
Metaheuristic refers to approximation algorithms having generic framework which is
not used specifically for a particular problem [16]. Some metaheuristic algorithms
have been often created inspiring the natural systems, such as ant colony optimization,
genetic algorithms, simulated annealing [17].
In recent years, several algorithms have been combined to utilize their advantages
simultaneously. These combinations are referred to as hybrid metaheuristics.
Developing an efficient combination of algorithms is challenging. A general
hybridization framework that work well for all problems have not been performed.
Various hybrid algorithms have been successfully applied for different types of
problems. A general review on hybrid metaheuristics can be found in Blum et al. [16]
and Jourdan et al. [18].
Metaheuristics are divided into two subgroups according to their search strategies
as single-solution based metaheuristics and population based metaheuristics. In
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single-solution based metaheuristics, solution-to-solution search strategy is performed.
At each iteration, new candidate solution is attained through the local search with
neighborhood structures. Simulated annealing, tabu search, greedy randomized
adaptive search procedure (GRASP) and variable neighborhood search (VNS) are
some of the popular single-solution based metaheuristics. In population based
metaheuristics, search is implemented through a solution set. Genetic algorithms (GA)
and other evolutionary approaches are belonging to this group of metaheuristics [19].
GA is one of the most popular metaheuristics which have been performed successfully
for the problems being formidable to find an exact solution. It is first developed
by John Holland [20] inspiring the Darwin’s evolution principle. It searches on a
set of solutions which are represented by coding. At each iteration, solution set is
updated using local and global search strategies. Encoding technique is one of the most
important components that affects the efficiency of GA. Binary encoding proposed by
Holland [20] is the basic encoding approach which is a transformation of solutions into
a binary system [21]. Since the binary encoding is not a natural coding procedure, some
particular encoding techniques are developed for various problems. Real valued and
integer encodings are some of these techniques used for constrained and combinatorial
optimization problems [22]. To obtain more efficient GAs for particular problems,
problem based encodings have been proposed. Parallel job representation [23], A−B
string representation [24], assignment table representation [25, 26] and two-vector
representation [27] are some problem based representations from the FJSP literature.
1.4 Contributions of Thesis
A diagram showing the framework of this thesis is given in Figure 1.2. The dashed
line shows the sections that we fulfilled in the scope of this thesis. Gray coloured parts
emphasize the main contributions. The contributions of this thesis can be stated as
follows:
1. FJSP studies are reviewed and classified according to the problem structure,
performance measure, methodology and the size of largest solved problem. The
focused topics and potential search areas of the FJSP literature are determined.
Such a comprehensive taxonomic review on FJSP has not been encountered in the
literature.
5
Figure 1.2: General framework of thesis.
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2. Although CG has been successfully applied in several problems such as cutting
stock, vehicle routing, job shop scheduling and crew scheduling, it has not been
used for FJSP. In this study, two known compact IP models are decomposed to
restrict the search space. A shortest path algorithm based heuristic and dynamic
programming models are developed as pricing algorithms and the performance of
these algorithms are discussed. The results of CG show that SearchCol developed
by Alvelos et al. [28] can be customized for FJSP. SearchCol is a hybrid framework
combining column generation with metaheuristics. SearchCol is a general approach
developed to find good approximate results. CG is used in SearchCol to define a
high-quality restricted search space for metaheuristics.
3. A priority based representation is proposed for GA. Although GA is the most
widely used methodology in FJSP literature, researching the effect of the proposed
representation schema and GA structure on FJSP are contributions to the literature.
Whether the proposed GA can improve the literature results is investigated. Each
gene of a chromosome represent the priority of corresponding operation. The
priority values are used in constructive algorithm developed for decoding. This
algorithm can generate all active schedules which constitute a subset of feasible
schedules including optimal one. Problem based crossover and mutation operators
are used to obtain local and global search.
4. The scheduling of truck load operations arising in AS/RS is modelled as FJSP. The
loads are considered as jobs, the pallets of a load are regarded as the operations,
and the forklifts used to remove the retrieving items to the trucks are seen as
machines. Minimization of makespan is considered as the objective of scheduling
problem to minimise the throughput time of orders and maximise the efficiency of
the warehouse. A randomly generated data set with the same dimension of real
problem is used. The proposed GA is used to sequence the retrieving pallets.
1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2, a methodology to classify the studies on FJSP is developed. Based
on developed methodology 67 FJSP studies are classified. Various inferences are
made according to this classification and gaps in the FJSP literature are determined.
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The methodological evaluation of FJSP is researched by providing a review of used
techniques.
Chapter 3 is reserved for the principles of CG and Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition.
Comprehensive overview of these approaches for solving LP and IP problems are
discussed by reviewing their fundamental aspects and by providing recent applications.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the general view on Genetic Algorithms. Major advantages
and components of the algorithm are discussed.
Chapter 5 clarifies the proposed methodology based on column generation approach
and applies it for FJSP. Two compact models developed in the literature were
decomposed. A shortest path algorithm based heuristic approach and dynamic
programming models are developed and implemented as pricing algorithms.
Computational tests of the proposed decomposition model are presented and discussed.
In Chapter 6, the performance of a new representation approach for GA is investigated.
Important schedule types as active, semi-active and non-delay schedules are discussed.
For decoding the chromosome, a constructive algorithm which generates active
schedules is proposed. Initial population generation and genetic operators used for
FJSP are discussed. Computational tests derived for FJSP are presented and the
performance of the proposed GA structure is compared with the results in literature.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to a real life application in an AS/RS warehouse. The scheduling
of truck load operations is modelled as FJSP and solved by proposed GA. The obtained
results are compared with the results of literature in which the same problem is
modelled as JSP with recirculation.
Finally, the last chapter (Chapter 8) presents overall conclusions and further studies.
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2. FLEXIBLE JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM
2.1 Problem Definition
The FJSP consists of n jobs {J1,J2, ...,Jn} and m multi-purpose machines
{M1,M2, ...,Mm} including different tools. Each job Ji contains ni operations,
Oi1,Oi2, ...,Oini . There is a set Mi j ⊆ {M1, ...,Mm} for all operations Oi j(i =
1, ...,n; j = 1, ...,ni) and operation Oi j has to be processed by a machine in this set.
pi jk is the processing time of operation Oi j on machine k. Preemption is not allowed.
Moreover, no two operations can be processed on a machine at the same time and a
job cannot be processed on more than one machine at the same time [4]. An example
Figure 2.1: A FJSP Example.
with two jobs, four operations and three machines is seen in Figure 2.1. Operation O11
can be processed on M1 or M2 while O12 and O21 are processed on M2 or M3 and O22
is processed on M3.
If for all i= 1, ...,n and j = 1, ...,ni , µ(Oi j)∈Mi j then µ is a feasible assignment. For
an assignment µ , a µ-schedule is defined as a performance measure. A µ-schedule
is feasible if and only if it is feasible for a JSP based on a µ assignment [4].
The problem is finding a feasible assignment and µ-schedule that minimize the
performance measure. The JSP is a special case of the FJSP. In the JSP
∣∣Mi j∣∣ = 1
for all Oi j. The FJSP is more complicated than the JSP [29]. In the JSP the assignment
of operations to machines is fixed and only the order of the operations is decided. On
the other hand, in the FJSP both the assignment of operations to machines and the
order of operations on each machine are decided [30]. If a µ assignment is given, then
finding an optimum µ-schedule is a JSP [31].
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Makespan (Cmax) is the most widely used performance measure in the literature. It
corresponds to the longest completion time. Other performance measures typically
used in the literature are: flowtime, total workload, critical machine workload, total
tardiness and mean tardiness. Flowtime, represented by (Csum) , refers to the total
completion times on all the machines. The total workload is the total working time
over all the machines and the critical machine workload is the maximum working time
spent on any machine. Total tardiness (∑
i
Ti) and mean tardiness T¯ are associated with
the due date. If a job is completed before the due date, the tardiness of that job is 0.
In the three-field notation scheme [32], the problem handled in this study is denoted by
FJ ||Cmax where FJ denotes flexible job shop scheduling problem and Cmax represents
makespan. Tay [33] used JMPM (job shop with multipurpose machine) instead of FJ.
2.2 Taxonomic Framework
Within the scope of this thesis, a taxonomy for FJSPs is developed and papers in
the literature are classified. This survey covers the area of static FJSP; studies on
dynamic FJSPs are excluded. The attribute vector description based taxonomy method
developed by Reisman [34] is used. The taxonomy proceeds in an arborescent way
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The attribute vector description based taxonomy method
has been used in various research areas, such as for the vehicle routing problem
[35] and data envelopment analysis [36]. A taxonomy paper on FJSP has not been
encountered in the literature. In order to provide coherence and parsimony while
Figure 2.2: Attribute vector description based taxonomy.
satisfying comprehensiveness, at most three branching levels from top to bottom are
generated [35]. The taxonomy developed for FJSP literature is shown in Figure 2.3.
The first level of branching is composed of: type of study, type of problem, objective,
methodology, data characteristics and benchmarking.
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Within the first set, type of study, studies are distinguished based on whether they are
theory, application or literature. The terminology used by Reisman et al. [37] is utilized
for the classification of theoretical and application studies in this study. According
to Reisman et al. [37], “Theoretical papers may be motivated by or even based on
real-world problems and offer a wide range of potential applications. Yet, the authors
have failed to demonstrate specific examples.” They also extended this definition with
papers “that use a previously published scheduling model and proceed to improve the
solution technique without adding to the model’s real-world validation were classified
as theory.” Within this definition review and taxonomy studies were considered as
theoretical ones. In this study, one modification was invoked that review and taxonomy
studies are considered as a third sub-category besides theoretical and application
studies. In the second category, the features of the problem handled by an FJSP study
are listed. The features of an FJSP might be defined in six sub-categories: largest
problem size, processing time, release time, set-up, overlapping and maintenance.
Since the FJSP is an NP-hard problem, the dimension of the problems solved in the
literature is very important for current and future studies. The sub-category called
“largest problem size” is taken from Quadt and Kuhn [38]. The solved problem that has
the biggest dimension is considered with the number of machines, number of jobs and
total number of operations. Another sub-category in the second level is “processing
time.” The processing time can either depend on a machine or not. If it does not
depend on a machine, an operation can be processed in the same amount of time on any
machine that has the tool for processing this operation. “Release time” is considered
separately for jobs and machines. If release times are considered for the jobs in a
problem, the jobs start processing at the release time.
Although a set-up operation is often required between operations in many real-life
situations, classical FJSPs do not consider set-up times. However, there are studies
in the literature that handle set-up times. Set-up times are categorized into two
types: sequence-dependent and sequence-independent set-up times. If the set-up
time depends on the previously processed operation on the machine, it is called a
sequence-dependent set-up time. The sequence-dependent set-up time depends on
the immediately preceding operation on the same machine. If it is independent from
scheduling, i.e. the set-up time required before an operation is definite in every
situation, it is called a sequence-independent set-up time [39], [40]. In the literature
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Figure 2.3: Taxonomy of the FJSP literature.
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on FJSP with set-up times, sequence-dependent set-up times are included in the model
as an additional parameter while the sequence-independent set-up time is added to the
processing time. In other words, sequence-independent set-up times do not cause any
changes to the model. Therefore, in the taxonomy, sequence-dependent set-up times
are considered as “no set-up.”
In the classic FJSP, an operation cannot be processed more than once on the same
machine. However, in real applications, recirculation might occur and an operation
can be processed again on the same machine. Therefore, recirculation is placed in
the taxonomy. In classical scheduling problems, each job can be released once in the
planning horizon. However, in many FJSPs, such as petrochemical industries and glass
factories, customer demand can be released more than once for each job. Fattahi et al.
[41] used the term “overlapping” for this assumption. Maintenance is another subject
in scheduling problems. This can be performed in two ways: fixed and non-fixed
maintenance. It is non-fixed if the completion time of the maintenance is not fixed and
has to be specified during the scheduling procedure. The unavailable period of fixed
maintenance starts at a fixed time point.
In the third main category, studies are classified according to the objectives of the
models. A study is either single-objective or multi-objective. Frequently used objective
functions in FJSP models are seen in 3.2. There are two additional objective functions
besides those described in section 2: “production cost” and “other”. Production costs
include operating costs, inventory costs, penalty costs for earliness/tardiness etc. A
study that has one or more of these production costs is assigned to this category.
“Other” is used to extend the comprehensiveness of the taxonomy. The next category
is solution methods. Jain and Meeran [1] classified JSP solution methods into two
main categories: optimization and approximation approaches. This classification is
also used in the FJSP taxonomy with the addition of hybrid methods, which combine
more than one optimization and/or approximation method. After the determination
of the type of methods used (optimization, approximation or hybrid), the method(s)
is (are) indicated in 4.2. These methods are determined with a general search of
approximately 80 papers on JSPs that were published during the period 2000–2011.
Of these methods, 4 (branch and bound algorithm, column generation, Dantzig–Wolfe
decomposition and Lagrangean relaxation) are optimization methods and the rest are
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approximation methods. In order to provide comprehensiveness an additional topic,
“other” is added. Methods that do not belong to the listed methods or problem-based
heuristics can be grouped under this topic.
The fifth main category is taken from Eksioglu et al. [35]. Data are classified based on
their origin. Authors might use real-world data and/or synthetic data that are generated
by random number generators or taken from the literature. The last category regards
the type of benchmarking. Benchmarking can be performed either with the results of
other studies that used the same data sets or with the results of other solution methods.
Sensitivity analyses on the parameters of a proposed method are considered in the latter
group.
2.3 Classification of FJSP literature
The taxonomy developed in Section 2.2 is used for classification of the FJSP literature.
The articles used for the taxonomy are identified in Appendix A.1. The ISI Web
of Science database was utilized to search for academic studies on FJSP. Since the
FJSP can also be considered to be a multi-purpose machine job shop problem [42],
the database was searched using both “flexible job shop scheduling”, “multipurpose
machine job shop” and “job shop scheduling with alternative machines” as the search
phrase in the “Subject/Title/Abstract” field options. Only research papers were
considered. According to the search, 88 research papers directly deal with FJSPs. In
the scope of this study, only the deterministic scheduling problem is reviewed. Of these
papers, 10 are excluded because they analyze dynamic FJSPs and 4 are eliminated
since they are about lot sizing or batch splitting in flexible job shop problems. Also,
2 papers are marked as irrelevant because they are about rescheduling. Also 5 studies
are on flexible manufacturing systems. Since they considered the alternative process
plans for each job besides the alternative machines for each operation, they are also
excluded. Consequently, 67 papers are investigated for classification according to the
structure developed in this study.
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show the number of FJSP articles with respect to the country
of the authors and the publication years. When the country of the paper is determined,
the locations of the departments of the authors are taken into consideration. If all the
authors of a paper are from same country, then it is counted once. However, if more
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Figure 2.4: Number of articles with respect to the countries.
Figure 2.5: Number of articles with respect to the publication years.
than one country is involved in a study, all these countries are included. In this way,
countries where FJSPs are notably studied can be detected. Only one study [43] has
been published before 2000. As seen in Figure 2.4, China is a remarkable country
for FJSP studies. The number of FJSP articles published since 2000 can be seen in
Figure 2.5. As mentioned before, FJSP has been studied since the 1990s. However,
the ISI Web of Science database search does not include studies from before 2002
(except two studies which are form 1990 and 1995). Among these years, the year
with the most published FJSP papers is 2010. Each branch of the attribute vector
description based taxonomy is called node. As can be seen in Appendix A.1, there are
4 empty nodes, which constitute 7.02% of the end-nodes in each tree. One of the empty
columns denotes “review”, which implies that there are no studies on literature reviews
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among the papers inspected. The remaining 3 empty end-nodes – column generation,
Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition and Lagrange relaxation– are solution methods which
are optimization methods. It may be concluded that these methodologies represent
work not previously attempted by anyone.
2.3.1 Type of study
Theoretical studies constitute 98.48% of all the papers. All of them proposed a
solution methodology except that of Mati and Xie [44] and Jurisch [43]. The former
one analyzed the complexity of a two-job FJSP with a regular objective function
while the other developed a lower bound using Aker’s Graphical Approach which is
developed in 1956. The only study addressed as an application developed a scheduling
algorithm for the FJSP and applied a real-life weapons production factory to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm. As mentioned before there are no studies
on literature reviews among the papers inspected. So this thesis contributes to the
literature with a taxonomic review.
2.3.2 Type of problem
A total of 72.73% of the papers are on the classical FJSP in which all the jobs and
machines are ready at the beginning of the planning horizon (no release time), set-up
times and maintenance times are not planned and overlapping and recirculation are not
considered.
In 89.4% of the papers, the processing times are dependent on the machines. This
means that the processing time of an operation is related to the machine. A problem
that involves processing times depending on machines is more complicated than one
that does not. Altogether 7.57% of the papers studied FJSPs with sequence-dependent
set-up times. Only one study addressed recirculation. The same occurs for
overlapping: only one study dealt with overlapping. Only one study dealt with
both fixed and non-fixed maintenance while 3 studies considered only non-fixed
maintenance and one study considered only fixed maintenance.
2.3.3 Objective
Multi-objective models are studied with a ratio of 47%. The minimization of the
makespan is the most widely used objective function, which occurred in 93.94%.
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Among the multi-objective studies, 67.74% had objectives of makespan, total
workload and critical machine workload.
The approaches to treat the multi-objective optimization can be classified into three
classes [45]: (1) The transformation towards a mono-objective problem consists of
combining all the objectives into a weighted sum. (2) The non-Pareto approach utilizes
operators for processing each objective in a separated way. (3) The Pareto approach is
directly based on the Pareto optimization concept.
The first approach is easy to apply and effective to solve multi-objective optimization.
The changes of users’ decisions can be appeared via adjusting weights [46]. For these
reasons, the weighted sum of the various objective values is taken as the objective
function in many FJSP studies [33, 46–59].
The second approach evaluates each objective in a separate way. This approach is used
to solve multi-objective FJSP in several studies [25, 60–67].
The third approach has aim to converge towards the Pareto front and also obtains
diversified solutions scattered all over the Pareto front [45]. This approach is used
to find objective function in multi-objective FJSP [68–72].
Besides the methodologies mentioned above, Saad et al. [73] used Choquet integral
for criteria aggregation to solve multi objective FJSP with Genetic Algorithms. With
this operator both decision-maker preference and interaction between criteria were
taken into account. The results compared with ordered weighted averaging showed
the effectiveness of the Choquet integral operator.
Xing et al. [74] used fuzzy multi-objective decision approach for aggregation of
multi-objectives into a unique decision function. The approach was based on
linguistically quantified statements.
2.3.4 Methodology
With respect to the methodology used in the papers, 48.5% include only an
approximation method and 47% include hybrid methods that combine more than one
method. The genetic algorithm is the most widely used approximation algorithm; 3
studies involve an optimization approach (branch and bound algorithm), 2 of which use
a hybrid method combining branch and bound and approximation methods. Ozguven
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et al. [75] uses only the branch and bound algorithm in order to measure the CPU time
of evaluated mathematical model of FJSPs and compare with other models.
As mentioned before, most of the studies investigated in this study are theoretical
studies which proposed a solution approach to classical or extended FJSPs. Because
of this reason, we analyze the methodologies used in the FJSP studies in detail.
2.3.4.1 Exact methods
Branch and Bound Algorithm
Branch and Bound algorithms are the only optimization techniques used for FJSP in
the investigated papers. They use a dynamically constructed tree structure which shows
the all probable solutions. Several rules and procedures are developed to eliminate the
branches which do not contain optimum solution. The performance of this technique
is directly dealt with the size of the problem and upper bound values [1]. To solve Job
Shop Scheduling problems, various branch and bound algorithms were proposed [76].
Ozguven et al. [75] compared their proposed mixed-integer programming formulation
for the FJSP with the model proposed by Fattahi et al. [41]. They solved the model
with branch and bound algorithm and showed that their model gives better result with
respect to the computation time.
2.3.4.2 Approximation methods
Priority Dispatching Rules
The first developed approximation methods to solve JSP are based on priority
dispatching rules. Implementation of this algorithm is easy and computational
requirement is not much. At each iteration, a priority is assigned to the operations
which are available to be scheduled. The operation with the highest priority is chosen
to be scheduled. The iteration repeats until all operations are scheduled. There are
many rules defined in the literature to define priorities, such as shortest processing
time, earliest due date, most work remaining, etc. The main disadvantage of these
rules is that there is not a unique rule which is effective for all problems [77]. The
literature shows that linear or random combinations of the rules give better results.
However, the quality of the results decreases when the problem size increases.
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Baykasoglu and Ozbakir [78] analyzed the effects of dispatching rules on the FJSP
with different flexibility levels. Flexibility refers to the average number of alternative
machines per each operation. Four different flexibility levels (no, low, medium and
high) and five dispatching rules (shortest process time, earliest due date, most work
remaining time, process time/total remaining time and minimum slack) were defined.
Performance variations of dispatching rules among different machine flexibility levels
were investigated. According to the statistical tests, the effect of dispatching rule
selection on job shop performance weakens as the job shop flexibility increases. For
the instances with high machine flexibility, five different dispatching rules outcome
approximately the same performance while resulting different performances with zero
machine flexibility.
Nasr and Elsayed [67] developed two heuristics to solve FJSP. The first method
is based on shortest processing time rule. The results of these two methods were
compared on numerical examples with respect to the mean flow time, makespan
and machine utilization. The second one was based on decomposing the FJSP into
subproblems. They handled the problem as a decision process at each time an operation
is completed. There were two decisions to make after an operation is finished: (1)
to schedule another operation (2) wait and not schedule operations. The decision
making process was taken as a discrete set of event times in which each event indicates
the completion time of one or more operations. The number of this set was the
number of subproblems which the problem was decomposed. So the problem was
divided into subsequent subproblems that were easy to solve. Each subproblem was
considered as an assignment problem. A heuristic algorithm (called bound) based on
the interdependency between the subproblems was developed.
Chen et al. [63], the only investigated study on real FJSPs, used priority dispatching
rules for a real-life case study (weapons production factory). According to the
simulation results, the proposed model using the combination of earliest due date, the
operations’ lowest level code of the bill of materials and the longest processing time
outperforms the other scheduling methods.
Other studies using priority dispatching rules combined with another approximation
method to improve the performance of the solution procedure will be examined in
Section 4.4.14.
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Shifting Bottleneck Procedures
Although the priority dispatching rules are approximation methods, they obtains
satisfactory results. However, with the increase of computation and the requirement
to produce better schedules, new algorithms were developed. Shifting Bottleneck
Procedure, developed by Adams et al. [3], is one of these algorithms.
In this algorithm disjunctive graph is used. Although the Gantt chart is the most
widely used representation technique for scheduling problems, disjunctive graph has
been used to define the problem in many solution (optimization or approximation)
methodologies. In this technique, each schedule is defined with a graph, G= {N,A,E}.
Nodes on the graph refer to operations and represented with the set of N. A and E are
the sets of conjunctive arcs and disjunctive arcs, respectively. Conjunctive arcs show
the priorities of operations which belong to the same job. Disjunctive arcs show the
operations processed on the same machine. There are two dummy arcs in N besides
the conjunctive and disjunctive arcs which are used as starting and ending operations.
The weights of the nodes refer to the processing time of each operation. The weight of
starting and ending nodes are 0.
In JSP, the aim is to decide the sequence of the operations on each machine. This can
be done by transforming the undirected disjunctive arcs to directed disjunctive arcs.
Directed disjunctive arcs constituting set S is called selection. If a selection defines a
feasible schedule, it is called a complete selection. A selection is complete if it satisfies
the following:
 All disjunctive arcs are fixed. The relation between all operation pairs processed on
the same machine are directed.
 Directed graph, G(S) = (N,A∪S) , is acyclic.
The completion time of Schedule which is constructed by complete selection is equal to
the longest weighted path (critical path) between starting and ending nodes on directed
graph G(S) = (N,A∪S).
At the beginning of the shifting bottleneck procedure algorithm, all disjunctive arcs on
the graph are erased and only the conjunctive arcs remain. At each iteration, makespan
(the length of critical path) is found. The earliest starting and earliest completion times
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are decided using makespan and the bottleneck machine is determined. During the
determination of bottleneck, tardiness of the operations on the machines is considered.
The machine which has the highest tardiness time is bottleneck. The bottleneck
machine is scheduled and the corresponding directed disjunctive arcs are added to
the graph and new makespan is computed. In each iteration, one machine is scheduled
and the schedules of previously scheduled machines are updated. The algorithm is
terminated when all machines are scheduled.
Although the shifting bottleneck procedure is a well-known approach for JSPs, there
is only one study using this method among the investigated FJSP studies. Gao et
al. [53] hybridized genetic algorithms and shifting bottleneck procedure to combine
the effectiveness of global search ability of genetic algorithms and local search ability
of shifting bottleneck procedure. The studies proposing hybrid algorithms are given in
Section 2.3.4.3 in detail.
GRASP
GRASP (greedy randomized adaptive search procedure) is a metaheuristic technique.
Each iteration consists of two phases: construction and local search phases. A feasible
solution is found in construction phase and neighbors of this feasible solution are
generated in local search phase. The best found solution after a specified number
of iterations is approved as ultimate solution of the problem.
In construction phase, a feasible solution is found by adding only an element in each
iteration. The set of candidate elements includes the elements which can be added to
the solution without any disruption of feasibility. In order to determine the elements to
be added a greedy function is used. The candidates exceeding a predefined threshold
value constitute the restricted candidate list. The element placed in the next solution is
randomly chosen from this list. The new solution with the chosen element changes the
greedy function and restricted candidate list. Construction phase is terminated when
the candidate elements set become empty [79]. Since the construction phase doesn’t
guarantee to find the local optimum, local search phase is applied. In local search, the
best neighbor of the current solution is replaced as the new solution. The algorithm
terminates when no better solution is found in the neighborhood [79].
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Rajkumar et al. [48] used a GRASP to solve the multi-objective FJSP with non-fixed
availability constraints. They compare their results with the results of a hybrid genetic
algorithm. The results showed that the GRASP algorithm is more appropriate for
solving the problems with partial flexibility. Rajkumar et al. [57] used GRASP
algorithm to solve the multi-objective FJSP with limited resource constraints. The
results are compared with the other methodologies in the literature. It is proven that
the GRASP algorithm is more suitable to solve the limited resource constraints FJSPs.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithm (GA), developed by John Holland in 1975, is a search method based
on parameter coding [20]. It finds a solution using random search techniques. The
strategy of GA is based on the “survival of the fittest” principle of Darwin [80]. It
differs from other search techniques with its random initial solution set, population.
Each individual in population is named chromosome and each chromosome represents
a feasible solution. Each chromosome consists of genes. Chromosomes are evaluated
and improved in each generation. They are evaluated using fitness value. To generate
a new generation, new individuals, called offsprings, are generated. New individuals
are generated by crossover or mutation operators. During crossover, two individuals,
parents, are matched to create their children. Chromosome of a selected individual
is changed with mutation operator. The new population, or generation, is found by
selection of the fittest (best) individuals among parents and children. Better individuals
have more chance to live. After many generations, population converges to a solution
which can be thought as local or global optimum [22].
A total of 40.91% of the investigated papers used GAs to solve FJSP. More detailed
information and literature review on GAs will be given in Section 4 and Section 6.
In FJSP literature, besides the studies mentioned above, there are various studies using
GAs. Many studies developed a hybrid model to increase the performance of GA.
These hybrid models are discussed in Section 2.3.4.3.
Tabu Search
Tabu search which is a local search technique starts with a feasible solution and keeps
it as the current best solution. A neighborhood of the current best solution is generated
by a neighbor generation process. These neighbors constitute the candidate solutions.
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After the candidate solutions are evaluated with an objective function, the best solution
which does not belong to tabu list or satisfies a predefined criteria becomes the new
best solution. This candidate is written to the tabu list and previous solution erased
from the tabu list. Iterations continue until the termination criterion is reached [81].
Saidi-Mehrabad and Fattahi [82] applied tabu search method for the FJSP with
sequence dependent set-up problem. The results of the proposed algorithm are
compared with the optimal solution of branch and bound technique. According to
the results, tabu search found optimal solutions in a short computational time for small
and medium sized problems.
Ennigrou and Ghedira [83] presented two tabu search based multi-agent approaches
for FJSP. These approaches consist of three agent classes: job agents, resource agents
and an interface agent. Each class has responsibility to satisfy the constraints under
its jurisdiction. In the first approach, each resource agent has its own tabu search and
the resource agents cooperate together to find the global optimal solution. The second
approach is an extension of the first approach. New diversification techniques have
been added at both local and global levels. The benchmark results showed that the
extended version has fulfilling results compared with the first approach. Because of
the diversification, the results were satisfactory in terms of makespan.
Neural Networks
Artificial neural network is a knowledge processing algorithm inspired from brain
and nervous systems. The structures of neural networks are similar with neurons.
Each neuron receives electrochemical signals through the special connections called
synapses between each neuron pair. A neural network is the modelling of that
biological structure [84]. Learning is the most important feature of neural networks.
Learning is an adaptation process in which the parameters of the network are evolved
by the impact of environment [85]. Despite the fact that neural networks are widely
used tools in optimization problems, only one study used neural networks for FJSPs
among investigated studies.
A dynamical coupled neural network was proposed by Akyol and Bayhan [86] for
the problem of scheduling a set of independent jobs on non-identical multi-machines.
The method consisted of two maximum, three piecewise linear and one log-sigmoid
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sub-neural networks which are all interacted with each other. Jobs were not composed
of operations. Since there were alternative machines for each job, this problem can
be considered as a FJSP. To test the proposed approach, a simulation experiment was
performed with different parameters.
Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary computation technique inspired by the
behavior of the flock of birds. During food search, each bird in a flock determines its
velocity based on both their personal experience and interaction with other members
of the flock. Each bird, called particle, flies through the solution space of the
optimization problem searching for the optimum solution. Its position represents a
potential solution for the problem. PSO algorithm performed on this natural behaviour
to solve optimization problems.
Liu et al. [50] solved the multi-objective FJSPs using a multi particle swarm
optimization approach. They improved the representations of the position and velocity
of the particles in particle swarm optimization. They used two components, operation
order and machine selection, in their representation. They applied bi-metrics binary
representation for position encoding of particle. In order to map the operation order and
machine selection, the different individuals were separated into different groups. They
developed a multi-swarm search algorithm to match the two component characteristics.
The proposed algorithm was theoretically illustrated that it converges towards the
global optimum with a probability of 1. The computational results showed that the
proposed algorithm is an effective approach especially for large scale multi-objective
FJSP.
Boukef et al. [87] developed a new algorithm inspired from particle swarm
optimization for FJSP. The empirical results showed that the efficiency of proposed
algorithm is comparable to the genetic algorithms with respect to the makespan
criterion.
Pongchairerks and Kachitvichyanukul [88] proposed a new particle swarm opti-
mization approach for flexible job shop scheduling with the processing times not
depending on the machines (multi-purpose machines JSP). Applying multiple social
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learning topologies in evolutionary process of particle swarm optimization is the main
contribution of the paper.
Ant Colonies
Ant colony optimization is a frequently used technique to solve the NP-hard problems.
The algorithm is inspired by the behaviour of ants. An ant leaves a substance, called
pheromone, on the nest-food path. Based on the density of this substance it shows the
shortest path to the other ants of the colony. The pheromone with the most density
means the shortest path between nest and food. The aim of the algorithm is finding the
shortest path among feasible solutions [89].
Xing et al. [90] proposed a knowledge based ant colony optimization algorithm for
the FJSP. By integrating the ant colony optimization model with knowledge model,
the performance of the proposed model was largely improved. Knowledge model
learned some available knowledge from the ant colony optimization while the existing
knowledge was used to guide the current heuristic search of ant colony optimization.
Computational results showed that the proposed algorithm obtained better results than
some published methods with respect to the quality of the schedules.
Rossi and Dini [39] proposed an ant colony optimization which represents a
challenging approach to the scheduling of FJSP with sequence dependent set-up times.
They used disjunctive graph model and a local search algorithm to support FJSP
with transportation and set-up times. The pheromone trail structure based on the
aforementioned disjunctive graph model is developed. Two original components, the
routing-precedence-based visibility function and the method to approximate non-delay
schedules, are proposed to improve the performance.
Xing et al. [74] proposed a double layer ant colony optimization algorithm for the FJSP.
Two different ant colony optimization algorithms are applied to solve the FJSP with a
hierarchical way. The upper layer obtained an excellent assignment of operations to
machines while the lower layer achieved the optimal sequencing of operations on each
machine. Experimental results showed that the proposed method gave reliable results
for the multi-objective FJSP.
Xing et al. [51] developed a simulation model for the multi-objective FJSP. They
assigned each operation to machines by ant colony optimization algorithm. They
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emphasized their work in two ways: (1) they presented an efficacious approach for
solving the multi-objective FJSP and it is easy to apply to solve the practical problems
conveniently, (2) they proposed an effective framework for solving the multi-objective
FJSP. The researchers can improve the simulation model by adding or improving some
algorithms.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing is a heuristic algorithm which uses a stochastic hill climbing
procedure to search the solution space. It is a widely used method for complex
problems, such as job shop scheduling and travelling salesman problems, because of
easy implementation. However as the other approximation algorithms, it may converge
to local optimum solution or takes too much time to find a good result. Because of this
reason, lots of hybrid methodologies consisting of simulated annealing are proposed
in the literature [91].
In simulated annealing, if the cost between current solution and neighbor solution
exceeds a predefined threshold, neighbor solution becomes the new solution. This
threshold represented with −T lnu is positive and stochastic. T is a control parameter
which can be referred as temperature and its value decreases during the algorithm. u
is uniformly distributed between (0, 1]. u is generated in every iteration and compared
with a neighbor solution. Under the proper conditions, it guarantees the local optimum.
Fattahi et al. [41] used simulated annealing for the FJSP with overlapping. The
contribution of the paper is considering the overlapping in FJSP. The results of the
algorithm were compared with the optimal solution obtained with the branch and
bound method. The computational results validated the efficiency and effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.
Variable Neighborhood Search
Variable neighborhood search algorithm searches in increasing size neighborhood to
find better local optima. To move from the current local optima, it makes local search
around neighborhood of current best solution and the search space is getting larger
until a better solution is obtained. This procedure ends when the termination condition
is reached [50].
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A variable neighborhood search algorithm in which a task sequencing list was used to
represent the solutions was proposed by Amiri et al. [92]. A combination of strategies
for generating the initial solution was applied. Computational results showed that the
algorithm found the quite similar results with famous algorithms.
Yazdani et al. [93] proposed a parallel variable neighborhood search algorithm to solve
the FJSP. In order to find useful solution in short time, parallelization which refers
to the multiple independent searches to increase the search space, was included in
the method. Proposed algorithm used various neighborhood structures to generate
neighboring solutions. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm
was a viable and effective approach for the FJSP.
Artificial Immune System
Artificial immune system is a population based search algorithm as genetic algorithms
and is inspired by the natural immune system. Recognition, cloning, reproduction,
mutation, selection, memory and neighboring learning between antibodies are
fundamental operators that are used in artificial immune systems.
Bagheri et al. [94] developed an artificial immune algorithm based on integrated
approach to solve FJSP. Various strategies were used for generating the initial
population and selecting the individuals for reproduction. Different mutation
operators were also applied for reproduction. Satisfactory results were received from
computational tests.
Filtered Beam Search
Filtered beam search is an extension of beam search which progresses like the branch
and bound algorithm. During branching, predetermined number of nodes at each level,
called beamwidth, is explored. Node evaluation process is the most important phase in
beam search. An evaluation function is used to determine the node to search. During
the determination, the trade-off between a bad result with fast search and good result
with slow search should be taken into account. Filtered beam search was developed to
find a good trade-off mentioned above economically and quickly. Filtered beam search
includes two phases: filtering phase and beam selection phase. In filtering phase, all
nodes generated from a parent node are evaluated by a computationally inexpensive
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filtering procedure. In beam selection phase, leaving filterwidth filtered nodes for
further accurate evaluation by a total cost evaluation function [60].
Wang and Yu [60] applied filtered beam search algorithm to solve an extended
FJSP. They considered both fixed and non-fixed machine availability constraints.
Satisfactory results were obtained in experimental tests.
2.3.4.3 Hybrid methods
Complex problems, like FJSP, involve many different components or subproblems,
each of which requires different types of processing. To solve such complex problems,
a great diversity of solution methodologies are utilized. Hybrid systems which
integrate the advantages of the solution techniques and avoid their shortcomings [95]
constitute 47.7% of the classified papers. In this section, how hybridization appears to
increase the performance of the methodologies is surveyed.
Global search algorithms are frequently hybridized with the methodologies with
local search ability in FJSP literature. Although the hybridization of global search
algorithms with local search has a positive effect on the convergence to local
optima, the computation time per generation increases. How to allocate the available
computation time between global and local search is one of the most important
problems [53].
As mentioned in previous sections, genetic algorithms are the most widely used
algorithms in FJSP literature. It was hybridized with a local search algorithm to
combine with global search feature. Gao et al. [53] hybridized genetic algorithm
and bottleneck shifting procedure to utilize both global search ability of genetic
algorithms and local search ability of bottleneck shifting procedure for solving
multi-objective FJSP. They inferred that the local optima can be improved without
too much computational load by dynamically adjusted neighborhood structure. Zribi
et al. [65] solved the FJSP hierarchically into two subproblems: assignment and
sequencing subproblems. For the first subproblem, two methods based on local search
and branch and bound algorithm are proposed. These methods decrease the workload
of the most-loaded machine, the total load of machines and the lower bound of the
makespan for the given assignment. For the second subproblem, a hybridized genetic
algorithm is developed. Computational results showed that although the branch and
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bound algorithm did not work in all instance, generally, the best result was obtained
for all criteria.
Gao et al. [54] developed two kinds of neighborhood as the local search and combined
them with the genetic algorithm to solve FJSP with non-fixed availability constrains.
Gao et al. [62] also combined variable neighborhood search with genetic algorithm
to improve the search ability. Two types of variable neighborhood search (moving
one operation and moving two operations) were used to break critical paths in a
solution one by one. By this way, a new solution with smaller makespan was obtained.
Critical path was broken by deleting a critical operation and reallocating it on another
assignable interval. A methodology based on the concept of earliest and latest event
time was used to determine the assignable interval. After the local optimum assignment
for the moving operation was found, two operations were moved to find a better
solution.
Kacem et al. [25] developed an assignment and scheduling procedure (approach
by localization) which was used to assign each operation to the suitable machine
considering the processing times and workloads of machines. They compare the
results of classic genetic algorithms and approach by localization. Results of approach
by localization are as good as the results obtained by genetic algorithm. Moreover,
approach by localization is more efficient than genetic algorithm with respect to the
computational time. In order to find better results for many real problems, they
developed a hybrid model which includes both genetic algorithm and approach by
localization to combine the advantages of the methods. Pezzella et al. [30] integrated
different strategies to improve the performance of genetic algorithms for the FJSP.
They used approach by localization, developed by Kacem et al. [25], to generate the
initial solution. They applied three dispatching rules -randomly select a job, most
work remaining and most number of operations remaining- to get the sequencing of
the initial assignments.
Li et al. [59] combined variable neighborhood search and genetic algorithms for
solving the multi-objective FJSP. Mix of two machine assignment rules and two
operation sequencing rules in the initialization stage, an adaptive mutation rules and
a speed-up variable neighbor search operator based on public critical block theory
are the main contributions of this paper. The new local search generates high quality
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solutions in a very short time. Frutos et al. [61] hybridized genetic algorithms with
simulated annealing to combine local and global search for solving multi-objective
FJSP. Wang et al. [68] and Zhang et al. [69] used a genetic algorithm which is based
on immune and entropy principle to solve the multi-objective FJSP. EAs based on
a finite population tend to converge to a single solution. On the other hand, in the
multi-objective optimization, a set of non-dominated solutions or the Pareto front of
the problem is tried to find. To do that, immune and entropy principle using special
fitness calculation was applied.
Al-Hinai and ElMekkawy [96] proposed a hybridized genetic algorithm, which
composed of initial population generation heuristic, a local search method, and a
genetic algorithm, for the FJSP. Moradi et al. [71] developed and compared four
multi-objective optimization methods for integrated FJSP with non-fixed preventive
maintenance activities. They combined genetic algorithm and priority dispatching
rules to minimize makespan and the system unavailability. Xing et al. [97] developed
a multi-population interactive co-evolutionary algorithm to improve the performance
of evolutionary algorithms for the FJSP. Both the artificial ant colonies and GA with
different configurations were applied to evolve each population independently and the
interaction, competition and sharing mechanism among populations are satisfied.
Ho et al. [27] proposed a learnable genetic algorithm which provides an effective
integration between evolution and learning within a random search process. A new
coding technique was developed (Section 4.4.5). An operation assignment based
composite dispatching rule algorithm was used instead of using just job assignment
based. Moradi et al. [98] used a learnable genetic algorithm to solve FJSP with
preventive maintenance activities. Composite dispatching rule was used for population
generation. The main contribution of this paper is the extension of the learnable genetic
algorithm to the FJSP with preventive maintenance.
Tay and Ho [33] used composite dispatching rules generated by a genetic
programming. They validated that no rule performs well on all criteria and the
combination of the rules improves the efficiency of the rules and quality of the results.
Experimental results showed that earliest due date is better than the other rules from
the literature in minimizing mean tardiness, mean flow time and percentage of tardy
jobs; however it is poor in minimizing the makespan. On the other hand, the statistical
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tests confirmed that the rules generated by the proposed genetic algorithm gave better
results than earliest due date for all objectives.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is another frequently used approximation
method in FJSP literature. Xia and Wu [56] combined simulated annealing with
particle swarm optimization to avoid becoming trapped in a local optimum. The
hybridized method was used for multi-objective FJSP. Grobler et al. [47] developed
four particle swarm optimization based heuristics approaches to multi-objective FJSP
with sequence-dependent set-up times. With respect to the quality of solution
and computational complexity, priority-based particle swarm optimization algorithm
performed the best. The main contribution of the paper is the structure of the problem
which includes sequence-dependent set-up times, auxiliary resources and machine
down time. Zhang et al. [58] developed a hybridization of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm and tabu search (TS) algorithm to solve the multi-objective FJSP.
Tabu Search was used as a local search strategy for every particle. Moslehi and
Mahnam [72] proposed a hybridization of particle swarm algorithm and a local search
algorithm for multi-objective FJSP with different release times. Li et al. [66] proposed
a novel particle swarm methodology, hybridized artificial bee colony algorithm, for
solving the multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem. Artificial bee colony
algorithm is inspired by the behavior of honey bee swarm intelligence. To provide good
quality and variety of neighboring solutions, two local search operators are applied for
the employed bees: local search operator in machine assignment component and local
search operator in operation scheduling component. After applying these two local
search operators, a new neighboring food source was obtained around the old source.
The new food source is evaluated and compared with the old one. If the new source is
better, it will be kept in the population.
Since tabu search algorithm is an effective local search algorithm and has easy
implementation, many methodologies based on tabu search algorithm were developed.
Scrich et al. [259] developed a hierarchical and multi-start tabu search for FJSP. Both
methodologies were based on tabu search and used priority dispatching rules to obtain
an initial solution. Diversification strategies were used to improve the performance.
According to the experimental results, hierarchical heuristic was better for instances
with low tardiness values while multi-start heuristic was better for instances with
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larger tardiness values and it needs less computational time. Fattahi et al. [99]
compared integrated and hierarchical approaches for FJSP. It was found that the
results of the hierarchical algorithms are better than the integrated approaches. Six
different hybrid searching methodologies including searching approach and heuristics
were developed. The experimental results indicated that the algorithm combining
tabu search and simulated annealing algorithms for assignment and sequencing
subproblems consecutively had better performance than the other algorithms.
Bozejko et al. [100] proposed a two module algorithm for solving FJSP. The algorithm
contains machine selection module and the operation scheduling module. For machine
selection module, tabu search is used. In order to compare the results, population-based
metaheuristics are also applied. Insertion algorithm and tabu search algorithm
with backtracking are used for operation scheduling module. They inferred that
to obtain an optimal solution the exact algorithms can be used on both modules.
Li et al. [49] proposed a hybrid algorithm with two modules to handle with the
multi-objective FJSP. They used a tabu algorithm to produce neighboring solutions
in the machine assignment module and a variable neighborhood search algorithm to
apply local search in the operation scheduling component. Li et al. [101] developed
a new approach hybridizing tabu search with a fast neighborhood structure to solve
FJSP. A combination of different machine assignment initial rules and operation
scheduling initial rules, different approaches in the neighborhood structure for machine
assignment component and various insert and swap functions are proposed to decrease
the size of the neighborhood structure of the problem and rule out unnecessary and
infeasible moves.
Wang et al. [52] proposed a filtered beam search based heuristic algorithm to solve
multiple-objective FJSP. They used dispatching rules based heuristics as local and
global evaluation functions to avoid useless paths and decrease the computational time.
Liouane et al. [102] combined ant colony optimization metaheuristic with local search
methods which contains tabu search and showed the efficiency of the local search
methods with an ant system approach.
Baykasoglu [103] and Baykasoglu et al. [64] used grammars form linguistics to
represent data, the dispatching rules to order the operations. Baykasoglu [103] used a
metaheuristic method based on simulated annealing for optimization while Baykasoglu
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et al. [64] used tabu search algorithm for multi-objective optimization. Both studies
considered FJSP with alternative process plan. So, besides assignment and sequencing
problems, process plan selection problem was also considered.
2.3.5 Data
There are 2 theoretical papers (and) in this study referring to “no data”. Mati and
Xie [44] analyzed the complexity of a two-job FJSP with a regular objective function
while Jurisch [43] developed a lower bound using Aker’s graphical approach which is
developed in 1956. The rest of the theoretical papers proposed a solution method and
applied it with data. There is only one study using only real-world data, which is the
unique application paper mentioned above. According to the data structure 93.94% of
the papers apply a methodology on synthetic data, and one study uses both real and
synthetic data. The frequently used benchmarking data sets are the following:
 Kacem data set: Kacem et al. [25, 26] generated 3 problem sets (8× 8 with 27
operations, 10×10 with 30 operations and 15×10 with 56 operations).
 BR data set: 10 problem sets from Brandimarte [29]. They were randomly
generated using a uniform distribution. The number of jobs ranges from 10 to 20,
the number of machines ranges from 4 to 15, the number of operations for each job
ranges from 5 to 15 and the number of operations for all the jobs ranges from 55 to
240.
 BC data set: 21 problem sets from Chambers and Barnes [104] in which the number
of jobs ranges from 10 to 15, the number of machines ranges from 11 to 18,
the number of operations for each job ranges from 10 to 15 and the number of
operations for all the jobs ranges from 100 to 225.
 DP data set: 18 problem sets generated by Dauzère-Pérès and Paulli [105]. The
number of jobs ranges from 10 to 20, the number of machines ranges from 5 to
10, the number of operations for each job ranges from 15 to 25 and the number of
operations for all the jobs ranges from 196 to 387.
 HU data set: 264 problem sets from Hurink et al. [31]. The number of jobs ranges
from 6 to 30, the number of machines ranges from 5 to 15, the number of operations
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for each job ranges from 5 to 15 and the number of operations for all the jobs ranges
from 36 to 300.
2.3.6 Benchmark
With the exception of application and complexity studies, all the papers compared
the results of their proposed methodology with the results of other methodologies or
literature.
2.4 Contributions
In this study, we develop a taxonomy for the FJSP which is one of the NP-hard
problems. The attribute vector description based taxonomy method developed by
Reisman [34] is used. In order to verify the proposed taxonomy, illustrative published
papers from the literature are classified. The ISI Web of Science database is used for
selection to minimize the subjectivity of the selected papers. All the papers that contain
both “flexible job shop scheduling”, “multipurpose machine job shop” and “job shop
scheduling with alternative machines” in the “Subject/Title/Abstract” are considered
in this study.
Based on the classification of FJSP studies according to the proposed taxonomy, the
following important inferences and gaps in the FJSP literature can be mentioned:
 No previous study classified in the scope of this study has proposed a taxonomy as
exhaustive as the one presented in this study.
 There is only one study classified as an application. The rest of the 65 papers are
theoretical papers that propose a methodology for solving an FJSP. The NP-hard
structure of FJSPs is an important reason why such a large portion of studies deal
with solving these problems.
 As foreseen by Jain and Meeran [1], developing hybrid models for NP-hard
problems has become a popular study area. An important ratio (47%) of the
reviewed papers includes hybrid methods. Most of these methods combine two
or more approximation methods. Studies containing both approximation and
optimization approaches in hybrid methods for FJSPs are rare. Thus, there is an
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important gap in this area in which time efficiency of approximation methods and
the property of convergence in optimization methods can be merged.
 Most of the papers (72.73%) are on the classical FJSP in which set-up times
and maintenance times are not planned and recirculation and overlapping are not
considered. Some combinations of release time, set-up, recirculation, overlapping
and maintenance have not occurred. For example, there is no study considered both
recirculation and maintenance in the selected papers.
The contribution of developed taxonomic review can be summarized as follows: (1)
it provides a broad review of the FJSP literature. With this study an empty end-node
(review) in the literature given at Appendix A.1, is aimed to be marked; (2) it provides
a framework for future studies.
As seen in taxonomic review, column generation is not applied for FJSP. So,
decomposition of FJSP to find appropriate lower bound is one of the contributions
of this study.
Moreover there is only one FJSP study on real life application which is performed at
a weapon production factory. Thus, the application on a real AS/RS warehouse is also
another contribution of this study.
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3. COLUMN GENERATION AND DANTZIG-WOLFE DECOMPOSITION
3.1 Column Generation
Large-scale mixed integer programming (MIP) problems have a quite remarkable place
in Operations Research. To obtain a successful solution, large-scale MIP problems
needs LP relaxations with good approximation to the convex hull of feasible solutions
[10].
Let consider the following standard LP model where x ∈ Rn and b ∈ Rm
minz = c′x
s.t.
Ax = b
x≥ 0 (3.1)
where c is the objective coefficients vector and x is decision variables vector of
dimension n. b is an m dimensional vector including amount of resources and A is
an n×m matrix formed by technological coefficients. All these vectors and matrices
consist of rational elements. Decision variable xi(i ∈ I) is relevant to the column ai of
matrix A where A = {ai |i ∈ I } [11]. A great deal of problems have a huge number of
columns to store. In the simplex algorithm, reduced cost for each nonbasic variable is
computed to determine the entering variable. Reduced cost of a decision variable xi
can be calculated as follows:
c¯i = ci− zi = ci− c′BB−1ai = ci−wai (3.2)
where c¯i is the reduced cost, ci is objective coefficient of xi, cB is the vector formed
by the objective coefficients of basic variables, B−1 is the inverse of the m×m matrix
including the columns of basic variables and w is an m vector of dual variables. A
solution is optimal if ci− zi are nonnegative for each nonbasic variable xi. Variable xi
enters the solution if ci− zi < 0. In the simplex algorithm, since the reduced cost of
each nonbasic variable is specified explicitly to determine whether the optimal solution
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is found, all columns are stored [11]. Column generation (CG) is a more effective
algorithm that works with restricted master problem (RMP) which considers only the
sufficient meaningful subset of variables [106].
Assume that matrix A has a huge number of columns that makes it hard to keep
on memory and compute. During the solution process of the problems with large
number of columns, some columns of A may not enter to the solution and be generated
unnecessarily. However, as known from revised simplex, only the columns of basic
variables and entering variables are needed throughout the algorithm. Determination
of entering variable, xi, which has the negative reduced cost, is the most important and
difficult process [107]. In this phase, the following problem should be solved.
min. c¯i (3.3)
where c¯i is the reduced cost of variable having index i. The problem is minimization
of the reduced cost among all i. Various problems have special structures of this
optimization problem. Minimum c¯i can be found without computing c¯i for all i. If
nonnegative value is obtained as the optimal solution of this problem, then optimal
solution is acquired for original LP model. If minimum reduced cost is found to be
negative, then the variable xi which has the minimum reduced cost and the column Ai
enter the solution. The important subject is to find solution of 3.3 effectively [107].
CG can be defined as the sequence of master iterations [107]. At the beginning of
master iteration, a basic feasible solution of original problem and basic matrix is
known. We want to find the variable xi which has a negative c¯i value. If a negative
c¯i value cannot be found, it means that optimal solution is reached and the algorithm
terminates. Assume that there is a variable x j for which c¯ j < 0. Let I be the set
of columns which consists of the entering column A j and all previously generated
columns. Restricted problem can be defined as follows:
min. ∑
i∈I
cixi (3.4)
s.t.
∑
i∈I
Aixi = b (3.5)
x≥ 0 (3.6)
The columns in the restricted problem contains the basic variables in current basic
feasible solution of the original problem. Basic feasible solution of the restricted
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problem gives an initial point for the optimal solution. Until finding the optimum
solution of restricted problem simplex iterations proceed. When the optimal solution
is found, new master iteration starts.
Wilhelm [11] classified CG based algorithms in three groups. Type I CG algorithms
generate feasible columns with an auxiliary model and RMP determine the best
combination of these columns. RMP does not interact further with the auxiliary model.
Since the auxiliary model may not produce optimum columns, this CG approach does
not guarantee optimality.
Type II CG algorithms use subproblem (SP) to determine the improving columns for
RMP. The purpose of the SP is finding nonbasic variable having minimum reduced
cost. Suppose that I is the set of nonbasic variables. An SP can be formulated as
min
i∈I
(ci− zi) (3.7)
At each iteration, RMP is optimized to find an optimum solution for restricted search
space. SP is used to decide the optimality and obtain the improving columns for RMP.
Cutting Stock Problem is the most well known application of Type II CG. In order to
give a brief explanation of Type II CG, cutting stock problem is explained as in the
following.
A company stocks rolls of sheets in standard weight W . Orders with different weights
are fulfilled by cutting the produced rolls. Demand of sheet in weight wi is bi where
wi ≤ W for all i = 1, . . . ,m. A standard roll can be cut in several combinations
according to the orders. Let us define ai j as the number of sheet with weight wi in
combination j. A feasible combination should satisfy the following two conditions:
ai j ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . ,m (3.8)
m
∑
i=1
ai jwi ≤W (3.9)
A is an m×n matrix including Ai j where i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . ,n. n is the number
of possible combinations and it may be numerous. The objective is to minimize the
number of rolls with satisfying the overall orders. Let x j be the decision variable
representing the number of cutting rolls with combination j. The IP model of cutting
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stock problem is given as [107]:
min.
n
∑
j=1
x j (3.10)
s.t.
n
∑
j=1
ai jx j = bi ∀i (3.11)
x j ≥ 0, integer ∀ j (3.12)
where 3.10 refers to the objective function that minimizes the number of standard rolls,
constraints 3.11 ensure that production fulfilled the orders and constraints 3.12 are the
sign constraints that each x j should be a nonnegative integer value. When the number
of feasible combinations are huge, solving the above IP problem is getting substantially
difficult. To improve the solution procedure, all columns of A are not considered. The
columns of basic variables which are belonging to basic feasible solution constitute B
matrix. Let us assume that matrix B and the corresponding feasible basic solution are
known. In revised simplex algorithm reduced cost of x j is
c¯ j = c j− c′BB−1A j (3.13)
where A j is the vector of combination j of which the ith component is referred by ai j.
Let us define p′ = c′BB−1. Since the objective coefficient of each decision variable x j
equals to 1, reduced cost can be written as
c¯ j = 1−p′A j (3.14)
The problem becomes the problem of minimization of
(
1−p′A j
)
and it is the same
as the maximization of p′A j. p′A j is maximized to find the entering variable which
having the most negative reduced cost. If the maximization of p′A j results with 1 or
any smaller value, all reduced costs have nonnegative values and the optimum solution
is obtained. If the maximum result is bigger than 1, the corresponding combination
j and its related column A j enter the solution. The combination j that has maximum
p′A j can be found by the following model [107]
max.
m
∑
i=1
piai (3.15)
s.t.
m
∑
j=1
wiai ≤W ∀i (3.16)
ai ≥ 0, integer ∀i (3.17)
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where equations 3.8 and 3.9 are expressed as the constraints 3.16 and 3.17. This IP
problem is a knapsack problem which is easier to solve than a cutting stock problem
with a huge number of variables [107].
Type III CG algorithms are similar to Type II, but Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition
(DWD) is applied to the linear relaxation of an IP. A column represents the extreme
point or extreme ray of the polyhedron formed by SP. During decomposition, more
than one SP can be constituted. A solution of RMP is a convex combination of the
extreme point and nonnegative linear combination of extreme rays generated by each
SP. At each iteration, objective coefficients of SP are updated by the dual variables of
RMP and SP is used to obtain the entering variables for RMP. Both Type II and Type
III CG algorithms guarantee to find the LP optimum. DWD is used to find IP optimum
by solving an RMP at each node in the branch and bound search tree. In this study,
Type III CG approach is applied to FJSP and CG is used exclusively to express Type
III CG. Mathematical basis of DWD is discussed through the next section in detail.
Although CG has been developed in 1960, it has received great attention in Operations
Reserach literature over the last years. The progress and availability of computational
tools and successful applications on considerable problems are some of the reasons to
wide utilization of CG [6]. Alvelos [6] cited miscellaneous motivations for developing
a CG based algorithm. The compact model in which all decision variables and
constraints are considered [6] may have a huge number of variables and constraints
and to be solved in an efficient way may not be possible. It is more appealing to
apply a decomposition approach, where easily solvable independent subproblems are
combined to constitute a solution to the overall problem [108]. Also the effective
usage of computational memory and the presence of efficient algorithms for small
subproblems make the CG attractive as a solution procedure. CG can also be used for
the cases where compact formulation is not known. The quality of lower bounds is
the fundamental issue for IP models where the minimisation problem is considered.
Alternative models with a huge number of columns may give better lower bounds. CG
has been used to acquire better LP solutions for troublesome IP problems [14, 15].
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3.2 Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition
Constraints of a LP problem can be divided into two subgroups: general constraints (or
coupling constraints [107]) and constraints with special structure [109]. Having special
structure is not required for either set; on the other hand, structures are useful for the
effectiveness of solution procedure. Decomposition consists of two LPs one of which
contains general constraints while the other has constraints with special structure. Until
the solution of original problem, the information flows between two LPs. LP including
general constraints is called master model and LP with special constraints is called
submodel. Master problem seeks for a better solution while submodel decides whether
the optimum is reached or the entering variable if the optimum solution has not been
found [109].
Let’s consider the following LP
min. c′x
s.t.
Ax = b
x ∈ X (3.18)
where X is a polyhedral set created by the constraints with special structure, A is an
m× n matrix and b is an m vector. Let v j be an extreme point of polyhedron X for
j ∈ J and wk be extreme rays of polyhedron X for k ∈ K. J is the enumerated set of
extreme points while K is the enumerated set of extreme rays of polyhedron X .
Theorem 1 (Minkowski and Weyl Theorem [107]). Let P = {x ∈ Rn|Ax ≥ b} be a
non empty polyhedron with at least one extreme point. While extreme points of P are
v1, ...,vp and extreme rays of P are w1, ...,wr, if
Q =
{
p
∑
j=1
λ jv j +
r
∑
k=1
θkwk
∣∣∣∣∣λ j ≥ 0,θk ≥ 0, p∑j=1λ j = 1
}
(3.19)
then Q = P. In other words, an element of a polyhedron which has at least one
extreme point, is equal to the sum of convex combination of extreme points and linear
combination of extreme rays. The proof of Minkowski and Weyl Theorem can be seen
in [107].
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According to the Minkowski and Weyl Theorem, a feasible solution x of X can be
inferred as follows.
x = ∑
j∈J
λ jv j + ∑
k∈K
θkwk (3.20)
where λ j and θk are nonnegative and∑ j∈J λ j = 1. Problem 3.18 can now be formulated
as follows,
min. ∑
j∈J
λ jc′v j + ∑
k∈K
θkc′wk
s.t.
∑
j∈J
λ jAv j + ∑
k∈K
θkAwk = b0
∑
j∈J
λ j = 1
λ j ≥ 0,θk ≥ 0 ∀ j,k (3.21)
Problem 3.21 is equivalent to the original problem. It is an LP problem in standard
form of which decision variables are λ j and θk. It also represents the master problem.
Excluding the sign constraints, all constraints of problem 3.21 can be stated as
∑
j∈J
λ j
[
Av j
1
]
+ ∑
k∈K
θk
[
Awk
0
]
=
[
b0
1
]
(3.22)
While the original problem (Problem 3.18) contains both the equality constraints with
special structure and general constraints with the size of m, master problem includes
only (m+1) equality constraints. Since there is a huge number of extreme points and
rays, the number of decision variables is much more in master problem. Because of
the massive number of decision variables, revised simplex is used to solve the master
problem. Revised simplex uses only (m+ 1) decision variables and B matrix with
dimension of (m+1)× (m+1).
Assume that there is a feasible solution of master problem and a B matrix belonging to
this solution. Let B be an invertible matrix and p be the dual vector where p′ = c′BB−1.
Because there are (m+ 1) constraints, the dimension of p is (m+ 1). Let us define q
for the first m constraints of Problem 3.21 and r for the last constraint which shows
that the sum of variables is equal to 1.
To assess the optimality of a basic feasible solution, reduced costs of decision variables
should be investigated whether they are negative or not. The reduced cost of variable
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λ j can be calculated as follows
c
′
v j−
[
q′ r
][ Ax j
1
]
= (c
′−q′A)x j− r (3.23)
where c′v j is the cost coefficient of corresponding variable. In the same way, the
reduced cost of variable θk is figured out as
c
′
wk−
[
q′ r
][ Awk
0
]
= (c
′−q′A)wk (3.24)
Modelling an LP problem instead of computing the reduced costs for all decision
variables is the most important stage of decomposition. The subproblem is as follows
min. (c
′−q′A)x
s.t.
x ∈ X (3.25)
During the solution procedure, following 3 conditions can occur according to the
optimal solution of subproblem [107]:
 If the optimal solution of subproblem is unbounded, then there is an extreme ray wk
satisfying (c′−q′A)wk < 0. In this situation, the reduced cost of θk is negative. The
following column related with θk is generated and enters into the basis of master
problem [
Awk
0
]
 If the optimum solution of subproblem is a finite number smaller that r, an extreme
point v j satisfying (c
′ −q′A)v j < r is found. In this situation, the reduced cost of
λ j is negative. The following column related with λ j is generated and included to
the solution of master problem [
Av j
1
]
 If the optimal solution of subproblem is a finite number bigger than r then (c′ −
q′A)v j ≥ r is satisfied by v j for all j and (c′−q′A)wk ≥ 0 is satisfied by wk for all
k. So, the reduced cost of λ j and θk are nonnegative for all j and k. This shows that
the optimal solution is found and the algorithm terminates.
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A formulation based on DWD leads to an efficient solution procedure through the
subproblems [110]. DWD is applied to LP problem to find exact solution while applied
to an integer program to provide a tighter LP relaxation bound [111].
3.3 Structured Models
CG has been one of the most appealing methodologies for problems with a huge
number of variables [11]. Barnhart [10] lists the reasons to deal with formulations
including immense number of variables:
1. They may tighten the LP relaxation and get a better bound.
2. If the compact model has symmetric structure, then branch and bound performs
less efficiently. The formulation with a huge number of variables may overcome
the symmetric structure.
3. They may allow decomposition of the problem which comprise easily solvable
independent subproblems.
4. They may be the only way to formulate the problem.
The fundamental aim of CG is decomposition the problem to obtain tighter LP bound.
Appropriate formulation is one of the most considerable issues in CG. Although the
formulation process is a challenging procedure which cannot be defined with simple
steps, desirable characteristics of model can be determined easily. Iterative formulation
procedure is required to get these desirable characteristics [11].
In many large scale optimisation problems, it is possible to identify several subsections
that are defined and solved in a similar way. The structure of such problem, called block
diagonal or angular structure, can be solved by decomposition algorithms.
The polyhedral set, X , created by the constraints with special structure may have
a block diagonal structure. In block diagonal structure, X can be decomposed into
several subsets as X1,X2, . . . ,XT which includes the subset of variables which are not
included in any other set. Let x be the vector of decision variables which can be
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referred with the subvectors x1,x2, . . . ,xT . Consider the following LP problem.
min. c
′
1x1+ c
′
2x2+ · · ·+ c
′
T xT
s.t.
D1x1+ D2x2+ . . . +DT xT = b0
F1x1 = b1
F2x2 = b2
. . . ...
FT xT = bT
x1, x2, . . . , xT ≥ 0
(3.26)
where objective coefficient vector c can be decomposed into the vectors x1,x2, . . . ,xT
having dimensions of n1,n2 . . .nT respectively and matrix D which includes general
constraints is represented with disjoint subsets D1,D2, . . . ,DT . The dimensions of the
right hand side vectors b0,b1, . . . ,bT are m0,m1 . . .mT , respectively. The number of
m0 constraints are facilitated by all constraints. Matrices F1,F2, . . . ,FT are constructed
for the set of constraints of the problem that are defined in a similar way. Beside the
sign constraints, for example, x1 satisfy solely the number of m1 constraints. When
formulated with linear/integer programming, such a structure can be defined as block
diagonal or angular structure. The set Xi can be stated as follows.
Xi = {xi |Fixi ≤ bi,xi ≥ 0} , i = 1,2, . . . ,T (3.27)
According to the Mimkowski and Weyl Theorem, for subproblem i, xi ∈ Xi should
satisfy the following conditions.
xi = ∑
i∈Ji
λi jvi j + ∑
k∈Ki
θikwik (3.28)
∑
j∈Ji
λi j = 1 (3.29)
λi j ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ Ji (3.30)
θik ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ Ki (3.31)
where vi j be extreme points of polyhedron Xi for i = 1,2, . . . ,T , j ∈ Ji and wik be
extreme rays of polyhedron Xi for i = 1,2, . . . ,T , k ∈ Ki. xi is written as the sum of
convex combination of extreme points and linear combination of extreme rays. The
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master problem can be formulated as following,
min.
T
∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ji
λi jc
′
ivi j +
T
∑
i=1
∑
k∈Ki
θikc
′
iwik
s.t.
T
∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ji
λi jDixi j +
T
∑
i=1
∑
k∈Ki
θikDiwik = b0
∑
j∈Ji
λi j = 1 ∀i
λi j ≥ 0,θik ≥ 0 ∀i, j,k (3.32)
Problem 3.32 is equivalent to the original problem. It is an LP problem in standard
form of which decision variables are λi j and θik. While original problem contains
m0 +m1 + . . .+mT equality constraints, master problem includes m0 + T equality
constraints. It is obvious that the number of decision variables is much larger in
the master problem. Because of the massive number of decision variables, revised
simplex method is is used with m0+T decision variables and B matrix with dimension
of (m0+T )× (m0+T ).
Assume that there is a feasible solution of master problem and a B matrix belonging to
this solution. Let B be an invertible matrix and p be the dual vector where p′ = c′BB−1.
Because there are (m0+T ) constraints, the dimension of p is (m0+T ). Let us define
q for the first m0 constraints of Problem 3.32 and ri(i = 1, . . . ,T ) for the convexity
constraints which shows that the sum of variables is equal to 1.
To assess the optimality of a basic feasible solution, reduced costs of decision variables
should be checked negative. The reduced cost of variable λi j can be calculated as
follows
(c
′
i−q
′
Di)vi j− ri (3.33)
where c′ivi j is the cost coefficient of the corresponding variable. In the same way, the
reduced cost of variable θik is figured out as
(c
′
i−q
′
Di)wik (3.34)
Modelling an LP problem instead of computing the reduced costs of all decision
variables is the most important stage of decomposition. Subproblem i is as the
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following
min. (c
′
i−q
′
Di)xi
s.t.
xi ∈ Xi (3.35)
If the optimal solution of subproblem i is unbounded, then an extreme ray wik is found
such that (c′i−q
′Di)wik < 0. Corresponding θik is entered in the solution to improve
the objective value. If the optimal solution is bounded for subproblem i then (c′i−
q′Di)vi j− ri > 0 is satisfied by all extreme points vi j. Otherwise, λi j is entered in the
solution. The optimal solution of the original problem is obtained, if the condition
(c′i−q
′Di)vi j− ri > 0 is satisfied for all subproblems. This condition is also checked
for slack variables in master problem.
There are various applications that define the handled problems in a structured way.
In vehicle routing problem, which considers the vehicles with same characteristics,
the problem of defining the route for each vehicle is similar. In other words, each
subproblem refers to the routing problem of a vehicle. Generalized assignment
problem, where the profit of assignment of a set of jobs to a set of agents with limited
capacity is maximized, has block diagonal structure that define a subproblem for each
agent. In machine scheduling, where a set of jobs is scheduled to minimize a time
based performance measure, a subproblem is defined for each machine. In other words,
each subproblem represents a single machine scheduling problem.
3.4 Initial solution
CG starts with a feasible initial solution for restricted master problem. In order to
acquire proper dual information transferred to the subproblem, a feasible LP relaxation
of initial restricted master problem must exist. In some applications, the unit basis is
already feasible and an approximation of the actual cost coefficients should be used
instead of large negative costs [112]. An initial restricted master can be found using
a two-phase method which adds a set of artificial variables with large negative costs
and associated columns that form an identity matrix. A big-M approach can also be
applied and an artificial variable with a large cost can be introduced for the convexity
constraint [106].
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3.5 Column Management
In a minimization LP, any column with negative reduced cost can be introduced to
the basis to improve the objective. The aim of the subproblem is finding the column
with minimum reduced cost. Such a subproblem ensures to find the optimal solution
for original problem. If the subproblem is computationally hard to solve, any column
with negative reduced cost can be selected to enter the solution. Various studies have
used approximation algorithms to determine the entering variable [10]. In this case,
subproblem is solved using an approximation approach. If a negative reduced cost
value is found by the algorithm, then corresponding variable enters the basis. Since the
approximation approach cannot guarantee the optimum solution, an exact algorithm is
used to find exact solution when a nonnegative reduced cost is found. Although the
computation time per iteration decreases, the number of iterations may increase and
the overall efficiency of approximation algorithm cannot be decisively estimated.
During the CG process, various column keeping strategies can be achieved. Assume
that I is the set of variables that defines the restricted solution space. There are
miscellaneous ways to determine the set of columns in each iteration [107].
 I consists of current basic variables and entering variable. The variable leaving the
solution is removed from I.
 I consists of all variables entering during the previous iterations and none of
the variables are removed. The size of the set I increases when new variable
enters the solution. Therefore the number of master iterations gets bigger and
the methodology loose its effectiveness. In this study we developed a hybrid
methodology using CG by keeping all generated columns to define a search space.
Developed methodology will be discussed in Chapter 5.
 I consists of leaving variables for a predetermined time. If a variable does not enter
the solution in this time, then it will be removed.
All the above policies guaranteed the LP optimum for non degenerate problems,
because they are special cases of revised simplex method [107]. However they have
different affects on computational effort and memory. Optimal strategy is determined
based on the subproblem . If the subproblem can be solved efficiently, then adding
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only the column with most negative reduced cost works best. On the other hand, if the
subproblem is computationally intensive, adding multiple columns by approximation
methods works best [10].
3.6 Literature Review
CG has received satisfactory results on large problems since 1960s. Wilhelm
[11] classified the CG studies published between 1960 and 2000 according to the
application area. Approximately 120 papers were classified as crew scheduling,
job scheduling, vehicle routing and scheduling, miscellaneous applications and
methodology.
In this study, the papers published since 2000 are classified with considering the classes
of Wilhelm [11]. Table 3.1 summarized the studies using CG approach. A new group
of application area, called communication, is constructed besides the ones defined by
Wilhelm [11]. In Wilhelm [11], total number of studies belonging to crew scheduling,
job scheduling and vehicle routing is appropriately 50% of the total investigated CG
studies. When the studies published after 2000 are surveyed, CG has been started
to used in different areas. Health (Cancer radiation therapy optimization, Surgery
planning) and communication (cellular and wireless networks) are some of these areas.
Crew scheduling is one of the oldest area that CG is used. Especially, scheduling of
airline crew has great contributions on CG literature. As seen at Table 3.1, CG is started
to apply for crew scheduling problems on different sectors besides transportation, such
as health and education.
Although the job scheduling is one of the major subgroups in Wilhelm [11], few studies
on scheduling with CG have been published since 2000. It can be concluded that
although the CG is successfully explored in several job scheduling applications, it has
not been used for the FJSP.
Lübbecke and Desrosiers [112] also reviewed some integer programming column
generation applications till 2003.
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Table 3.1: Some applications of Column Generation.
Application Areas Study (Author(s), Year)
Crew scheduling
Employee scheduling Al-Yakoob and Sherali, 2008 [113]
High school teacher scheduling Papoutsis et al., 2003 [114]
Nurse scheduling Bard and Purnomo, 2005 [115]
Rail crew scheduling Huisman, 2007 [116]
Trainee scheduling Beliën and Demeulemeester, 2007
[117]
Job Scheduling
Complex job shop Jampani and Mason, 2010 [118]
Flexible flowshop scheduling Huang and Shiau, 2008 [119]
Two stage hybrid flowshop Figielska, 2009 [120]
Vehicle routing and scheduling
Aircraft assignment Gabteni and Grönkvist, 2008 [121]
Ship scheduling Brønmo et al., 2010 [122]
Train scheduling Cacchiani et al., 2007 [123]
Vehicle routing Choi and Tcha, 2007 [124]
Mourgaya and Vanderbeck, 2007
[125]
Jin et al., 2008 [126]
Oppen et al., 2010 [127]
Vehicle scheduling Oukil et al., 2007 [128]
Communication
Channel assignment in cellular networks Jaumard et al., 2001 [129]
Hemazro et al. , 2008 [130]
Optimization of wireless networks Johansson and Xiao, 2006 [131]
Routing and wavelength assignment Jaumard et al., 2009 [132]
Telecommunication network design Macambira et al., 2006 [133]
Miscellaneous applications
Bin packing Alves and Carvalho, 2007 [134]
Boosting Demiriz et al., 2002 [135]
Cancer radiation therapy optimization Romeijn et al., 2005 [136]
Preciado-Walters et al., 2006 [137]
Coalition formation Tombus¸ and Bilgiç, 2004 [138]
Cutting and packing problems Alves et al. , 2009 [139]
Cutting stock Zak, 2002 [140]
Lee, 2007 [141]
Cintra et al., 2008 [142]
Data envelopment analysis Ehrgott and Tind, 2009 [143]
Facility location Lorena and Senne, 2004 [144]
Forest harvest problem Martins et al., 2005 [145]
Generalized assignment Moccia et al., 2009 [146]
Knapsack problems Cherfi and Hifi, 2010 [147]
Map labelling Ribeiro et al. , 2007 [148]
Material allocation Song, 2009 [149]
Pallet loading problem Ribeiro et al. , 2007 [150]
Table 3.1(continued): Some applications of Column Generation.
Application Areas Study (Author(s), Year)
Rolling batch scheduling problem Pan and Yang, 2009 [151]
Set partitioning Ghoniem and Sherali, 2008 [152]
Shipment planning Persson and Göthe-Lundgren, 2005
[153]
Supply chain optimization Boland and Surendonk, 2001 [154]
Bredström et al., 2004 [155]
Lejeune, 2007 [156]
Surgery planning Lamiri et al., 2008 [157]
Traffic assignment Larsson et al. , 2004 [158]
Garcia-Rodenas and
Verastegui-Rayo, 2008 [159]
Methodology
Bi-level objective function Desaulniers, 2007 [160]
Branch and bound Villeneuve et al. , 2005 [108]
Comparison Briant et al., 2006 [161]
Constraint programming Gualandi and Malucelli, 2009 [162]
Convergence Garcia et al., 2003 [163]
Liang and Wilhelm, 2008 [164]
Dissertations Gualandi, 2009 [162]
Proximal bundle methods Kiwiel and Lemaréchal, 2007 [165]
Proximal point algorithm Amor and Desrosiers, 2006 [166]
Stabilization Rousseau et al., 2007 [167]
Amor et al., 2009 [168]
Three-stage approach Zhu and Wilhelm, 2007 [169]
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4. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
4.1 General Structure of Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a parameter coding based search technique using random
search methodologies. It is based on the Darwin’s “survival of the fittest” principle
[80]. GA is first developed by John Holland [20], his colleagues and students at
Michigan University in 1970s. They aimed to explain the learning processes of natural
systems and design artificial systems through reflecting these processes to computer
environment. After that, the book written by Goldberg in 1989 [21] became a milestone
for GAs.
GA differentiates from the other conventional search techniques by initiating with
random initial solution set, called population. Each individual in population is
identified with chromosome which is an appropriate solution for handled problem.
Each chromosome is formed by a set of genes. Chromosomes are evolved and
improved through generations by using their fitness values. In order to constitute a new
generation, new individuals called offspring are produced. Offsprings are generated
by mating two selected parents from current population by crossover operator or
changing the chromosome of a selected individual by mutation operator. New
population is formed by selection the fittest individuals among parents and offsprings
and elimination of the rest. Stronger chromosomes have bigger chance to survive.
After many generation, population converges to a solution which is anticipated as local
or global optimum [22].
GA starts with coding of individual. Then the fitness function which is used to calculate
solution quality of an individual is determined. The number of chromosomes in
population is defined. Initial population is formed by generation of random individuals
as population size. Terminating condition can be specified according to the maximum
number of generated population and/or whether the predetermined convergence of
gene structure for individuals in the population is achieved. After the determination
of terminating condition, fitness value of each chromosome is calculated. From now
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on, algorithm is ready to evolution. In other words, genetic operations are applied to
the chromosome and population is evolved. Selection is used to determine the parents
according to the fitness value of chromosomes in the population. The chromosome
having bigger fitness value has bigger chance to mate. Crossover and mutation
operators are applied to the selected individuals (parents) to generate new individuals
(solutions). Whether an individual is subjected to crossover or mutation operators
depends on the crossover probability and mutation probability. After the crossover
and mutation operations, the stronger individuals, i.e. having the closest fitness value
to the optimum, from the current population and offspring pool constitutes the new
population. The algorithms is terminated, if the terminating condition is satisfied.
Otherwise, new populations are generated by using selection, mutation and crossover
operators to the generated population until the terminating condition is provided.
When the algorithm terminates, the chromosome having the best fitness value among
all populations is the best solution that GA finds, nevertheless it may not be global
optimum.
The possibility of finding the global optimum diminishes if there is a lack of population
diversity. Premature convergence occurs if the population converges to a suboptimal
solution. This situation is also known as genetic drift. In order to keep away
of premature convergence, mutation can provide exploration on search space [170].
One of the most important drawback of GA is the computational time which is not
guaranteed like the other artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and heuristics. Even
the variance of the computational time for a GA is much larger than the conventional
methods [170].
4.2 Major Advantages of Genetic Algorithms
GA differs from conventional optimization and search techniques with respect to
various aspects. GA works with coding of solution set instead of solutions themselves
[21]. Problems with objective functions and constraints defined on discreet, continuous
or complex solution spaces can be solved by GAs [22].
Traditional approaches try to converge global optimum by using one solution and
progressing in the most appropriate direction by searching the neighbour points.
However convergence to a local optimum is very likely. If the problem has a convex
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structure that all local optimums are equal to the global optimum, then conventional
approach finds the global optimum decisively. On difficult search spaces, GAs avoid
the drawbacks of local search techniques [171]. Since GA searches on the set of
solutions (population) instead of on a single solution, finding the global optimum is
more likely than conventional approach [22].
GA is a probabilistic algorithm that do not need derivatives or other similar procedure.
Optimal solution is obtained by evolution from generation to generation without
any challenging mathematical procedures such as the gradient-type of optimizing
procedures. Better solutions have more chance to occur in the next generations and
the ultimate solution is the best solution found among the best individuals of previous
generations [170].
GA has been applied as a power tool for problems that can be even NP-complete.
Since GA is a metaheuristic algorithm, it has been used for various multi objective
optimization problems [172]. Transportation problems, location problems, network
design and routing, manufacturing cell design are some of the industrial engineering
applications of GA that have been well recorded [173]. GAs have also been used to
optimize other techniques, such as artificial neural networks [174].
4.3 Basic Components
4.3.1 Encoding
Coding a solution on a chromosome is one of the important issues for GAs. Binary
encoding firstly used by Holland [20] is a basic encoding approach which is a
transformation of solutions into a binary system [21]. Since the binary encoding is
not a natural coding procedure, some problems occurs during the implementation of
GA on many real life engineering problems. Because of this fact, some particular
encoding techniques are developed for various problems. For example, real valued
encoding has been used for constrained optimization problem while integer encoding
is used for combinatorial optimization problems. Encoding should be meaningful and
appropriate for problem structure [22].
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4.3.2 Fitness function
In GA, for several problems, objective function is represented as fitness function.
Fitness function can be considered as maximizing the profit/utilization or minimizing
the cost/loss [21]. The connection between GA and the problem concerned is provided
by fitness function [175]. The fitness value of each individual in the population is
calculated by fitness function. If the termination condition of the algorithm is reaching
a predefined (desired) fitness value, then the algorithm ends when any individual
reaches the desired fitness value. The individual having the minimum fitness value in
the last generated population is taken into account as optimal solution for minimization
problem. If the objective is maximization, the individual having the biggest fitness
value is considered as optimal [21].
4.3.3 Generating the initial population
Initial population is constructed by chromosomes generated random valued genes. If
binary encoding is used, each gene of each chromosome in the initial population takes
the value 0 or 1 with equal probability. In real valued encoding, probability distribution
functions, such as uniform or normal distributions is used to form initial population
[174].
The population size is another parameter to decide. In other words, the number of
chromosomes which constitute the population should be defined. The optimal value
of population size is not defined precisely. However small populations converges
faster than big population. When the population converges, all chromosomes in the
population have the same genes. So the next generations include the same genes. Both
convergence time and convergence to global optima should be considered to determine
the population size [176].
4.3.4 Genetic operators
GAs include three main operators as selection, crossover and mutation [21]. In order
to provide convergence and diversity some additional operators are developed, such as
elitism and mutation.
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4.3.4.1 Selection
Selection operator is used to determine the number of repetitions for one particular
individual used in reproduction [170]. Selection of the individuals to reproduction
denotes the individuals having better fitness values are more chance to survive. This is
an artificial model of Darwin’s natural selection theory [21].
An efficient parent selection mechanism is necessary to generate good offspring [170].
The most widely used selection operator is roulette wheel. A roulette on which
each individual have its own portion according to the fitness value is generated. For
maximization problem, the individual having bigger fitness value has bigger portion on
the roulette wheel. A random number is generated to decide which individual transfers
to mating pool [21].
Three performance measures are used for selection algorithms [170], [175]: bias,
spread and efficiency. Bias is the absolute difference between actual and expected
probabilities of individuals to be selected. If the selection probability of an individual
is equal to the ratio of expected number of trials to total selected individuals, then
optimal zero bias is achieved. Spread defines the possible range of the number of
trials that an individual may achieve. Spread of a selection method is regarding to
its consistency. Efficiency is directly related with the overall time complexity of the
selection method. The selection method should satisfy zero bias with minimum spread
and without stimulation of time complexity [175]. Although roulette wheel selection
has zero bias, it inclines to spread unlimitedly. It can also be implemented with the
order of N logN where N is the population size [170].
Elitist reproduction is another type of selection operator in which the best individuals
are directly copied to the next generation. Although elitism has aim to maintain
good features, premature convergence may occur. In order to prevent premature
convergence, high mutation probability is used [177].
4.3.4.2 Crossover
Crossover is actualized after selection in two phases. Firstly, the selected individuals
are paired randomly. Then, in the second phase, crossover is performed [21].
Crossover brings the features of parents (selected chromosomes) together to produce
an offspring (a new individual). One-point crossover is the basic approach in which a
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random cut point is determined and the genes of parents are replaced beginning from
this point [22]. The performance of GA substantially depends on the performance of
crossover [22].
The number of individuals subjected to crossover is determined with crossover
probability. Crossover probability is the ratio of offspring in the population. The higher
probability incurs exploration in larger space and avoids local optima. Algorithm takes
too much computational time if the crossover probability is very big, because it induces
superfluous search [22]. The probability of applying crossover on pair of chromosomes
is usually between 0.6 and 1 [178].
4.3.4.3 Mutation
Mutation effectuates random changes on one or more genes of a chromosome
[172]. Even chromosomes with better fitness values are generated after selection and
crossover operations, some genes may be disappear in the population which results
with lack of gene diversity and shrinkage of search space [21]. Mutation has two
important affects on GA: (1) the genes which disappear after selection process can
reoccur in the population, (2) the genes which are not generated in initial population
enter the population [22].
The number of mutated chromosomes in a population is determined by mutation
probability. In other word, whether a chromosome is being mutated is decided with
mutation probability. If the mutation probability is so small, then some genes that
can be improve the fitness value cannot enter the population. If it is so high, then
randomness will be excessively that the features of population cannot be transferred to
next generations. This means that the algorithm loses its learning capability [22].
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5. DECOMPOSITION APPROACH FOR FJSP
CG is an exact algorithm to solve the models with a enormous number of variables.
In CG approach, instead of verifying all columns with negative reduced cost by
enumerating all possible columns, an optimization problem called the pricing problem
is solved to find the column with minimum reduced cost. Optimum solution of the
linear relaxation problem is found if minimum reduced cost is nonnegative. Algorithm
for solving the pricing problem is important to apply CG effectively. Problems
resulting from a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is an application area for CG. A
restricted master problem (RMP) is defined with considering only a subset of variables.
The dual variables of RMP are used in subproblem which is used as pricing problem
to define the attractive column for RMP.
Because of acquiring strong bounds for the LP relaxation, CG attains convenient
computational results for several job scheduling problems. Recent studies using CG
for job scheduling problems are given at Table 5.1.
Figielska [120] combined column generation (CG) and metaheuristics to minimize
makespan of the two-stage flow shop scheduling problem. In flow shop scheduling
problems, the production process is formed by stages that each machine constitutes
one stage and jobs are processed in the same order. In the problem investigated
by [120], the first stage includes unrelated parallel machines with additional renewable
resources. CG was used to find an optimal schedule for the first stage which is
composed of a number of partial schedules. Partial schedules represented the columns
in CG. Genetic Algorithms and Simulated Annealing were used to search the optimum
order of partial schedules generated by CG to find minimum makespan. Computational
results showed that simulated annealing with CG found better results than genetic
algorithm with CG for the most difficult problems. The algorithm solved instances
with 60 jobs, and 4 machines at the first stage in a reasonable computational time.
Huang and Shiau [119] combined column generation with a constructive heuristic for
proportionate flexible flow shop scheduling problem with an objective of minimization
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the total weighted completion time. IP solution was found by a constructive heuristic
through the LP optimum found by CG. Single machine scheduling problem was solved
by dynamic programming as the subproblem. The proposed approach received better
results than those obtained by a hybrid constructive genetic algorithm. The algorithm
solved problems with 100 jobs, 3 stages and 20 machines at each stage in a reasonable
computational time.
Van den Akker et al. [179] used column generation to find LP optimum solution
of single machine scheduling problem and parallel identical machines scheduling
with objective of minimizing total weighted tardiness. Each pricing problems were
formulated for a time frame. According to the computational results for instances with
100 jobs, a fast exact algorithm is needed to convert an LP optimum to an integral
solution.
Jampani and Mason [180] used a column generation based heuristic for single and
parallel machine scheduling with multiple orders. In this problem, multiple orders of
customers were grouped and assigned to jobs. Each column decided by subproblem
to be transferred to master problem represents the assignment information. [118]
extended this study to complex job shop scheduling with multiple orders. They found
MIP results with time limit and called it MIP heuristic. The result of CG heuristic
was found better results than MIP heuristic for minimization of total weighted order
completion time.
Kedad-Sidhoum et al. [181]compared lower bounds obtained by CG and Lagrange
relaxation and proposed a heuristic algorithm for parallel machine scheduling problem
with distinct due date. Computational results showed that Lagrangean relaxation of the
resource constraints in the time-indexed formulation provided the best lower bound.
The problems with 90 jobs and 6 machines were solved within a reasonable amount of
computational time.
Lopes and Carvalho [182] formulated the problem of parallel machine scheduling
with sequence-dependent setup times as a set partitioning problem. Branch-and-price
algorithm was used to find exact solution. Subproblems correspond to the machine
schedules. An improved dynamic programming algorithm was developed as
subproblem solver to find the most attractive column. Set covering formulation was
used for the linear relaxation phase because it performed better than set partitioning
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formulation. They also developed a strategy for accelerating the CG algorithm. The
computational results showed that the approach solved the problems with 150 jobs and
50 machines within a reasonable computational time.
Chen and Powell [183] formulated the multiple job families scheduling problem on
identical parallel machines, with sequence dependent or sequence independent setup
times, as set partitioning type formulation to minimize the total weighted completion
time of the jobs. Branch-and-price algorithm was used to find exact solution and
the problems with 8 families, n = 40 and m = 6 were solved within a reasonable
computational time. A pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm was used
to solve subproblems which correspond to the machine schedules.
Bard and Rojanasoonthon [184] used branch-and-price algorithm for parallel machine
scheduling problem with time windows to maximize the weighted number of jobs
scheduled. In this problem, jobs should be processed within the predefined time
window. Jobs have two operations (services) without any precedence relations.
Decomposition results with a set packing problem. Generalized threshold algorithm
with 2-cycle exclusion was used to solve subproblems associating with single machine
scheduling. The problems up to 100 jobs and two machines were solved within a
reasonable computational time.
Chen [185] formulated the parallel machine scheduling problem with resource
allocation as set partitioning and solved using branch and bound to minimize
a scheduling criterion and the total cost. The problem was decomposed into
master problem and subproblems representing a single machine scheduling problem.
A pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm was developed to solve
subproblem. The proposed algorithm solved problems with 40 jobs and 6 machines
in convenient computational time.
Van den Akker et al. [186] used column generation to solve parallel identical machine
scheduling problem with release dates and deadlines for the minimization of maximum
lateness. A local search methodology was used as pricing algorithm. A time-indexed
integer linear programming formulation was used when local search fails to find any
column with negative reduced cost. The problems with up to 160 jobs and 10 machines
were solved in 10 minutes on average.
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Table 5.1: Job Scheduling Problems using Column Generation Approach.
Problem Type Study
Complex job shop scheduling Jampani and Mason, 2010 [118]
with multiple orders
Single machine with release dates van den Akker et al., 2010 [179]
Hybrid flow shop scheduling Figielska, 2009 [120]
Proportionate flexible flow shop scheduling Huang and Shiau, 2008 [119]
Single and parallel machines Jampani and Mason, 2008 [180]
with multiple orders
Parallel machines with distinct due dates Kedad-Sidhoum, 2008 [181]
Parallel machines with setup times Lopes and Carvalho, 2007 [182]
Chen and Powell, 2003 [183]
Parallel machines with time windows Bard and Rojanasoonthon, 2006 [184]
and job priorities
Parallel machines with resource allocation Chen, 2004 [185]
Parallel machine scheduling van den Akker et al., 2006 [186]
Parallel machines with maintenance Lee and Chen, 2000 [187]
Single machine scheduling van den Akker et al., 2000 [188]
Lee and Chen [187] used branch and price algorithm to find optimum schedule
having minimum total weighted completion time for parallel machine scheduling
problems with dependent and independent maintenance. A pseudo-polynomial
dynamic programming was used to generate necessary columns by solving the single
machine scheduling problem. The proposed algorithm solved problems with 40 jobs
and 8 machines in convenient computational time.
Van den Akker et al. [188] studied on time-indexed formulations for single machine
scheduling. Although time-indexed formulations receive better lower bounds, they
have big size to solve. They decomposed the problem to solve in an appropriate time.
The problems with 30 jobs were solved within a reasonable amount of computational
time.
Chen and Lee [189] considered the parallel machine scheduling with common due
window to minimize the total earliness-tardiness penalty of the jobs and formulated as
a set partitioning type problem. According to the experimental results problems with
40 jobs and 6 machines were solved within a reasonable computational time.
A review on column generation based methods can be found in Barnhart et al. [10] and
Wilhelm [11]. Akker et al. [190] gave also a brief summary on the applying the CG for
various machine scheduling problems. We have not noticed a study applying CG on
FJSP at Table 5.1 and at the review on column generation and FJSP studies. Alvelos [6]
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Figure 5.1: A very general framework for SearchCol.
developed a column generation based metaheuristic methodology, called SearchCol, to
find good results for IP problems. In SearchCol, CG approach is used to restrict the
serach space for metaheuristic search. Before the application of SerachCol, a MIP
problem defined by restricted search space is solved exactly. If the restricted search
space is good and the MIP search is efficient then the search phase solved exactly with
a MIP solver is the "right" approach. This means that the solution is good enough
where SearchCol is not needed to solve the problem. If the restricted search space
is good but the MIP search is not efficient then a metaheuristic search (SearchCol)
can be used to find good results. A very general framework of SearchCol is given at
Figure 5.1. After the restricted search space is defined by CG, a search procedure is
performed in this region. According to the results obtianed by metaheuristic search,
the search space is perturbed. In this study, a CG approach is developed for FJSP to
define a good restricted search space for SearchCol. The contribution of this chapter
is twofold: (1) Decomposition of FJSP into smaller subproblems to get an LP bound
for large instances within appropriate time, (2) Hybrid pricing algorithms based on an
heuristic and dynamic programming approaches are developed to solve subproblem
for familiar FJSP instances with different sizes from the literature.
5.1 Formulations
There are n jobs and m machines {M1,M2, ...,Mm}. Each Ji consists of ni operations
{Oi1,Oi2, ...,Oini} which have to be processed in this order. For each Oi j there is a set
Mi j ⊆ {M1, ...,Mm} and a processing time ti j. Machines can be related or unrelated. If
machines are related, an operation Oi j can be processed with equal processing time in
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the set Mi j. The processing times are different for each machine in Mi j for the unrelated
case. Oi j has to be processed on exactly one machine belonging to the set Mi j without
preemption. No machine can process more than one job at the same time.
Makespan corresponding to the longest completion time is the most widely used
performance measure in the literature. In this study, minimization of makespan is
considered as objective. Assumptions of FJSP problem which is handled in this study
are:
 all machines are available at time 0,
 release time for each job is 0 (i.e. all jobs are available at time 0),
 precedence relations for operations of each job are predetermined,
 a machine cannot process more than one operation at a given time.
5.1.1 Compact Model 1
There are three binary variable definitions in the integer programming formulation of
classical JSP [191].
Xi jk =
{
1 if job i is scheduled in the jth position for processing on machine k
0 otherwise
Yikt =
{
1 if job i is processed by machine k during period t
0 otherwise
Zi jk =
{
1 if job i precedes job j (not necessarily immediately) on machine k
0 otherwise
They were first proposed by Wagner [192], Bowman [193] and Manne [194],
respectively, for the classical JSP. According to Pan [191], the model developed
by Manne [194] is superior to Wagner [192] and Bowman [193] because it has
less number of binary variables. Ozguven et al. [75] proposed a mixed-integer
programming formulation for the FJSP which is based on the modelling approach of
Manne [194]. They also showed that their model gives better result with respect to the
computation time than the model proposed by Fattahi et al. [41] which is adapted from
Wagner [192] to the FJSP. In this study, the model developed by Ozguven et al. [75] is
used for decomposition. The notation used hereafter is as follows:
Indices:
i : jobs (i, i′ ∈ J)
j : operations ( j, j′ ∈ O)
k : machines (k ∈M)
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Sets:
J : the set of jobs
M : the set of machines
O : the set of operations
Oi : the ordered set of operations of job i(Oi ⊆ O)
Oil(i) : the last element of Oi
Mi j : the set of alternative machines on which operation Oi j can be processed(
Mi j ⊆M
)
Mi j∩Mi′ j′ : the set of machines on which Oi j and Oi′ j′ can be processed
Parameters:
ti jk : the processing time of operation Oi j on machine k
L : a large number
Decision variables:
Binary variables:
Xi jk :
{
1 if machine k is selected for operation Oi j
0 otherwise
Yi ji′ j′k :

1 if operation Oi j precedes operation Oi′ j′ (not necesssarily immediately)
on machine k
0 otherwise
Continuous variables:
Si jk : the starting time of operation Oi j on machine k
Ci jk : the completion time of operation Oi j on machine k
Ci : the completion time of job i
Cmax : makespan
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Compact model from [75] is the following.
min Cmax (5.1)
subject to
∑
k∈Mi j
Xi jk = 1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi (5.2)
Si jk +Ci jk ≤ LXi jk ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j (5.3)
Ci jk ≥ Si jk + ti jk−L(1−Xi jk) ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j (5.4)
Si jk ≥Ci′ j′k−LYi ji′ j′k ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.5)
Si′ j′k ≥Ci jk−L
(
1−Yi ji′ j′k
) ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.6)
∑
k∈Mi, j+1
Si, j+1,k ≥ ∑
k∈Mi j
Ci, j,k ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi−
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.7)
Ci ≥ ∑
k∈Mi j
Ci,Oil(i),k ∀i ∈ J (5.8)
Cmax ≥Ci ∀i ∈ J (5.9)
Xi jk ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j
Si jk,Ci jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j
Yi ji′ j′k ∈ {0,1} ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
Ci ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J
Cmax ≥ 0
Objective function is given in (5.1) as minimizing the makespan. Constraints (5.2)
guarantee that each operation is assigned only one machine. Constraints (5.3) ensure
that if an operation is not assigned to a machine, then starting and completion time
of the operation on that machine is zero. If it is assigned on machine k(k = 1, ...,m)
constraints (5.4) guarantee that completion time of the operation cannot be smaller than
the sum of its starting time and processing time. Constraints (5.5) and (5.6) satisfies
that an operation cannot be started to process before precede operation finishes on that
machine. Precedence constraints for each job are given in (5.7) which ensure that an
operation of a job cannot be started before the precede operation of the same job is
finished. Constraints (5.8) and (5.9) give the value of completion time for each job and
makespan, respectively.
CG works with a restricted master problem in which only a subset of columns is
considered. Master problem searchs for better solution while subproblems decide if
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the optimum solution is reached. If the solution of master problem is not optimal,
the column with minimum reduced cost found by subproblem enters the solution.
Otherwise, optimum convex combination of columns found by master problem gives
LP relaxation result.
This section states a decomposition of the compact MIP model of FJSP at which each
subproblem refers to each machine. In each subproblem k(k = 1, ...,m), the order of
the operations assigned on machine k is determined. Only the assignment variables
(Xi jk) and precedence variables (Yi ji′ j′k) for machine k constitute the columns that are
transferred from subproblem k to master problem in each iteration of CG. The variables
representing the starting and completion times of each operation and makespan are
handled as fixed variables in master problem.
5.1.1.1 Master problem
The master problem is formulated using variables associated with orders on a single
machine, variables on starting and completion times of each operation and makespan.
Notation including decision variables is given as follows.
Ωk : set of schedules that satisfy the subproblem constraints for machine k where
k = 1, ...,m
Xhi jk :
{
1 if machine k is selected for operation Oi j in schedule h
0 otherwise
Y hi ji′ j′k :
{
1 if operation Oi j precedes operation Oi′ j′ on machine k in schedule h
0 otherwise
Si jk : the starting time of operation Oi j on machine k
Ci jk : the completion time of operation Oi j on machine k
Cmax : makespan
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minCmax (5.10)
subject to
∑
k∈Mi j
∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk = 1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi (5.11)
L ∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk−Si jk−Ci jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j (5.12)
Ci jk−Si jk−L ∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk ≥ ti jk−L ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j (5.13)
Si jk−Ci′ j′k +L ∑
h∈Ωk
λhY hi ji′ j′k ≥ 0 ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.14)
Si′ j′k−Ci jk−L ∑
h∈Ωk
λhY hi ji′ j′k ≥−L ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
(5.15)
∑
k∈Mi j
Si j+1k− ∑
k∈Mi j
Ci jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi−
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.16)
Cmax− ∑
k∈Mi j
Ci jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.17)
∑
h∈Ωk
λh = 1 ∀k ∈M (5.18)
λh ≥ 0 ∀λh ∈Ωk,k = 1, ...,m (5.19)
Si jk,Ci jk ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j
Cmax ≥ 0
Objective of the master problem is to find a convex combination of schedules for
each machine that satisfies constraints (5.11)-(5.19) to minimize makespan. As in
the compact formulation, constraints (5.11)-(5.13) are regarding the assignment of
operations to the machines. Constraints (5.14) and (5.15) satisfies the precedence
relations on each machine. Precendence constraints of each job are ensured by
constraints (5.16). Makespan is given by constraints (5.17). The convexity constraints
are given by (5.18) and (5.19).
A constructive algorithm called Giffler and Thompson Algorithm (GTA) [195] is used
for determining a feasible schedule as the initial columns of restricted master problem.
CG is started with solving RMP with the columns found by GTA. Then, the dual
variables of RMP are transferred to subproblems to find minimum reduced cost. GTA
was developed by Giffler and Thompson [195] to generate active schedule for classical
JSP.
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5.1.1.2 Subproblem
Decomposition approach is profitable to use if the original problem is divided into
subproblems where an efficient solver is available. Furthermore, it provides less
computational memory and time. In FJSP, one subproblem is defined for assignment
and order of the operations on each machine. For each machine k, the schedulable
operations are definite. Both the assigned operations and the order of that operations
are determined by the subproblem k. Dual variables of master problem are given at
Table 5.2. The subproblem formulation is stated as follows:
Table 5.2: Dual variables of master problem.
Constraints Dual variables Sign
Constraint (5.11) µi j urs.
Constraint (5.12) γi jk ≥ 0
Constraint (5.13) σi jk ≥ 0
Constraint (5.14) βi ji′ j′k ≥ 0
Constraint (5.15) αi ji′ j′k ≥ 0
Constraint (5.18) θk urs.
min− ∑
i j:k∈Mi j
µi jXi jk− ∑
i j:k∈Mi j
Lγi jkXi jk + ∑
i j:k∈Mi, j+1
Lσi jkXi jk
− ∑
i j,i′ j′:
k∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
Lβi ji′ j′kYi ji′ j′k + ∑
i j,i′ j′:
k∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
Lαi ji′ j′kYi ji′ j′k−θk (5.20)
subject to
Yi ji′ j′k ≤ Xi′ j′k ∀i, i′ ∈ J, i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′ (5.21)
Yi ji′ j′k +Yi′ j′i jk ≥ Xi jk ∀i, i′ ∈ J, i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′ (5.22)
ui jk−ui′ j′k +NYi ji′ j′k ≤ N−1 ∀i, i′ ∈ J, i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′ (5.23)
Xi jk ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi
Yi ji′ j′k ∈ {0,1} ∀i < i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′
ui jk urs. ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi
A formulation for the subproblem can be obtained using binary decision variables Xi jk
and Yi ji′ j′k where Xi jk represents the assignment of operation Oi j on machine k and
Yi ji′ j′k represents the precedence relation between Oi j and Oi′ j′ .
Subproblem k finds the order of the assigned operations at minimum reduced cost
for machine k. The region defined by constraints (5.21)-(5.23) gives feasible order
of operations for machine k. Constraints (5.21) and (5.22) ensure that if Oi j is not
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assigned to machine k then it cannot be a subsequent operation of another assigned
operation. Constraints (5.22) satisfy that if Oi j is assigned to machine k then there
should be a precedence relation between any other operations. Constraints (5.23)
prohibit subtours as in the subtour elimination constraints in travelling salesman
problem. High-quality columns should be generated by subproblems to obtain a good
restricted search space for metaheuristics.
In this study, subproblem is handled as a shortest path problem with negative weights.
It is solved using a heuristic approach based on FIFO label correcting algorithm. This
algorithm terminates when it finds the shortest path or detects a negative cycle in
O(mn) times [196]. Network for the proposed heuristic approach is constructed as
the following:
 All the operations are represented by two nodes; beginning and ending nodes for
each operations. There is an arc from beginning node to ending node for each
operation. The weight of the arcs between these two nodes refers to the cost of
assignment variable, CX(i jk), in reduced cost function.
 Two artificial nodes are used as origin node and destination node representing the
starting and ending points of the whole schedule. There are arcs from the origin
node to the beginning nodes of all operations. The arcs from the ending nodes of
operations to destination node are also exists. The weight of these arcs are assumed
to be 0.
 There are arcs from the ending node of an operation to the beginning node of
another operation. These arcs give the precedence relations on the machine. The
cost of precedence variables, CY (i ji′ j′k), represents the cost of these arcs.
A sample network for the proposed heuristic algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2. There
are three operations which can be assigned on corresponding machine. Beginning
and ending nodes of each operation are shown with S and D, respectively. CXi
refers the cost of assignment variable for operation i and CYi j represent the cost of
variable which states the precedence relation between operation i and operation j.
The heuristic algorithm uses FIFO label correcting algorithm to find the shortest path,
i.e. the minimum reduced cost. Since the cost of variables in a subproblem can be
negative, there can be negative cycle(s) in the network. If a negative cycle occurs
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Figure 5.2: A sample network for subproblem solver.
in the network the algorithm terminates. We break the negative cycle by eliminating
the arc with highest cost which belongs to a precedence variable, Y (i ji′ j′k). With
this elimination a path with negative total cost is obtained. This path enters to RMP
as column instead of the most attractive column having the most negative reduced
cost. Since the network is constructed by successive relations between operations,
some pairwise precedence relations are not represented. Because of the definition of
Y (i ji′ j′k) variables, other precedence relations which do not placed on the path should
be added. This approach decreases the reliability of the shortest path algorithm. In
order to avoid this limitation, a modification on compact model is improved. The
modified compact model is discussed on the next section.
5.1.2 Compact Model 2
In this study, the model from Choi and Choi [197] is used for decomposition. Compact
formulation consists of two dummy job, 0 and *, which are used to signify the starting
and ending of a job on each machine, respectively. Both of the dummy jobs consists
of m dummy operations, each of which is executed exactly once on each machine.
Moreover all processing times of these dummy operations are set to zero. Thus, the
operation that follows (precedes) a dummy job 0 (*) immediately is the first (last)
operation to process on that machine.
Decision variables:
Binary variables:
Xi jk :
{
1 if machine k is selected for operation Oi j
0 otherwise
Yi ji′ j′k :

1 if operation Oi j precedes operation Oi′ j′ immediately on
machine k, j ∈ Oi, j′ ∈ Oi′, i 6= i′ or (i = i′ and j < j′),k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
0 otherwise
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Continuous variables:
Si j : the starting time of operation Oi j on machine k
Cmax : makespan
Compact model is given as follows.
minCmax (5.24)
subject to
∑
k∈Mi j
Xi jk = 1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi (5.25)
Si j + ∑
k∈Mi j
ti jkXi jk ≤ Si j+1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi−
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.26)
Sili + ∑
k∈Mili
tilikXilik ≤Cmax ∀i ∈ J (5.27)
Si j + ti jk ≤ Si′ j′+L
(
1−Yi ji′ j′k
)
∀i, i′ ∈ J, i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.28)
∑
i∈J∪{0}
∑
j∈Oi
Yi ji′ j′k = Xi′ j′k ∀i′ ∈ J,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.29)
∑
i′∈J∪{∗}
∑
j′∈Oi′
Yi ji′ j′k = Xi jk ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.30)
∑
i′∈J∪{∗}
∑
j′∈Oi′
Y0 ji′ j′k = 1 j = k,∀k ∈M0 j∩Mi′ j′ (5.31)
∑
i∈J∪{0}
∑
j∈Oi
Yi j∗ j′k = 1 j = k,∀k ∈Mi j∩M∗ j′ (5.32)
Xi jk {0,1} ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀k ∈Mi j
Yi ji′ j′k {0,1} ∀i ∈ J∪{0},∀i′ ∈ J∪{∗},∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
Si j ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi
Cmax ≥ 0
Objective function is given in (5.24) as minimizing the makespan. Constraints (5.25)
guarantee that each operation Oi j is assigned only one machine. Constraints (5.26)
ensure that an operation cannot be started to process before the preceding operation
of the same job finishes (preceding constraints). Constraints (5.27) give the value of
completion time for each job and makespan. Constraints (5.28) ensure that if operation
Oi j precedes operation Oi′ j′ immediately on machine k, then Oi′ j′ cannot be started to
process before Oi j is finished. According to the constraints (5.29), if an operation is
assigned to a machine, then there should be a preceding operation on that machine.
It is similar for constrains (5.30) that there should be a successor operation for each
assigned operation. Constraints (5.31) satisfy that there is an operation assigned as the
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first operation on that machine after the dummy job 0. If dummy job * follows dummy
job 0 in a schedule, there is no operation assigned on that machine, i.e. the machine
remains idle through scheduling horizon. In the same way, an operation should be
assigned just before dummy job * by constraints (5.32).
This section states a decomposition of the compact MIP model of FJSP at which each
subproblem refers to each machine. In each subproblem k(k = 1, ...,m), the order of
the operations assigned on machine k is determined. Only the assignment variables
(Xi jk) and precedence variables (Yi ji′ j′k) for machine k are constitutes the columns that
are transferred from subproblem k to master problem in each iteration of CG. The
variables representing the starting times of each operation and makespan are handled
as fixed variables in master problem. Constraints (5.25) - (5.28) are left in master
problem while constraints (5.29) - (5.32) are transferred to the subproblems.
5.1.2.1 Master problem
The master problem is formulated using variables associated with orders on a single
machine, variables on starting time of each operation and makespan. Its objective is
to find a convex combination of schedules for each machine that satisfies constraints
(5.34)-(5.39) to minimize makespan. As in the compact formulation, constraints (5.34)
are regarding the assignment of operations to the machines. Precedence constraints
of each job are ensured by constraints (5.35) and makespan is given by constraints
(5.36).Constraints (5.37) satisfies the precedence relations on each machine. The
convexity constraints are given by (5.38) and (5.39).
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Master problem:
minCmax (5.33)
subject to
∑
k∈Mi j
∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk = 1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi (5.34)
Si j + ∑
k∈Mi j
ti jk ∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk ≤ Si j+1 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi−
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.35)
Si j + ∑
k∈Mi j
ti jk ∑
h∈Ωk
λhXhi jk ≤Cmax ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈
{
Oil(i)
}
(5.36)
Si j + ti jk ≤ Si′ j′+L
(
1− ∑
h∈Ωk
λhY hi ji′ j′k
)
∀i, i′ ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′,∀k ∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′ (5.37)
∑
h∈Ωk
λh = 1 k = 1, ...,m (5.38)
λh ≥ 0 ∀λh ∈Ωk,k = 1, ...,m (5.39)
Si j ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi,
Cmax ≥ 0
For each machine k, the schedulable operations are definite. Both the assigned
operations and the order of that operations are determined by the subproblem k. Dual
variables of master problem are given at Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Dual variables of master problem derived from modified compact
formulation.
Constraints Dual variables Sign
(5.34) µi j urs.
(5.35) and (5.36) γi j ≥ 0
(5.37) αi ji′ j′k ≥ 0
(5.38) σk urs.
A constructive algorithm called Giffler and Thompson Algorithm (GTA) is used for
determining a feasible schedule as the initial columns of restricted master problem.
CG is started with solving RMP with the columns found by GTA. Then, the dual
variables of RMP are transferred to subproblems to find minimum reduced cost. GTA
was developed by [195] to generate active schedule for classical JSP.
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5.1.2.2 Subproblem
Subproblem k finds the order of the assigned operations at minimum reduced cost for
machine k. The region defined by constraints (5.41)-(5.45) gives feasible order of
operations for machine k. Two dummy jobs are used in subproblem; 0 and ∗. Dummy
job 0 is an artificial job having only one operation which is assigned before the first
operation on machine k. Job ∗ is also an artificial operation having only one operation
and processing after the last operation. Constraints (5.41) and (5.42) ensure that if Oi j
is assigned to machine k then there should be a precedence relation between any other
operations. Constraints (5.43) and (5.44) guarantee that 0 is the first job and S is the last
job to be assigned, respectively. (5.45) prohibit subtours as in the subtour elimination
constraints in traveling salesman problem. High-quality columns should be generated
by subproblems to obtain a good restricted search space for metaheuristics.
min − ∑
i j:
k∈Mi j
µi jXi jk + ∑
i j:
k∈Mi j
ti jkγi jXi jk + ∑
i j,i′ j′:
k∈Mi j∩Mi′ j′
Lαi ji′ j′kYi ji′ j′k−σk (5.40)
subject to
∑
i j:
i∈J∪{0}
Yi ji′ j′k = Xi′ j′k ∀i′ ∈ J,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′ (5.41)
∑
i′ j′:
i′∈J∪{S}
Yi ji′ j′k = Xi jk ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi (5.42)
∑
i′ j′:
i′∈J∪{S}
Y00i′ j′k = 1 (5.43)
∑
i j:
i∈J∪{0}
Yi jSSk = 1 (5.44)
ui jk−ui′ j′k +NYi ji′ j′k ≤ N−1 ∀i, i′ ∈ J, i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′ (5.45)
Xi jk ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi
Yi ji′ j′k ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈ J∪{0} ,∀i′ ∈ J∪{S} , i 6= i′,∀ j ∈ Oi,∀ j′ ∈ Oi′
ui jk urs. ∀i ∈ J,∀ j ∈ Oi
5.2 Pricing Algorithms
In this study, subproblem is handled as a shortest path problem with negative weights.
It is solved using a heuristic approach based on FIFO label correcting algorithm which
terminates when the shortest path is found or a negative cycle is detected in O(mn)
times [196]. Since the heuristic approach cannot guarantee the optimum solution, three
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dynamic programming models are developed to find exact solution when the heuristic
finds nonnegative reduced cost.
5.2.1 Heuristic approach
Let G = (N,A) be the a directed network where N is the set of nodes and A is the set
of arcs. Each arc (i, j) has cost ci j. Network for the proposed heuristic approach is
constructed as the following:
 All the operations are represented by two nodes; beginning and ending nodes for
each operations. There is an arc from beginning node to ending node for each
operation. The weight of the arcs between these two nodes refers to the cost of
assignment variable, CXi jk , in reduced cost function.
 Two artificial nodes are used as origin node and destination node representing the
starting and ending points of the whole schedule. There are arcs from the origin
node to the beginning nodes of all operations. The arcs from the ending nodes of
operations to destination node are also exists. The weight of these arcs are assumed
to be 0.
 There are arcs from the ending node of an operation to the beginning node of
another operation. These arcs give the precedence relations on the machine. The
cost of precedence variables, CYi ji′ j′k , represents the cost of these arcs.
Since the cost of variables in a subproblem can be negative, there can be negative
cycle(s) in the network. We break the negative cycle by eliminating the arc with highest
cost which belongs to a precedence variable, Yi ji′ j′k. With this elimination a path with
negative total cost can be obtained. This path enters to RMP as column instead of the
most attractive column having the most negative reduced cost. For the subproblem k,
the result of the proposed algorithm, either a broken cycle or a shortest path, is a proper
order for machine k.
5.2.2 Dynamic programming
The subproblem can be also defined as travelling salesman problem with profits (TSP
with profit) where it is not necessary to visit all vertices. A profit is available for each
vertex. Feillet et al. [198] classified the TSP with profits according to the objective
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function and constraints. Profitable tour problem (PTP) is one of the generic problem
of TSP with profits where the objective is to find a tour that minimizes travel costs
minus collected profit. Objective coefficients of X (assignment) and Y (precedence)
variables can be considered as profits and travel costs, respectively.
Three dynamic programming models which are based on previous studies are adapted
for the subproblem handled in this study. The solution space of Model 1 has the set
of all feasible schedules, but it is very time consuming. Model 2 used state-space
relaxation as taking into account some infeasible solutions. Model 2 has a larger
solution space than Model 1 but there are pseudo-polynomial algorithms to solve
it [199]. Model 3 used a 2-cycle elimination procedure to reduce the solution space of
Model 2.
5.2.2.1 Model 1
The states in the dynamic programming approach are formed by the subsets of
operations and the last operation already assigned on machine k. Let Fk(S,Oi j) be the
minimum reduced cost of the single machine sequencing, going from dummy starting
operation 0 to operation Oi j on machine k. Oi j is the last assigned operation and
belongs to set S which is the set of all operations already processed on machine k.
Fk(S,Oi j) can be computed by the following recursions:
Fk({}) =−σk (5.46)
Fk(S,Oi j) = min

min
(i′ j′,i j)∈A
{
Fk(S−{Oi j} ,Oi′ j′)−µi j + ti jkγi j
+Lαi ji′ j′k | i′ 6= i∨ (i′ = i∧ j′ < j)
}
Fk(
{
Oi j
}
,Oi j)
(5.47)
for all i, j,S,k such that i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi,S ⊆ ψk,k ∈M where ψk is the set of operations
being processable on machine k. The solution of the subproblem is found by
computing:
z = min
{
Fk(S,Oi j) | S⊆ ψk, i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi
}
(5.48)
All feasible schedules constitute the solution space of Model 1, but no pseudo
polynomial algorithm is known for this problem [199].
5.2.2.2 Model 2
Christofides et al. [200] proposed a state-space relaxation for dynamic programming
to obtain lower bounds which is not as good as Model 1 but is computed in better
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computation time. Since the number of states grows exponentially with the number
of processable operations in Model 1, a state-space relaxation approach is used for
our subproblem. Each state (S,Oi, j) is mapped onto state (Oi j,o) where o represents
the order of operation Oi j and is smaller than the number of processable operations
on machine k which is referred with nopk. Let Gk(Oi j,o) be the minimum reduced
cost of the partial schedule going from dummy starting node 0 to operation Oi j. The
recurrence relations become as the following:
Gk(0,o) =−σk ∀o≤ nopk (5.49)
Gk(Oi j,o) = min
Oi′ j′ ∈ψk :
i′ j′ 6=i j
{
Gk(Oi′ j′,o−1)−µi j + ti jkγi j +Lαi ji′ j′k
}
(5.50)
for all i, j,k such that i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi,k ∈M. The solution of the subproblem is found by:
z = min
{
Gk(Oi j,nopk) | Oi j ∈ ψk∪{0} , i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi
}
(5.51)
The set of this model includes cyclic schedules which is not feasible for the real
problem. There is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm to solve this problem. Thus, Model
2 is preferred rather than Model 1 because of its computational effort. The optimum
solution of the subproblem k can be a cyclic schedule of which X and Y variables are
found larger than 1. However, cyclic schedules cannot be chosen during the search
phase due to the assignment constraints, (5.34), of the master problem.
Similar state space relaxation models have been used for various problems in the
column generation framework, such as single machine scheduling with or without
setup times, vehicle routing problem with time window [182, 183, 199]. However,
any study using this approach for PTP has not been encountered within the scope of
this study.
5.2.2.3 Model 3
Model 2 has the solution space which includes cyclic schedules. The nonelementary
paths contain (i,j,i) form called 2-cycles. Houck et al. [201] proposed a 2-cycle
elimination process for the path relaxation of travelling salesman problem. For the
problem with n node, the ratio of the number of feasible paths with 2-cycles to the
number of feasible paths without 2-cycles is (1+1/(n−3))n−3 [201]. The elimination
of 2-cycles provides a considerable reduction on solution space fo Model 2. 2-cycle
elimination procedure proposed by Houck et al. [201] has state (i, t) where i is the last
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visited node at time t. Since time window is not considered in our subproblem, the
state is defined as in Model 2, (Oi j,o), where Oi j is the last completed operation at the
oth order. Two partial schedules are recorded for each state. Hk(Oi j,o) is the minimum
reduced cost of partial machine schedule (the best) having complete operation Oi j at
the order o after having completed associated predecessor, p(Oi j,o). Hk2(Oi j,o) is the
minimum reduced cost of partial machine schedule (the second best) having complete
operation Oi j at order o after having completed an operation out of p(Oi j,o). It is
obvious that Hk(Oi j,o)≤ Hk2(Oi j,o). Let define ci ji′ j′k as the following:
ci ji′ j′k =−µi j + ti jkγi j +Lαi ji′ j′k (5.52)
The new recurrence relations are given at the following:
Hk(0,o) =−σk ∀o≤ nopk (5.53)
Hk(Oi j,o) = min
Oi′ j′ ∈ψk :
i′ j′ 6=i j
{[
Hk(Oi′ j′,o−1)+ ci ji′ j′k | Oi j 6= p(Oi′ j′,o−1)
]
,
[
Hk2(Oi′ j′,o−1)+ ci ji′ j′k | Oi j = p(Oi′ j′,o−1)
]}
(5.54)
Hk2(Oi j,o) = minOi′ j′ ∈ψk :
i′ j′ 6=i j
{[
Hk(Oi′ j′,o−1)+ ci ji′ j′k |
Oi j 6= p(Oi′ j′,o−1),Oi′ j′ 6= p(Oi j,o)
]
,[
Hk2(Oi′ j′,o−1)+ ci ji′ j′k |
Oi j 6= p(Oi′ j′ ,o−1),Oi′ j′ = p(Oi j,o)
]}
(5.55)
for all i, j,k such that i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi,k ∈M. The solution of the subproblem is found by:
z = min
{
Hk(Oi j,nopk) | Oi j ∈ ψk∪{0} , i ∈ J, j ∈ Oi
}
(5.56)
Although this problem is NP-hard because of being a special case of the multiple
knapsack problem, there are pseudo-polynomial algorithms based on dynamic
programming to solve it [199].
5.3 Computational Results
The algorithms were coded in Microsoft Visual C++ Version 7.0, and the CPLEX
callable library (“CPLEX Academic Research Edition 12.2”) was used to solve the
LP and MIP problems. A set of C++ classes that implements the generic column
generation are coded by Dr. Filipe Alvelos and his colleagues from University of
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Minho, Portugal. The classes related to FJSP, such as instance uploading, pricing
algorithms and constructive algorithm, were coded in the scope of this study. The
computational tests were performed on a portable work station with a 1.73 GHz Intel
Core i7 processor and 4 Gb of RAM.
In order to decide which exact solver is used for proposed subproblem heuristic,
instances with different sizes are used to test with developed dynamic programming
models and CPLEX. At each instance, proposed heuristic algorithm is used to solve
subproblems. Since all exact solvers find the same solution, they are compared
according to the computational time.
We used the data set taken from the literature: 3 instances from Kacem et al. [25,26], 7
instances from Chambers and Barnes [104], 23 instances from Hurink et al. [31]. Table
5.4 reports the computational times of CG approach to solve each instance by heuristics
with dynamic programming models and CPLEX. Table 5.5 signifies the computational
times spending to solve SP. The first column represents the name of the instance. The
second column characterises the size of the problem, in which n refers the number
of jobs and m embodies the number of given machines in the problem. Flex. is the
flexibility index which refers the average number of equivalent machines per operation.
The fifth column represents the total computational time of CG approach in which
proposed heuristic approach is used with CPLEX as an eact solver. The sixth column
up to eighth one stands for the computational time of CG approach with the proposed
heuristic approach including developed dynamic models.
Table 5.4: Comparison of CG approaches with exact SP solvers according to total
CPU time.
Total CPU
instance n m Flex. CPLEX Model 1 Model 2 Model3
mt10c1 10 11 1.1 5.06 196.61 3.07 4.8
mt10cc 10 12 1.2 5.74 199.33 3.15 4.85
mt10x 10 11 1.1 4.7 220.77 1.92 3.64
mt10xx 10 12 1.2 4.79 180.53 2.18 3.98
mt10xxx 10 13 1.3 5.41 169.59 2.26 3.95
mt10xy 10 12 1.2 6.27 206.61 3.18 4.54
mt10xyz 10 13 1.3 6.86 184.03 2.65 4.03
v_orb1 10 10 4.46 230.12 - 845.88 1691.14
ka03 3 4 4 2.5 0.44 0.33 0.72
ka08 8 8 6.48 43.52 - 53.59 133.1
ka10 10 10 10 170.02 - 321.66 696.99
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Table 5.5: Comparison of exact SP solvers according to CPU time for solving SP.
CPU for SP
instance n m Flex. CPLEX Model 1 Model 2 Model3
mt10c1 10 11 1.1 4.24 195.73 2.63 4.43
mt10cc 10 12 1.2 4.82 198.37 2.72 4.45
mt10x 10 11 1.1 3.85 219.9 1.53 3.14
mt10xx 10 12 1.2 3.81 179.71 1.78 3.62
mt10xxx 10 13 1.3 4.43 168.96 1.9 3.54
mt10xy 10 12 1.2 5.49 205.98 2.68 4.09
mt10xyz 10 13 1.3 6.26 183.41 2.17 3.57
v_orb1 10 10 4.46 202.41 - 832.87 1678.53
ka03 3 4 4 2.4 0.25 0.27 0.63
ka08 8 8 6.48 30.54 - 52.12 131.1
ka10 10 10 10 102.42 - 316.26 690.89
According to the computational results, the most time consuming process in MIPheur
is solving the SPs. Model 2 is particularly effective for problems with low
flexibility. On the other hand, CPLEX obtains the results in shorter time than dynamic
programming models for intances having high flexibility. Model 1 has the worst
performance to solve SP as it cannot finds any result in one hour for big problems.
Since the solution space of Model 2 is relaxed in Model 3, the computational time is
getting higher in Model 3 for all instances. Since CPLEX needs less computational
effort for solving the instances with high flexibility, it is used with proposed heuristic.
In order to start the algorithm with a meaningful schedule we apply a constructive
algorithm, Giffler and Thompson algorithm, to find an initial feasible solution.
Computational results of CG and MIPheur are seen at table 5.6.
#Op. represents the average number of operation for each job. The number of jobs
(n), the number of machines (m), Flex. and #Op. are attributes which indicate the
complexity of the problem.
The sixth column stands for the optimum solution of LP relaxation which is obtained
by CG. After an LP optimum is found by CG, the generated columns are used to find
an integer solution. This IP solution is called MIPheur at Table 5.6. MIP refers the IP
optimum solution which is derived from the literature. The MIP values are shown as
bold if the optimum makepsan is known; otherwise they report the best upper bound
found up till now.
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Computational times are also given as CPU time. CG is the CPU time of column
generation and RMP is the CPU time of finding an integer solution for the restricted
column space. Sum of these CPU times, i.e. total CPU time of MIPheur, is given as
total.
Moreover, the LP relaxation of compact formulation is solved for each instance by
using CPLEX and the CPU time of LP relaxation is given at the last column of result
table. Since an IP solution in an appropriate time cannot be obtained in 2 hours for
each instance by solving the compact IP formulation, CPU time for IP solution is not
given.
Although, CG takes too more time than the LP solution of compact formulation,
a feasible IP solution is obtained with optimizing RMP in a short time after the
implementation of CG. The flexibility of the problem increases the computational time.
Especially for the flexibility with bigger than four, the gap is getting larger. This can
occur because of the average number of operations per job. The results are better for
many jobs and few operations. The flexibility also has a negative effect on CPU time
especially for the instances that has big number of jobs. In general, combination of
metaheuristics with CG can improve the result of RMP in a reasonable time.
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Table 5.6: Computational results for CG and MIPheur.
Cmax CPU of MIPheur CPU
instance n m Flex. #Op. LP MIPheur MIP CG RMP total LR
e_car5 10 6 1.17 6 4037 9198 7229 3.67 0.91 4.58 0.04
e_car6 8 9 1.17 9 5244.5 9829 8478 3.77 0.97 4.74 0.04
e_car7 7 7 1.18 7 4065 8610 6123 4.29 0.50 4.78 0.03
e_car8 8 8 1.17 8 4247 10404 7689 3.62 0.90 4.52 0.04
e_la01 10 5 1.2 5 378.5 1154 609 3.61 0.98 4.59 0.04
r_la01 10 5 1.92 5 233 940 571 10.88 0.41 11.29 0.19
r_la04 10 5 2.02 5 212.17 839 502 11.22 1.17 12.39 0.09
v_la01 10 5 2.84 5 187.25 849 570 17.47 0.82 18.28 0.19
v_la02 10 5 2.68 5 191.33 873 529 16.56 3.37 19.93 0.16
v_la03 10 5 2.56 5 207.33 672 477 15.45 2.87 18.32 0.14
v_la04 10 5 2.38 5 222.5 645 502 14.65 1.50 16.15 0.11
v_abz6 10 10 4.29 10 218.76 1049 742 72.89 5.76 78.65 1.16
v_orb2 10 10 4.4 10 245.24 833 620 78.25 5.01 83.26 2.11
v_orb8 10 10 4.55 10 148.10 731 573 68.07 6.06 74.13 1.97
v_la16 10 10 4.7 10 212.55 871 717 86.91 4.98 91.89 2.41
v_la19 10 10 4.8 10 140.63 799 617 80.26 9.45 89.71 2.64
e_la16 10 10 1.13 10 682.5 1240 892 8.55 0.80 9.34 0.06
e_la21 15 10 1.15 10 678 1527 1017 16.90 1.68 18.58 0.35
e_la26 20 10 1.14 10 678 1611 1125 25.97 8.35 34.31 0.53
e_la31 30 10 1.14 10 675 2173 1539 92.49 4.31 96.80 1.58
r_la16 10 10 2.01 10 463.5 1177 717 21.61 1.11 22.72 0.49
r_la21 15 10 2.01 10 465.83 1361 835 72.37 2.88 75.25 1.38
r_la28 20 10 2.01 10 444.67 1827 1080 289.52 5.44 294.96 0.73
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6. PRIORITY BASED GENETIC ALGORITHM
6.1 Introduction
FJSP is more sophisticated than JSP which is one of the hardest combinatorial
optimization problems. A literature review has been carried out in Section 2.3. No
efficient algorithm has been developed for solving FJSP to find optimal solution
in polynomial time. Thus, GA which is one of the well-known metaheuristic
algorithms has received remarkable interest to address the problem because of the
major advantages given at Section 4.2.
Oliveira et al. [202] used random key representation for JSP to represent the precedence
relations in Giffler and Thompson Algorithm (GTA) which is a constructive algorithm
developed by Giffler and Thompson in 1960 for JSPs [195]. By this way, search area
becomes the solution space that consists of only active schedules which are represented
by generated chromosomes.
In this study, we will use this chromosome structure for FJSP in order to see the
effect of this representation on FJSP. Instead of GTA, proposed constructive algorithm
will be used. According to this structure, a solution can be represented by multiple
chromosomes. In order to reduce the number of alternative chromosomes, permutation
encoding is used. In GA developed by Oliveira et al. [202], very basic crossover
and mutation operators were used. In order to improve diversity and quality of the
chromosomes, problem based operators are defined for FJSP.
In the next section, schedule types are explained to form a basis for proposed
methodology. In section 6.3, a brief review on representation techniques of FJSP
is given. Random key representation for JSP developed by [202] and the proposed
permutation representation used for FJSP in this study are discussed. Constructive
algorithms using for decoding are explained in detail. In Section 6.4.5, selection
operators are explained. In Section 6.4.6, neighborhood sets developed by Mastrolilli
and Gambardella [203] which can be used to develop problem based operators for FJSP
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are described. Crossover and mutation operators are discussed in detail in Section 6.4.7
and 6.4.8, respectively. In Section 6.4.8.3, the last operator of proposed methodology,
immigration, is discussed. Finally, the computation tests are examined and the results
are criticized in Section 6.5.
6.2 Schedule Types
In non-preemptive schedules, two main schedule classes are defined: semi-active and
active schedules.
Definition 1. [204] A schedule is semi-active if there is no operation which could be
started earlier without altering the processing sequence or violating the technological
constraints. In semi-active schedules, each operation starts to be processed as early
as possible.
Theorem 1. In order to minimize a regular performance measure, it is enough to
consider only semi-active schedules.
Definition 2. [204] A schedule is active if there is no operation which could be
started earlier without delaying some other operations or violating the technological
constraints.
Theorem 2. In order to minimize a regular performance measure, it is enough to
consider only active schedules. The proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be
investigated at [204].
The set of active schedules is a subset of semi-active schedules. In this situation,
to find the optimal schedule, looking through the set of active schedules will be
adequate [204]. Since the cardinality of the active set is smaller than the semi-active
set, searching on the active schedules is more efficient and less time consuming.
Definition 3. [205] A schedule is non-delay if no machine is kept idle when it could
start processing some operation. In non-delay schedules operations cannot be waited.
The set of non-delay schedules is a subset of active schedules. But, the optimal
schedule does not have to be a non-delay schedule. A Venn diagram that shows the
relations between schedule classes is in Figure 6.1. All active schedules are semi-active
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Figure 6.1: Relations between schedules.
schedules at the same time, but reverse is not true. In the same way, all non-delay
schedules are active schedules. The optimal schedule has to be in the set of active
schedules, but not a necessity to be in the set of non-delay schedules.
Definition 4. For a given µ schedule and a period t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , the set of activities
being progress in period t is represented by Nkt (µ) and written as the following
Nkt (µ) =
{
Oi j|1≤ i≤ n,1≤ j ≤ ni,Si j ≤ t ≤ Si j + pi jk
}
(6.1)
where Si j is the starting time of Oi j.
Definition 5. A µ-schedule is feasible if the following conditions are satisfied:
 each operation is assigned onto only one machine
∑
k∈Mi j
Xi jk = 1 i = 1, . . . ,n; j = 1, . . . ,ni (6.2)
where
Xi jk =
{
1 if Oi j is assigned on Mk
0 otherwise (6.3)
 precedence relations are met
Si j + ∑
k∈Mi j
pi jkXi jk ≤ Si, j+1 i = 1, . . . ,n; j = 1, . . . ,ni−1 (6.4)
 more than one operation cannot be assigned onto any machine
|Nkt (µ)| ≤ 1 k = 1, . . . ,m; t = 1, . . . ,T (6.5)
where T is a planning horizon.
A move is called a left shift of operation Oi∗ j∗ on a feasible schedule µ if it produces
a feasible schedule µ ′ on which S′i∗ j∗ < Si∗ j∗ and S′i j < Si j for all Oi j 6= Oi∗ j∗ [206]. In
scheduling problem, a left shift is occurred on the same machine.
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Table 6.1: Alternative machines for a small FJSP example.
Jobs 1 2
J1 M1,M2 M2
J2 M1,M2 M1,M2
Table 6.2: Duration for a small FJSP example.
Operations M1 M2
O11 3 2
O12 - 5
O21 5 3
O22 6 8
A small example for FJSP is at the following. There are 2 jobs and 2 machines. Each
job has 2 operations. Alternative machines for each operation are seen at Table 6.1.
Oi j refers to jth operation of ith job. Durations of operations on each machine are
given at Table 6.2. Different types of schedules for this example are given by Figure
6.2. Schedule 6.2(a) is a semi-active schedule but not an active schedule. In Schedule
6.2(a), O21 can be assigned before O12 on the same machine. Schedule 6.2(b) is an
active schedule and also the optimal schedule.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Semi-active and active schedules for small FJSP example.
6.3 Literature Review
Chromosome representation has a very important effect on the performance of Genetic
Algorithms [96]. Cheng et al. [207] gave a detailed tutorial survey on papers
using different GA chromosome representations to solve JSP. They inferred that
operation-based representation covers the whole solution space and any permutation
of operators can correspond to a feasible schedule. In operation based representation,
all operations for a job are named with the same symbol and the order of occurrence in
the given sequence is represented with these symbols. De Giovanni and Pezzella [208]
used operation-based representation to solve FJSP.
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Ho et al. [27] reviewed insightfully on chromosome representation of FJSP. Mesghouni
et al. [23] proposed a parallel job representation for FJSP in which a chromosome is
represented by a matrix. Each row of the matrix refers to the ordered sequence of each
job. It has two main disadvantages: (1) the representation needs a repair mechanism
to recalculate the starting of each operation after crossover, (2) the complexity of
decoding representation results high computational cost. Saad et al. [73] used this
representation to solve multi-objective FJSP.
Chen et al. [24] proposed an A− B string representation where A string contains
the order of operations for each job and B string includes the list of operations
that are processed on each machine. A high computational cost occurs to check
if the operations ordered in B string assigned that machine in A string. Also such
representation needs a repair mechanism to maintain feasibility.
Kacem et al. [25, 26] proposed an assignment table representation which is
more effective than the previous representations because schedules produced by
crossover and mutation operators remain feasible. Chan et al. [55], Pezzella et al.
[30] and Al-Hinai and ElMekkawy [96] used this permutation-based chromosome
representation for FJSP while Defersha and Chen [40] used for FJSP with sequence
dependent set-up times. Although this representation has high computational
complexity because the assignment table describes the set of all machines even the
problem is partial FJSP (each operation can be processed on a subset of the machines),
it is efficient because it has important features like feasibility of generated individuals
the application of domain knowledge in the mutation operation. Since this knowledge
is static, Ho et al. [27] developed a new chromosomal representation to incorporate a
learning mechanism. Instead of searching the large search space of feasible schedules
or semi-active schedules, only active schedules was constructed to reduce the search
space size and to guarantee that an optimal solution can be found. The chromosome
was comprised by two vectors: operation order part and machine selection part. All
operations for a job were represented with that job in operation order part. Machine
assignment vector denotes the machines on which each operation is assigned. Binary
values were used to define the machine assignment in machine selection component.
Moradi et al. [71, 98] used this representation for FJSPs.
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There are also many other studies using two-vector representation corresponding to the
two sub-problems of the FJSP: Machine assignment vector and Operation scheduling
vector. The chromosome structure used by Zhang et al. [69], Zhang et al. [209],
Gao et al. [62], Gao et al. [53], Gao et al. [54], Li et al. [59], Lei [210], Wang et
al. [68] and Xing et al. [97] is similar with Ho et al. [27] except that machine selection
component was constructed by integer values instead of binary values. Operation
scheduling vector which is constructed according to Gen et al. [211] is operation-based
representation. This representation reduces the cost of decoding and does not require
a repair mechanism [209]. In Sun et al. [212] operation sequence component was
constructed with the integer values which showed the position on the schedule. In
Frutos et al. [61] integer values were used for both components and a gene on the
operation sequence component represented a possible order of operations on each
machines. So the number of genes of that chromosome is equal to the number of
machines. Norman and Bean [177] used a random key consisted of integer and
uniform part to handling precedence constraints for the jobs. Integer part was generated
randomly between (1,m) to interpret as the machine assignment for that operation.
Uniform part was in the interval (0,1) to provide the job sequence on each machine.
Jang et al. [213] proposed a coding structure for GA to solve the FJSP. A chromosome
consists of machine assignment, operation sequences and the relative level of the
operation to the final assembly operation. The relative operation level was used to
determine the operation sequence.
Cheng et al. [207] compared various JSP encoding techniques for classical JSP with
respect to four criteria: Lamarkian property, complexity of decoder, the property of
encoding space and mapping, and memory requirements.
Lamarkian property
Lamarkian property is used for the inheritance from parents to children. If good
features of parents are passing to the offsprings through evolution, then Lamarkian
property exists. If offspring receives nothing form parents, then the encoding have
no Lamarkian property. In half-Lamarkian, part of the inheritance is the same with
parents while the rest of it represents different features.
Complexity of decoder
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Since the optimal schedule is within the set of active schedules, an encoding technique
for JSP can generate active schedule by use of a decoder. Cheng et al. [207] defined
four complexity level for the decoder.
Level 0: no decoder is used. Genetic operators satisfies all burdens.
Level 1: simple mapping relation.
Level 2: simple heuristic
Level 3: complex heuristic
The property of encoding space and mapping
Mapping between chromosomes and solutions is one of the important features for
the performance of GA. Feasibility of a chromosome deals with the feasibility of
corresponding solution. A chromosome is infeasible if the corresponding solution does
not satisfy the constraints of the problem. Illegality of chromosomes occurs especially
on problem specific encodings. GA operators can produce illegal chromosome
which cannot be decoded to a solution. There are three kinds of mapping from
chromosomes to solutions. In the most desired situation, one chromosome represent
only one solution as 1-to-1 mapping. In the most undesired situation, one chromosome
represents different solutions, 1-to-n mapping. For some encoding techniques,
different chromosomes maps the same solution, n-to-1 mapping.
Memory requirements
The length of chromosome is defined as a criterion for memory requirement [207]. For
JSP, the standard length is defined as n∗m where n is the number of jobs and m is the
number of machines.
Oliveira et al. [202] used random key representation for JSP. A chromosome represents
the precedence relations for step 5 in Giffler and Thompson Algorithm. By this way,
any active schedule can be generated by a chromosome and search area becomes the
solution area that consists of only active schedules. Random key representation is used
for coding.
In genetic algorithm developed by Oliveira et al. [202], number of genes of each
chromosome is equal to “total number of alternative operations of all jobs+1”. The
first gene of each chromosome refers to the fitness value and the other genes refer to
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the operations. Each gene is represented by integer random numbers between 1 and
100. Fitness value is found by Giffler and Thompson Algorithm. The GA operators
used in Oliveira et al. [202] are as the following:
Elitism
The number of individuals which are transferred to the next generation in elitism
process is defined as input. The chromosomes are sorted with respect to their fitness
value. The first individuals up to the number of elite are copied to the next generation.
Selection
Relative frequency (fitness/total fitness) and cumulative relative frequency values of
the individuals are calculated. Individuals which are not selected by elitism are
constituted by selection operation. Two selection operators are applied: roulette wheel
and tournament. 70% of the selected individuals are determined by roulette wheel
while 30% by tournament. During roulette wheel, a random number between 0-1
is generated. The individual i is selected if cumulative fitness value of i is bigger
than generated random number and cumulative fitness value of i-1 is smaller than
generated random number. In tournament, two individuals are determined with two
random numbers between 0-1. Determined individuals compete with respect to the
fitness value and the winner is selected.
Crossover
Crossover probability is defined as input. Crossover is applied to the successive
individuals. Two types of crossover operators are applied: swap and add-sub. A
random number between 1 and 100 is generated. If it is smaller than 50, then swap
is applied. Otherwise add-sub is applied. In swap, random numbers between 0-1
are generated for each genes of a chromosome. The genes are swapped between
two successive individuals if the corresponding random number of gene is bigger
than crossover probability. In add-sub crossover, random numbers between 0-1 are
generated for each genes of a chromosome. The genes of two individuals which are
selected for crossover by random numbers are compared and 1 is added to smaller one
while 1 is subtracted from the bigger.
Mutation
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The number of individuals being mutated is identified by mutation probability. Two
genes are selected to swap with two integer random number between 1-“numGenes+1”
and this procedure continues until the number of mutated genes is reached. Algorithm
ends when the number of iterations becomes equal to the number of generations which
is defined as an input. In this thesis, we will use this chromosome structure for FJSP.
Instead of GTA, proposed constructive algorithm will be used. In GA developed by
Oliveira et al. (2010) very basic crossover and mutation operators are used. In order to
improve diversity and quality of the chromosomes, problem based operators should be
defined for FJSP. In the next section, neighborhood sets developed by Mastrolilli and
Gambardella (2000) which can be used to develop problem based operators for FJSP
are described.
The random key representation proposed by [202] for JSP does not have Lamarkian
property and have second level decoder complexity (simple heuristic) because it uses
Giffler and Thompson constructive algorithm. It only creates active schedule and does
not include illegal schedules. Since each gene represents priority on GTA, different
chromosomes are matched with the same solution, n-to-1 mapping. The encoding
length is equal to standard length.
6.4 Priority Based Genetic Algorithm
6.4.1 Representation
The effect of priority based representation on GA performance for FJSP is investigated
in this study. As mentioned in previous section, the priority based representation
proposed by Oliveira et al. [202] for JSP have n-to-1 relation between corresponding
chromosomes and schedules. In order to reduce the number of alternative
chromosomes which can be used for represented the same chromosome, permutation
coding is used in this study.
For an 3× 3 classical JSP problem, random keys GA can randomly generate 6.9 ∗
1017 chromosomes. If permutation encoding is used it reduces to 362,880. Even the
number of alternative chromosomes for a schedule is still very high, priority based
representation with permutation code can be effective for FJSP problem because it
uses a very simple constructive heuristic to generate active schedule.
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Figure 6.3: General framework of proposed GA.
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To decode the solutions, GTA is used by Oliveira et al. [202] as the constructive
heuristic because it generates all active schedules for JSP. However, GTA does not
guarantee to generate all active schedules for a FJSP. It will be illustrated at Section
6.4.2.
In GA developed by this study, number of genes of each chromosome is equal to “total
number of alternative operations of all jobs+1”. The first gene of each chromosome
refers to the fitness value and the other genes refer to the operations. Each gene is
represented by integer random numbers between 1 and total number of processable
operations. A constructive algorithm is developed to decode the solutions and find
fitness value (makespan).
A sample chromosome is seen at the following. The priority degree for O11 is 5
on M1 and 3 on M2. These priority values are used during scheduling process with
constructive algorithm which will be discussed following section. The general GA
framework proposed in this study is given at 6.3. The algorithm is explained at next
sections in detail.
O111 O112 O122 O211 O212 O221 O222
chromosome = [ 5 3 6 1 2 4 0 ]
6.4.2 Decoding
6.4.2.1 Giffler and Thompson algorithm
GTA is a constructive algorithm which was developed by Giffler and Thompson in
1960 for job shop scheduling problems [195]. All active schedules of a JSP can be
generated by GTA.
An operation is schedulable if all preceding operations belonging to the same job are
already assigned. Notation used for GTA is at the following:
Oi j: jth operation of ith job (i = 1, ...,n; j = 1, ...,ni)
St : set of schedulable operations at iteration t
Pt : partial schedule including operations which are scheduled until iteration t
ci j: earliest completion time of Oi j
si j: earliest starting time of Oi j
Mi j: the machine on which the Oi j is processed
c∗: minimum completion time among schedulable operations
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s∗: minimum starting time among schedulable operations
numop: total number of operations GTA consists of numop iterations. At each
Algorithm 1 Giffler and Thompson Algorithm
input: JSP data,
begin
P0 = /0,S0 = {Oi0 |i = 1, . . . ,n} ,si0 = 0 i = 1, . . . ,n,a = 0
while t < numop do
\\ci j for all Oi j is determined
ci j← si j + pi j
\\minimum completion time is determined
c∗←min{ci j ∣∣Oi j ∈ St }
\\the machine k∗ on which c∗ occurs is chosen
k∗← {Mi j ∣∣ci j = c∗,Oi j ∈ St }
\\an operation from St chosen
O∗← {Oi j ∣∣Mi j = k∗,si j < c∗,Oi j ∈ St }
i∗ j∗← arg{O∗}
\\update St+1 and Pt+1
St+1← St\
{
Oi∗ j∗+1
}
if j∗ < ni∗ then
St+1← St+1∪
{
Oi∗ j∗+1
}
end if
St+1← Pt ∪
{
Oi∗ j∗
}
end while
Cmax←max
i
{cini}
end
output: an active schedule
iteration, an operation is determined to be assigned on predetermined machine with
considering the precedence and resource constraints. Pseudo-code for GTA is given
at Algorithm 1. At each iteration the minimum completion time of the schedulable
operations and the machine k∗ on which this completion time occurs is determined. If
there are alternatives for k∗, one is selected randomly. The schedulable operations that
can be processed on machine k∗ form a conflict set. An operation is selected randomly
from this conflict set to assign on machine k∗. This selection phase of the algorithm is
seen at pseudo-code step 5. Besides randomly selection, various rules, such as shortest
processing time, most work remaining, least work remaining etc., can be used to select
an operation from the conflict set in the literature. Selected operation is discarded from
set St and added to Pt . The algorithm proceeds until the set of St is null.
It should be emphasized that all active schedules can be generated with the combination
of choices at step 5. If the minimum starting time of schedulable operations is
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determined on step 3 and machine k∗ on which this starting time occurs is selected to be
assigned on step 4, then GTA generates non-delay schedules. Similarly, all non-delay
schedules can be generated with the combination of choices at step 5 [204].
Although the GTA generates all active schedules for JSP, it does not generate all active
schedules for FJSP. An illustrative example is given at the following. There are 2 jobs
and 2 machines. Each job has 2 operations. Alternative machines for each operation
are seen at Table 6.1. Oi j refers to jth operation of ith job. Durations of operations on
each machine are given at Table 6.3. Tableau showing the initial iteration for GTA is
Table 6.3: Duration for a small FJSP example.
Operations M1 M2
O11 3 2
O12 - 5
O21 5 4
O22 6 8
seen at Figue 6.4. According to the initial tableau, chosen machine is M2. A selection
should be done between O11 and O21. Therefore the active schedule seen at Figure 6.5
cannot be created by GTA, because both O11 and O21 cannot be scheduled on M1 as
seen at initial tableau.
Figure 6.4: Initial iteration of Giffler and Thompson.
Figure 6.5: An active schedule.
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6.4.2.2 Constructive algorithm for FJSP
The proposed constructive algorithm is a modified version of the Giffler and Thompson
Algorithm. Some of the modifications are based on the algorithm developed by
Goncalves et al. [214] which was used to generate active schedules for resource
constrained project scheduling problem.
This algorithm consists of numop iterations where numop is the total number of
operations. In each iteration, an operation is assigned to a machine among alternatives
according to the precedence and resource constraints. In each iteration t, the set of
assignable operations St and the set of assigned operations Pt are determined. Earliest
starting (si jk) and completion times (ci jk) are computed for each operation Oi jk ∈ St
with satisfying both the precedence and machine constraints. In order to calculate
the earliest completion time of the first operation of each job, 0 is used as dummy
operation and initialized as ci0 = 0 for all i. Completion time of dummy operations
and assigned operations are hold at vector γk which is defined for each machine k.
This vector is used to determine earliest starting time of selected operation. Minimum
earliest completion time is determined as c∗ = min
{
ci jk
∣∣Oi jk ∈ St } . A conflict set,
C, is constituted where si jk < c∗ for all Oi jk ∈ C. The operation to be assigned is
chosen from set C with respect to the priority values on the chromosome. Operation
Oi∗ j∗k∗ ∈C with highest priority value is assigned first on machine k∗, and St , Pt and
γtk∗ are updated. At the end of the last iteration, the makespan of the schedule is
calculated by finding the maximum completion time among the last operations of each
job. Pseudo-code for proposed constructive algorithm is given at Algorithm 2. In order
to ensure the comprehensibility of the algorithm, an active schedule for the 2×2 FJSP,
given at Table 6.1 and 6.2, is found by this algorithm. A sample chromosome is given
at the following. Each gene represent the priority value of an operation. For example,
the priority value of O122 is 6.
O111 O112 O122 O211 O212 O221 O222
chromosome = [ 5 3 6 1 2 4 0 ]
Implementation of constructive algorithm on the corresponding decoding procedure of
above chromosome is as follows.
Initialization:
P0 = /0
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Constructive Algorithm
input: FJSP data, chromosome
begin
S0 =
{
Oi jk
∣∣k ∈Mi j,∀i, j} ,P0 = /0,ci0 = 0 ∀i
γk← insert(0) ∀k
for a← 1 to numop do
c∗ = min
{
ci jk
∣∣Oi jk ∈ Sa}
\\Determine conflict set
CSa =
{
Oi jk
∣∣si jk < c∗,Oi jk ∈ Sa}
\\the operation with highest priority is selected
i∗ j∗← argmin{chromosomei j ∣∣Oi j ∈CSa}
\\earliest completion time satisfying only precedence constraints
ECi∗ j∗k← ci∗, j−1+ pi∗ j∗k ∀k ∈Mi j
\\earliest starting time of operation for each alternative
si∗ j∗k←min
{
t ∈ γk∩
[
ECi∗ j∗k,T
] ||Nkτ(µ)|= 0,
τ ∈ [t, t+ pi∗ j∗k] ,k ∈Mi∗ j∗}
\\the assigned machine
k∗← argmin{si∗ j∗k ∣∣k ∈Mi∗ j∗ }
\\completion time of operation
ci∗ j∗k∗ ← si∗ j∗k∗+ pi∗ j∗k∗
γk∗ ← insert(ci∗ j∗k∗)
\\update µa
µa← µa−1∪Oi∗ j∗k∗
\\update Saand Pa
Sa← Sa−1\
{
Oi∗ j∗k
∣∣k ∈Mi∗ j∗ }
Pa← Pa−1∪
{
Oi∗ j∗k∗
}
end for
Cmax←max
i
{cini}
end
output: an active schedule
S0 = {O111,O112,O211,O212}
c10 = 0, c20 = 0
γ01 = {0}, γ02 = {0}
Iteration 1:
si jk and ci jk values for Oi jk ∈ S0 are at the following c∗ = 2
O111 O112 O211 O212
si jk 0 0 0 0
pi jk 3 2 5 3
ci jk 3 2 5 3
C = {O111,O112,O211,O212}
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O111 is selected to assign because O111 has the highest priority (5) among operations
in set C .
S1 = {O122,O211,O212}
P1 = {O111}
γ11 = {0,3}, γ12 = {0}
Iteration 2:
si jk and ci jk values for Oi jk ∈ S1 are at the following c∗ = 3
O211 O212 O122
si jk 3 0 3
pi jk 5 3 5
ci jk 8 3 8
C = {O212}
O212 is selected to assign because |C|= 1 .
S2 = {O122,O221,O222}
P1 = {O111,O212}
γ11 = {0,3}, γ12 = {0,3}
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.6: Iterations of proposed constructive algorithm.
Iteration 3:
si jk and ci jk values for Oi jk ∈ S2 are at the following c∗ = 8
O122 O221 O222
si jk 3 3 3
pi jk 5 6 8
ci jk 8 9 11
C = {O122,O221,O222}
O122 is selected to assign because O122 has the highest priority (6) among operations
in set C.
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S3 = {O221,O222}
P3 = {O111,O122,O212}
γ11 = {0,3}, γ12 = {0,3,8}
Iteration 4:
si jk and ci jk values for Oi jk ∈ S3 are at the following c∗ = 9
O221 O222
si jk 3 8
pi jk 6 8
ci jk 9 16
C = {O221,O222}
O212 is selected to assign because O122 has the highest priority (4) among operations
in set C.
S4 = {}
P4 = {O111,O122,O212,O221}
γ11 = {0,3,9}, γ12 = {0,3,8}
The final schedule finding by proposed constructive algorithm according to the
predetermined priorities is the same with Figure 6.2(b) which is an active schedule.
All active schedules for a FJSP can be generated by this algorithm.
6.4.3 Recoding
At each iteration of the proposed constructive algorithm, only one operation is
allocated on its assigned machine. A conflict set is defined among allowable operations
according to their starting times. Even an operation have highest priority value, it may
not be assigned to the corresponding machine because it does not belong to the conflict
set. In order to facilitate offspring to inherit the sequence information of their parents,
it is necessary to adapt the priority values in the chromosome according to the sequence
in the corresponding decoded schedule. The priority values are updated according to
the assignment order of operations in the decoded schedule. For example, the first
assigned operation takes the highest priority value and the subsequent operations takes
priority values which decrease one by one. This procedure is performed on each
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chromosome before implementation of crossover and mutation operators. A sample
chromosome is given at the following.
O111 O112 O122 O211 O212 O221 O222
chromosome = [ 5 3 6 1 2 4 0 ]
This chromosome is decoded at the previous subsection. According to the constructive
algorithm, the assignment order of operations is O111 −O212 −O122 −O221. The
adapted chromosome is shown at the following.
O111 O112 O122 O211 O212 O221 O222
chromosome = [ 6 1 4 2 5 3 0 ]
The priority value of O111 is 6 which is the highest priority. O212 is the second ordered
operation and its priority value is assigned as 5. O122 and O221 have the priority values
4 and 3, respectively. The rest of the operations which are not scheduled takes a random
value between 0 and 2.
6.4.4 Generating the initial population
Generation of initial population is a very important issue in GA to enhance the quality
of solutions and the convergence speed. If there is no information about solution, initial
population is generally constructed by randomly generated chromosomes [215].
Initial population is constructed in two ways:
1. 90% of population consists of randomly generated individuals.
2. 10% of individuals are determined in two phases. The first phase assign each
operation to the suitable machine randomly. The second phase combines genes
in a random sequence taking into account remaining time for completion of the
each operation which is referred as tail.
Tail is the path length from the operation to the dummy ending node (∗) in the
disjunctive graph. There is a dispatching rule that is based on the idea that operations
having larger tails are sequenced previously. This rule is used for initialized the first
population for classical JSP by Oliveira et al. [202]. They figured out that using the
information of the instances during population initialization gives better results than
conventional random generation. In JSP, there is only one machine assignable for each
operation. In order to generate different individuals in the first population, a priority
rule was developed using a particular random distribution.
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Table 6.4: A 3×3 FJSP Example.
O1 O2 O3
J1 M1,M2 M2 M1,M3
J2 M1,M2 M1,M3 M1,M2,M3
J3 M1,M3 M1,M2,M3 M2,M3
Table 6.5: Duration of 3×3 FJSP Example.
O1 O2 O3
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3
J1 3 2 - - 5 - 3 - 6
J2 4 5 - 6 - 8 2 4 3
J3 5 - 2 3 6 4 - 3 5
In FJSP, there are more than one alternative machines for the subset of operations.
After a feasible assignment is determined randomly, the priorities (genes) are
determined using tails as the operation having the highest tail has the highest priority.
A small example given at Table 6.4 and 6.5 is used to explain the initial population
generation process. There are 3 jobs and 3 machines. Each job has 3 operations.
Alternative machines for each operation are seen at Table 6.4. Durations of operations
on each machine are given at Table 6.5. For example, first operation of job 3 can be
processed on machine 1 and machine 3 with the processing time 5 and 2, respectively.
Firstly a feasible assignment is determined randomly. Table 6.6 shows sample
feasible assignment µ which satisfies all precedence and time constraints. Oi j is
the jth operation of job i, Mk is the assigned machine for operation Oi j, pi j is the
processing time and ti j is tail time. Each operation is represented by an integer number
no. For example, according to the µ assignment, first operation of job 3 is processed on
machine 3. Disjunctive graph G corresponding to assignment µ is given on Figure 6.7.
Conjunctive arcs represent the precedence relations between operations of the same
job while disjunctive arcs refer the assignments on each machine. Since some machine
relations are represented by conjunctive arcs, some disjunctive arcs are omitted. For
example although the first and third operation of job 1 are processed on machine 1,
Table 6.6: Sample assignment µ for 3×3 Example.
Oi j O11 O12 O13 O21 O22 O23 O31 O32 O33
no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mk M2 M2 M3 M1 M1 M2 M3 M1 M1
pi j 2 5 6 4 6 4 2 3 5
ti j 11 6 0 10 4 0 8 5 0
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Figure 6.7: A disjunctive graph G for assignment µ .
Figure 6.8: The chromosome of disjunctive graph G.
there is no disjunctive arc between them. “0” and “∗” are artificial starting and ending
nodes with processing time 0.
The chromosome corresponding to disjunctive graph G is shown at Figure 6.8. O11
assigned on M2 has the highest priority because it has the highest tail.
6.4.5 Selection
In proposed GA, selection performs on population where each individual (chromo-
some) have the same chance of choosing to the mating pool. A number of best
solutions are reserved (elitism) for mating pool, while individuals which are not
selected by elitism are constituted by roulette wheel selection [21]. Elitism is used to
maintain the best solution to satisfy monotonically improvement. The chromosomes
are sorted with respect to their fitness value. The first individuals up to the number of
elite are copied to the next generation. The number of individuals which are transferred
to the next generation in elitism process is defined before implementation. The rest of
individuals in mating pool are determined by roulette wheel selection.
During the roulette wheel procedure, relative frequency (fitness/total fitness) and
cumulative relative frequency values of the sorted individuals are calculated. A random
number between 0-1 is generated. The individual i is selected if cumulative fitness
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value of i is bigger than generated random number and cumulative fitness value of
i−1 is smaller than generated random number.
6.4.6 Neighborhood structures
The mutation operator used in this study is based on the neighbourhood structures that
exist on the JSP literature. Nowicki and Smutnicki [216] proposed a neighborhood
structure based on blocks of the critical path for JSP. Set of adjacent operations
processed on the same machine and belonging to the critical path is called block. A
critical path is formed by blocks.
A feasible schedule for a 5× 4 JSP with recirculation and its critical path formed by
3 critical blocks of operations are seen at Figure 6.9. This sample schedule is taken
from Oliveira et al. [202]. Each operation Oi j has processing time 1. According to the
neighbourhood structure developed by Nowicki and Smutnicki [216], the swap of the
first or last two operations on a block is allowed. Swapping of O23 and O51 as the last
operations of the first block gives the optimal schedule seen at Figure 6.10. Mastrolilli
Figure 6.9: A 5×4 JSP example from Oliveira et al. [202].
Figure 6.10: The result of swapping according to Nowicki and Smutnicki [216].
and Gambardella [203] developed two neighborhood functions and applied tabu search
to the FJSP instances from the literature. Neighbor of a solution is obtained by moving
an operation from the assigned machine and inserting to an alternative machine.
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G is a solution graph of a feasible schedule. G− is the graph obtained from G by
moving operation v. An operation v is moved by deleting all disjunctive arcs (machine
arcs) belonging to v and the processing time is set to 0 since the assigned machine
is not known. Machine k(k ∈ Mv) is selected to assign and a position on machine k
is determined to insert v. Operation v is inserted to machine k by adding disjunctive
arcs and setting the processing time pvk on graph G−. This moving of operation v and
inserting on machine k is called k-insertion. A k-insertion is feasible if the resulting
graph is acyclic. A k-insertion is optimal if the resulting graph is a feasible and the
makespan of the schedule corresponding to resulting graph is smaller than or equal
to the other schedules found by feasible k-insertions. An insertion is optimal if it has
minimal makespan among the optimal k-insertions where k ∈Mv.
Let sx and tx be starting time and tail time of operation x ∈ O on graph G, respectively
and s−x and t−x be starting time and tail time of operation x on graph G−, respectively.
Since removing of an operation cannot increase the starting times or tail times of other
operations, s−x ≤ sx and t−x ≤ tx. Let v is the removed operation,
s−v = s
−
PJ[v]+ pPJ[v]
t−v = t
−
SJ[v]+ pSJ[v]
where PJ[v](SJ[v]) is the operation which belongs to the same job with v and
immediately precedes (follows) v. If v is the first (last) operation of the job PJ[v] =
0(SJ[v] = ∗). Removing of an operation cannot change the starting times and tail times
of preceding operations and successor operations of the same job, respectively.
Let Qk be the set of operations processed by machine k in graph G− which are
incrementally ordered according to the starting times and x be an operator of G−,x ∈
Qk. If there is a path from x to v in G− then s−x + px ≤ s−v . Therefore, if s−x + px > s−v
then there is no path from x to v. Since sx ≥ s−x for all x ∈ Qk, if sx + px > s−v , there
is no path from x to v. If there is a path from v to x then t−x + px ≤ t−v . Therefore,
if t−x + px > t−v then there is no path from v to x. Since tx ≥ t−x for all x ∈ Qk, if
tx+ px > t−v , there is no path from v to x.
The sets defined by [203] are as follows:
Rk = (x ∈ Qk|sx+ px > s−v )
Lk = (x ∈ Qk|tx+ px > t−v )
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There is no path from any operation of Rk to v and there is no path from v to any
operation of Lk in G−. Mastrolilli and Gambardella [203] defined a subset of neighbors
Fvk which obtained by inserting v after every operation of Lk|Rk and before every
operation of Rk|Lk. They proved that Fvk is a set of feasible neighbors and contains
optimal k-insertion. By this way, a reduced neighbor set is obtained to search for better
makespan.
Let (u,w) refer an insertion of v just after operation u and just before operation w and
C(u,w)max give the makespan of this insertion.
C(u,w)max = max
{
l− (0,∗) ;s(u,w)v + pv+ t(u,w)v
}
where l−(0,∗) represents the longest path between operation 0 and ∗ on graph G−,
s(u,w)v and t
(u,w)
v are starting time and tail time of v on insertion (u,w), and s
(u,w)
v +
pv+ t
(u,w)
v is the longest path passing through operation v on (u,w). In order to obtain
minimum makespan, it is enough to change the position of operation v that belongs
to critical path on graph G. Since the length of critical path is equal to the longest
path (i.e. makespan) of the graph, moving an operation that does not belong to critical
path would not decrease the makespan. The example given at Table 6.4 and 6.5 is
Figure 6.11: Disjunctive graph G.
used to explain the neighborhood set. A disjunctive graph G is given on Figure 6.11.
Conjunctive arcs represent the precedence relations between operations of the same
job while disjunctive arcs refer the precedence relations on each machine. “0” and “∗”
are artificial starting and ending nodes with processing time 0. G is feasible because it
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is acyclic. Starting, tail times and processing times of each operation are given as si, ti
and pi j (i = 0,1, ...,9,∗; j = 1, ...,3), respectively.
The longest path of graph G is shown by red arcs. sx+ px+tx =Cmax for each operation
x of critical path where Cmax is maximum completion time among the operations of a
schedule, i.e. makespan.
Corresponding gannt chart is seen on Figure 6.12. O21, O32, O12 and O33 are
operations on critical path. Since these operations are adjacent on machine 2, they
constitute of one block. There is also an alternative critical path as O21, O32, O12 and
O13 with one block which consists of O21, O32 and O12. G− is drawn by moving
Figure 6.12: Gannt Chart of G.
operation O32 (8) from machine 2 on Figure 6.13. In moving process all disjunctive
arcs that are used to connect O32 with other operations on corresponding machine are
deleted. The processing time of O32 becomes 0.
Figure 6.13: Graph G−.
s−8 = s
−
PJ[8]+ pPJ[8] = s
−
7 + p7 = 0+2 = 2
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t−8 = t
−
SJ[8]+ pSJ[8] = t
−
9 + p9 = 0+3 = 3
s−x ≤ sx and t−x ≤ tx for all x ∈ Qk. l−(0,∗) represents the longest path of graph G−.
According to Figure 6.13, l−(0,∗) is 16.
Operation 8 will be insert on machine 3 which has 3 operation to be processed in graph
G−, Q3 = {7,5,6}.
s7+ p7 = 0+2 = 2
s5+ p5 = 5+8 = 13 > s−8 = 2
s6+ p6 = 13+3 = 16 > s−8 = 2
R3 = (x ∈ Qk|sx+ px > s−v ) = {5,6}
There is no path from operations 5 or 6 to operation 8.
t7+ p7 = 14+2 = 16 > t−8 = 3
t5+ p5 = 3+8 = 11 > t−8 = 3
t6+ p6 = 0+3 = 3
L3 = (x ∈ Qk|tx+ px > t−v ) = {7,5}
There is no path from operation 8 to operations 7 or 5.
Figure 6.14: Insertion (7, 5).
R3|L3 = {6} and L3|R3 = {7}, therefore with respect to the definition of Fvk, insertions
before every operations of R3|L3 and after every operations of L3|R3 are feasible and
the set F83 contains optimal k-insertions. (7,5) and (5,6) are the insertions belonging
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Figure 6.15: Insertion (5,6).
Figure 6.16: Insertion (6,*).
to set F83. (7,5) and (5,6) are drawn by adding corresponding disjunctive arcs on
Figure 6.14 and 6.15, respectively.
C(7,5)max = max
{
l− (0,∗) ;s(7,5)8 + p8+ t(7,5)8
}
= max{16;2+4+11}= 17
C(5,6)max = max
{
l− (0,∗) ;s(5,6)8 + p8+ t(5,6)8
}
= max{16;10+4+3}= 17
Since C(7,5)max =C
(5,6)
max = 17, both (7,5) and (5,6) are optimal 3-insertion. What would
be if operation 8 was assigned after 6 as the last operation on machine 3? (6,∗) is
shown on Figure 6.16.
C(6,∗)max = max
{
l− (0,∗) ;s(6,∗)8 + p8+ t(6,∗)8
}
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= max{16;16+4+3}= 23
(6,∗) is a feasible schedule but does not have better makespan than the insertions
belonging to F83 as Mastrolilli and Gambardella [203] proved. As stated above, this
reduced neighbor set can be used to local search for obtaining better makespan.
6.4.7 Crossover
Crossover operator is very important to satisfy diversity of population. For a detailed
review on crossover operators for JSP, Cheng et al. [217] can be investigated. To solve
JSP successfully by GA, Kobayashi et al. [218] defined following desired conditions:
 completeness: Any solution should have its encoding.
 soundness: Any chromosome generated by genetic operators should have its related
solution.
 non-redundancy: Chromosomes and solutions should be mapped 1-to-1.
 characteristics-preserving: Offsprings should inherit useful characteristics from
parents.
In conventional GA approaches completeness, soundness and non-redundancy have
been considered much more than characteristic-preserving for JSP [219].
The best-known crossover operators for path representation in TSP can be applied
for FJSP with priority based permutation coding. These crossover operators which
are used in this study are partially-mapped (PMX), order (OX) and cycle (CX)
crossovers discussed in Michalewicz and Fogel [220] for TSP problems. Job-Based
Order Crossover(JOX) which is a problem based crossover operator developed for JSP
is modified for FJSP.
6.4.7.1 Partially-mapped crossover
Two random cut points are determined for the swapping operations. An example is
seen at the following. The cut points are shown with |.
Parent1 :
[
1 3 | 4 5 2 | 6 7 0 ]
Parent2 :
[
2 5 | 7 3 1 | 0 6 4 ]
At the first step, the sub-chromosome between cut points are swapped.
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O f f spring1 :
[
_ _ | 7 3 1 | _ _ _ ]
O f f spring2 :
[
_ _ | 4 5 2 | _ _ _ ]
The rest of the genes are filled by the other parent. At first, the genes without conflict
are placed. Since some conflicts may occur, a series of mapping are defined by using
the genes of swapped sub-chromosome.
O f f spring1 :
[
_ _ | 7 3 1 | 6 _ 0 ]
O f f spring2 :
[
_ _ | 4 5 2 | 0 6 _ ]
The rest of the genes of offspring are determined by following mappings.
4↔ 7,5↔ 3,2↔ 1
For the first gene of O f f spring1, the mapped value 1 ,is written instead of 2 to prevent
the conflict. The second gene of of O f f spring1 takes 5 instead of 3, in the same way.
The final chromosomes generated by PMX are seen at the following.
O f f spring1 :
[
2 5 7 3 1 6 4 0
]
O f f spring2 :
[
1 3 4 5 2 0 6 7
]
6.4.7.2 Order crossover
In OX, two random cut points are determined for the swapping operations as in PMX.
The rest of the genes are preserved in relative order. For example, two parents with cut
points shown by | are given at the following.
Parent1 :
[
1 3 | 4 5 2 | 6 7 0 ]
Parent2 :
[
2 5 | 7 3 1 | 0 6 4 ]
The offspring are generated by swapping the sub-chromosome between cut points.
O f f spring1 :
[
_ _ | 7 3 1 | _ _ _ ]
O f f spring2 :
[
_ _ | 4 5 2 | _ _ _ ]
The genes for each parents are ordered starting from the second cut point. Swapped
genes are eliminated form the sequence and non-swapped genes are placed in relative
order.
Order of Parent1: 6- 6 7-0- 6 1- 6 3-4-5-2
Order of Parent2: 0-6-6 4- 6 2- 6 5-7-3-1
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For the TSP problem, from the second cut point, the genes are copied in the same
order [220] as the following.
O f f spring1 :
[
5 2 7 3 1 6 0 4
]
O f f spring2 :
[
3 1 4 5 2 0 6 7
]
Since the solution of a TSP problem is a complete tour, starting the order from second
cut point do not cause any incoherence. However, for FJSP problem, the sequence of
operations do not constitute a tour. Then the order operations can be formed starting
from first gene. Non-swapped genes can also be placed starting from the first suitable
gene. The order and generated chromosomes for FJSP are given as follows.
Order of Parent1: 6 1-6 3-4-5-2-6-6 7-0
Order of Parent2: 6 2-6 5-7-3-1-0-6-6 4
O f f spring1 :
[
4 5 7 3 1 2 6 0
]
O f f spring2 :
[
7 3 4 5 2 1 0 6
]
6.4.7.3 Cycle crossover
In CX, each gene is taken at the same position from one of its parents.
Parent1 :
[
1 3 4 5 2 6 7 0
]
Parent2 :
[
2 5 7 3 4 0 1 6
]
The first offspring is generated by taking the first gene from the first parent.
O f f spring1 :
[
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
]
The next gene is 2 from the second parent that is just below the 1. Since the gene is at
position 5, the offspring becomes
O f f spring1 :
[
1 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _
]
Following this rule, 4 and 7 are placed at position 3 and 7, respectively. The cycle is
completed with 1 which is below the gene with 7.
O f f spring1 :
[
1 _ 4 _ 2 _ 7 _
]
The remaining genes are filled by the other parent.
O f f spring1 :
[
1 5 4 3 2 0 7 6
]
By the same way, the second offspring is found as
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Figure 6.17: Job-Based Order Crossover for JSP [219].
O f f spring2 :
[
2 3 7 5 4 6 1 0
]
CX satisfies the inheritance of the absolute gene position [220].
6.4.7.4 Job-based order crossover
JOX was developed by Ono et al. [219] for JSP to satisfy inheritance from parents.
They assigned the order of each job on all machines as a characteristic that inherit
from parents to children. Since this characteristic is indigenous to JSP, JOX can be
considered as a problem based crossover operator.
Figure 6.17 shows a JSP example with 6 jobs and 3 machines from Ono et al. [219].
A job sequence matrix is used as encoding. Locus of job 3, 4 and 6 is preserved for
each parent. The order of the remaining genes are taken from the other parent. Ono
et al. [219] claimed that JOX satisfies characteristics-preserving successfully because
it can preserve the order of each job on all machines properly between parents and
their children. Since the offsprings generated by JOX may not be feasible solutions,
a GTA based algorithm was used to transform an offspring into an active schedule. A
job-based order crossover for FJSP is proposed in this study. As in Ono et al. [219],
the priority order of each job on all machines is taken into account as characteristic
to preserve. JOX implementation is discussed on an example of FJSP given at
Table 6.4 and 6.5 in Section 6.4.2.2. Figure 6.18 shows the procedure of JOX on
chromosomes. Firstly, the inherited jobs are determined. Then first offspring takes
the inherited genes form the first parent. Among the rest of the genes, the ones that
do not conflict are taken from the other parent. Like the other crossover operators,
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Figure 6.18: Job-Based Order Crossover for FJSP.
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the adaptation procedure is applied as the last step. Figure 6.19 shows the Gantt chart
of corresponding chromosomes. As seen on Figure 6.19, the order of operations is
preserved by considering the order of priority degrees as the inherited characteristic.
In this study, crossover probability is defined as input. Crossover is applied to the
Figure 6.19: Illustration of Job-Based Order Crossover with Gantt Charts.
successive individuals. Algorithm ends when the number of iterations becomes equal
to the number of generations which is defined as an input.
6.4.8 Mutation
Mutation allows to explore a broader region of the solution space, generally by
introducing random gene or chromosome [208]. In this section, mutation operators
based on neighborhood structures are introduced for proposed GA.
Theorem 3. Let y be a feasible solution for a given FJSP, S be the corresponding
complete selection and P be the critical path in G(S). Suppose that y′ is another
feasible solution which improves y. There exists a block B on critical path P such that
one of the following properties is satisfied [221]:
1. In y′ one operation Oi j of B is processed on a machine which is different from the
machine assigned for Oi j in y.
2. In y′ one operation of B which is different from the first operation of B is processed
before all operations of B.
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3. In y′ one operation of B which is different from the last operation of B is processed
after all operations of B.
Neighbors of a feasible solution can be obtained by applying one of the three properties
given at above theorem. In this study, three kinds of mutation operators are performed:
machine mutation, sequence mutation and immigration. Machine mutation is based on
the first property that changes the assignment of an operation to a different machine.
Sequence mutation constitutes the second and the third properties that is based on
the replacement of an operation on the related block. Immigration is used to prevent
recurrences in the population by introducing new chromosomes. All these mutation
operators can generate a solution with better or worse fitness solution than mutated
chromosome.
6.4.8.1 Machine mutation
Machine mutation is a problem based mutation operator which have been named as
allele-based mutation in Gao et al. [62]. It considers the job-routing flexibility of the
problem [208]. A chromosome is randomly decided whether it will be mutated or not.
Mutation probability is defined as input to determine the ratio of mutated individuals.
After the chromosome is chosen to mutate, the critical path of this chromosome is
found. As mentioned in Section 6.4.6, changing the position of an operation on a
schedule will not have any effect on makespan unless it is on critical path. Based
on this fact, a mutation operator changing the selected machine of randomly selected
operation form critical path is applied in this study. There is no guarantee that mutated
chromosome has better makespan than the original one. Finding the critical path is the
Figure 6.20: Machine mutation for FJSP.
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same with longest path problem. It is solved using FIFO label correcting algorithm.
This algorithm is developed to solve shortest path problems. It terminates when the
shortest path is found or a negative cycle is detected in O(mn) times [196]. FIFO label
correcting algorithm can be converted to find longest path in O(mn) times. A sample
Figure 6.21: Illustration of machine mutation with Gantt Charts.
on the procedure of machine mutation and corresponding Gantt chart illustration are
seen at Figure 6.20 and 6.21, respectively. Suppose that O22 is chosen to assigned
on different machine. If there are multiple alternative machines, a randomly selection
procedure is performed to chose the assigned machine. The only alternative machine
is M3 for O22. The position of O22 on M3 is chosen randomly. Suppose that M3 is
selected to process O22 before O33, as in Figure 6.21. The gene of O22 on machine M1
is going to be 0 while the gene of O22 on machine M3 is calculated according to the
scheduling position. If an operation Oi j is going to be processed before operation Oi′ j′
on machine Mk then the priority value of Oi j will be higher than the priority value of
Oi′ j′ for machine Mk. If Oi′ j′ is the last operation on Mk, then Oi j will have smaller
priority value than Oi′ j′ . The priority value of O22 on machine M3 is going to be “the
priority value of O33 on M3 + 1” while the gene of O33 on machine M3 remains. As seen
in Figure 6.21, makespan is changed through the change of assigned machine of O22
after machine mutation is performed. After the machine mutation process, recoding
procedure is applied to the mutated individual.
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6.4.8.2 Sequence mutation
Two separate implementations can be performed in sequence mutation. With fifty
percent probability, a randomly selected operation can be processed before the first
operation of the corresponding block. On the other hand, the selected operation can
be processed after the last operation of the corresponding block with probability 0.5.
By this way, all neighbourhoods of a solution can be generated by machine mutation
and sequence mutation. A sample chromosome is given at Figure 6.22. A Gantt
Figure 6.22: Replacing O22 before the first operation of corresponding block.
Figure 6.23: Illustration of sequence mutation with Gantt charts for the replacement
of O22.
chart illustration of sequence mutation process is shown at Figure 6.23. The critical
path of the original chromosome constitutes with O21−O12−O13−O22−O23. There
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Figure 6.24: Replacing O13 after the last operation of corresponding block.
exists two blocks; first block with O21−O12 on machine M2 and second block with
O13−O22−O23 on machine M1. One of these blocks and an operation on it are selected
randomly. Suppose that O22 is chosen to process before all operations of second block,
i.e. assigned before O13. The priority value of O22 on machine M1 is going to be “the
priority value of O13 on M1 + 1” while the gene of O13 on machine M1 remains. As
seen in Figure 6.23, makespan is changed through the change of the position of O22.
Operation O22 cannot be processed after all operations of second block, because of
the precedence constraints of FJSP, i.e. O23 cannot be started to process until O22 is
completed.
Figure 6.24 shows a Gantt chart display of an example at which O13 is replaced after
the last operation of the second block. The priority value of O13 on machine M1 is
going to be “the priority value of O23 on M1 - 1”. As well as the machine mutation,
sequence mutation require recoding procedure after resequencing. Improved makespan
are found for both sequence mutation examples given above. However, a solution with
worse fitness value can also be obtained with both machine mutation and sequence
mutation.
6.4.8.3 Immigration
Immigration is one of the mutation operators used in FJSP literaure [62, 177]. It
is performed to enhance diversity in the gene pool by replacement of at least
one chromosome by a randomly generated one at each generation. In this study,
immigration is used to prevent recurrences in the population.
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Figure 6.25: Illustration of sequence mutation with Gantt charts for the replacement
of O13.
During the implementation of proposed algorithm, a backup matrix is defined beside
the population matrix. If a parent is not transferred to the next generation, it passes
through back up matrix. This matrix is used for individuals having same fitness values.
In each population, if the number of individuals having the same fitness value is bigger
than a predetermined number, the genes of an individual being after this number are
rechanged with the individual from backup matrix. If the parent in backup matrix and
offspring in the current population have same fitness value, the genes of offspring
are rechanged with randomly generated chromosome. This process is used as an
immigration process to satisfy diversification.
6.4.9 Crossover and mutation probabilities
Crossover and mutation probabilities depends on the structure of the model and
complexity of the problem. Generally, high crossover rate is preferred with low
mutation probability. However, different implementations are encountered, such as
high mutation ratio as in Sun et al. [212] and Gao et al. [62] or low crossover ratio
as in Gen et al. [211], Sun et al. [212], Jang et al. [213]. In this study, probabilities
are determined in three cases: (1) linearly changed probabilities, (2) exponentially
changed probabilities, (3) equal probabilities. The motivation to use these probabilities
are explained at the following.
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Case 1: Linearly changed probabilities
The number of individuals being crossover is determined by crossover probability.
Crossover probability is the ratio of the number of offspring to the size of population.
High crossover probability provides more comprehensive search while takes more
computational time [22]. In the same way, mutation probability is used to determine
the number of mutated individuals. Mutation probability is the ratio of the number of
mutated individuals to the population size. If the mutation probability is too low then
new genes that improve the fitness value cannot enter the population. High mutation
probability causes more random search and prevent learning ability [22].
Mutation can be considered as global search in GA. Monotonically decreased mutation
probability can be used to provide global search at the previous iterations. In order
to obtain the computational efficiency, crossover probability can be monotonically
increased. A linear function is defined for both crossover and mutation probabilities.
Crossover probability of ith generation, Pci , is at the following.
Pci = Pcmin +
(Pcmax−Pcmin)∗ i
g
(6.6)
where Pcmin is minimum crossover probability that the algorithm starts with, Pcmax is
maximum crossover probability that the algorithm reach at the end of the algorithm and
g is the number of generation which is determined at the beginning of the algorithm.
Mutation probability of ith generation, Pmi , is
Pmi = Pmmax−
(Pmmax−Pmmin)∗ i
g
(6.7)
where Pmmin is minimum mutation probability that the algorithm starts with and Pmmax
is maximum mutation probability that the algorithm reach at the end of the algorithm.
The variation of probabilities are seen at Figure 6.26.
Case 2: Exponentially changed probabilities
Exponential changes is also taken into account to determine the appropriate probability
strategy. By this way, A strict variation occur after primary iterations which have high
global search and low local search. After few iterations, the probabilities become
balanced. Crossover and mutation probabilities of ith generation are given at the
following.
Pci = Pcmin +(Pcmax−Pcmin)∗ (1− e−i/
√
g) (6.8)
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Figure 6.26: Linearly changed crossover and mutation probabilities.
Figure 6.27: Exponentially changed crossover and mutation probabilities.
Pmi = Pmmax− (Pmmax−Pmmin)∗ (1− e−i/
√
g) (6.9)
Case 3: Equal probabilities
All crossover operators discussed in Section 6.4.7, the assignment of operations on
each parents are preserved and inherited to offsprings. FJSP has a distinctive feature
that each operation can be assigned alternative machines. So, reassignment of an
operation should be considered to search the solution space effectively. Problem based
mutation operator used in this study provides reassignment of a randomly chosen
operator to an alternative machine. Since FJSP is both a sequencing and assignment
problem, crossover and mutation has equal importance for proposed algorithm. So, in
case 3 both crossover and mutation probability are considered as 0.5.
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6.4.10 Iterated local search
Iterated local search (ILS) algorithm applies iteratively local search procedure to the
perturbation of a solution. It is simple to implement and effective to obtain improved
solutions [222]. In spite of its simplicity, it provides a basis for several novel algorithms
for challenging problems such as quadratic assignment problem [223, 224], job shop
scheduling problem [225], single machine scheduling problem [226], vehicle routing
problem [227, 228], graph coloring problem [229, 230], strip packing problem [231]
and logistics network design problem [232].
In this study, ILS is applied to the chromosomes at the end of each reproduction process
of proposed GA. Because of the computational effort, ILS is carried out only few
number of individuals which have the best fitness values in the population. The general
procedure of the ILS algorithm used in this study is given at Figure 6.28. Four basic
operators are used to implement ILS:
Figure 6.28: General framework of an ILS algorithm.
1. Initial solution generation: A good initial solution can be important if high-quality
solutions are to be obtained as fast as possible. In literature, a random generation
procedure or a greedy construction heuristic have been used to obtain an initial
solution. Greedy initial solutions often result in better quality solutions which
provide less improvement steps and therefore less CPU time for local serach
process [233]. In this study, the best individuals of each generation constitute initial
solutions of ILS. Let a be the predetermined number which refers the number of
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best individuals at each generation. In proposed GA, number of a ILS procedure
is applied at each generation. An individual belonging to the best a individuals
becomes the initial solution of ILS.
2. Local search: The aim of local search is to improve the current solution through
seeking the neighbourhoods. At each iteration, it searches the neighbourhoods
of current solution to find a better solution. If a better solution is found, then it
becomes the current solution. This iterative process is goes on until a no better
solution is found. When the algorithm terminates, current solution is called the local
optimum. In this study two neighbourhood structures are used. These structures are
based on the same idea with machine and sequence mutations. An operation is
removed from its original position and inserted on a machine. If the reassigned
machine is the same as original solution, then the operation is inserted on different
position on that machine. Since the makespan cannot be changed with an insertion
of operation which is not on critical path, only the operations belonging to critical
path are considered during local search. Local search is applied until an improved
solution is not found. A solution is improved until there is no better solution is
found in the set of neighbours of the current solution.
3. Perturbation: Perturbation is applied to escape from a local optimal solution
[234]. After local search procedure, the local optimal solution is perturbed by
reassignment of some number of operations to different machines. The perturbation
procedure exchanges k randomly chosen operations corresponding to k random
insertion. The number of k is determined by testing several fixed values. If the
value of k is too big, ILS may behave like a random restart, so better solutions will
only be found with a very low probability. On the other hand, if it is too small, the
local search will often fall back into the same local optimum and diversification
of solution space will reduce [233]. According to the preliminary tests, the
assignments and positions of three operations are changed during perturbation in
this study. After current optimal solution is perturbed, a new local search procedure
is started with the aim of obtaining a better local optimum.
4. Acceptance criteria: The new local optimum is accepted if it is better than the
current solution. If the new local optimum is worse than the current solution, it is
ignored.
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6.5 Computational Tests
The proposed GA was coded in Microsoft Visual C++ Version 7.0 with collaboration
of academicians from Minho University, Portugal. The computational tests were
performed on a portable work station with a 1.73 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and
4 Gb of RAM. Pseudocode of proposed GA is given at Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Priority Based Genetic Algorithm
P← Generate_Initial_Population()
Evaluate(P)
while termination conditions not meet do
if same fitness values occur in P then
apply Immigrate
end if
P′← Select(P)
P′′←Crossover(P′)
P′′←Mutate(P′′)
P′′← ILS(P′′)
P← Pairwise_comparison(P,P′′)
end while
6.5.1 Performance criteria
Three fundamental issues in optimization and modeling are listed by Yang [17]
as efficiency of an algorithm, efficiency and accuracy of numerical simulator and
compatibility of the algorithm to the problem structure. Although these three issues
have significant importance, there are no definite rules to satisfy them. No universally
efficient algorithm for all types of problems exists. Therefore decision makers or
researchers should designate the factors to select an algorithm for handled problem
[17]. Quality of solution, i.e. proximity of optimal solution, and the computational
effort are factors that are considered to select the algorithm.
In order to determine the solution quality, two performance measures are used in this
study as relative error (RE) and relative deviation (RD). RE is obtained as follows [92]:
RE =
C∗max−LB
LB
×100% (6.10)
where C∗max is the best makespan obtained by the reported algorithm and LB is the best
known lower bound.
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RD is used to compare the results of the proposed algorithm with the algorithms in the
literature. RD is obtained as follows [92]:
RD =
C∗max(Alg)−C∗max(pbGA)
C∗max(Alg)
×100% (6.11)
where C∗max(pGA) is the best makespan obtained by proposed priority based GA
(pbGA) and C∗max(Alg) is the best makespan of the algorithm that used to compare
with priority based GA.
Because of technological differences between computers used in the studies,
comparison with respect to CPU time does not produce meaningful results. Therefore,
some studies has not given CPU time of their proposed algorithms. Due to these
reasons, computational time performance of proposed algorithm is not compared with
other algorithms in this study. Nevertheless, CPU time of algorithms are given at
Appendix A.2.
6.5.2 Parameter selection
Chromosome representation, fitness function, population size, parent selection,
crossover operator, mutation operator, crossover rate, mutation rate, replacement
procedure and stopping condition are the subjects that should be decided to obtain
an effective GA. In this study, these parameters are determined as the following.
 chromosome representation: Permutation based coding is used. Each gene
represents the priority value of an operation during the implementation of
constructive algorithm.
 fitness function: Makespan is used as fitness function which is equal to the biggest
computation time of operations.
 population size: In FJSP literature, population size ranges from 100 to 3000.
Most of the studies determine the population size smaller than 300. In this study,
population size is taken as 100 for each instance.
 parent selection: Two individuals are selected by elitist rule while the rest of the
mating pool is determined by roulette wheel.
 crossover operator: The effect of crossover operators on the solution quality have
been inspected and ineffective operators are eliminated to improve the performance
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of GA. Since CX provides the inheritance of gene positions and JOX utilizes the
problem structure, only the performance of CX and JOX are tested. The effects
of CX and JOX are investigated without sequence and machine mutation. If
mutation is not implemented, this means that global search is eliminated. In order
to remove the bias depending on initial population, immigration is implemented for
the following experiments.
Case 1 - JOX: Only JOX has been applied with probability 0.8.
Case 2 - CX: Only CX has been applied with probability 0.8.
Case 3 - JOX and CX: Both JOX and CX has been applied with probability 0.8.
In this manner, the rate of each operator is same, i.e. if two individuals are going to
be mated, there is 0.5 probability for applying each of the operators.
The result of these crossover strategies are tested with 100 runs for each BCdata
set. Minimum fitness values (Cmax)and average computation time (av. CPU) of 100
runs for each strategy are given at Table 6.7. Crossover strategies are also compared
with respect to RD at Table 6.8. There is no strategy that finds better results than
the others for all instances. Therefore, the number of instances dominated by each
strategy is calculated for comparison. Minimum fitness values and RD show that
the third strategy, i.e. using both crossover operator with equal probability, is the
best. Although JOX results the least CPU time, case 3 is selected as the best
crossover strategy, because computation effort of any crossover strategy does not
cause significant time consumption.
 mutation operator: After the most appropriate crossover policy is determined as
the combination of JOX and CX, the effect of mutation operators are searched.
Since crossover operators do not satisfy assignment changes for individuals,
machine mutation should be applied. But the effect of sequence mutation is still
questionable. Following cases are tested.
Case 1 - No machine or sequence mutation: To seek the effect of mutation
operators, the alorithm is run without sequence and machine mutation operators.
Case 2 - Machine mutation: Only machine mutation is implemented with
probability 0.5.
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Table 6.7: Comparison of crossover operators.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
JOX CX Both JOX and CX
instance min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU
mt10c1 927 12.10 927 35.50 927 30.66
mt10cc 914 12.78 911 37.86 913 32.47
mt10x 937 12.19 924 34.61 918 31.01
mt10xx 918 12.64 918 36.39 918 31.88
mt10xxx 922 13.15 918 37.41 918 33.09
mt10xy 915 12.76 913 36.72 908 32.23
mt10xyz 858 13.56 851 39.59 851 33.87
setb4c9 927 18.83 948 52.79 954 47.13
setb4cc 944 20.31 944 56.83 944 51.10
setb4x 950 18.98 942 52.88 943 47.92
setb4xx 950 19.69 943 54.82 947 49.82
setb4xxx 942 20.30 950 57.73 947 51.34
setb4xy 931 20.34 931 59.94 931 50.90
setb4xyz 916 21.48 916 64.57 924 53.63
seti5c12 1197 29.40 1191 86.58 1206 72.72
seti5cc 1145 30.77 1159 96.13 1138 76.35
seti5x 1235 29.52 1243 89.66 1233 72.88
seti5xx 1237 30.03 1229 83.12 1229 75.09
seti5xxx 1232 30.69 1239 85.62 1232 77.47
seti5xy 1138 30.61 1136 86.01 1145 76.64
seti5xyz 1142 32.17 1142 89.40 1138 79.25
Case 3 - Combination: Both machine mutation and sequence mutation are
implemented with probability 0.5. The chance of each mutation operator is equal.
BCdata set is also used to test these mutation strategies. Minimum fitness values
(min Cmax) and average computation time (av. CPU) of 100 runs for each strategy
are given at Table 6.9. Mutation strategies are also compared with respect to RD at
Table 6.10. The number of instances dominated by each strategy is calculated for
comparison. Minimum fitness values and RD show that combination of machine
and sequence mutations, i.e. using both mutation operators with equal probability,
is the best.
 crossover rate and mutation rate: Linearly changed probabilities, exponentially
changed probabilities and equal probabilities are tested. Minimum fitness values,
average computation time and RD of 100 runs for some instances of BC data set are
given at Table 6.11. According to these results, equal probabilities, i.e. mutation
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Table 6.8: Comparison of crossover operators with respect to RD.
instance JOX vs. CX JOX vs. Both CX vs. Both
mt10c1 0.00 0.00 0.00
mt10cc 0.33 0.11 -0.22
mt10x 1.39 2.03 0.65
mt10xx 0.00 0.00 0.00
mt10xxx 0.43 0.43 0.00
mt10xy 0.22 0.77 0.55
mt10xyz 0.82 0.82 0.00
setb4c9 -2.27 -2.91 -0.63
setb4cc 0.00 0.00 0.00
setb4x 0.84 0.74 -0.11
setb4xx 0.74 0.32 -0.42
setb4xxx -0.85 -0.53 0.32
setb4xy 0.00 0.00 0.00
setb4xyz 0.00 -0.87 -0.87
seti5c12 0.50 -0.75 -1.26
seti5cc -1.22 0.61 1.81
seti5x -0.65 0.16 0.80
seti5xx 0.65 0.65 0.00
seti5xxx -0.57 0.00 0.56
seti5xy 0.18 -0.62 -0.79
seti5xyz 0.00 0.35 0.35
rate with 0.5 and crossover rate with 0.5, is the best strategy for proposed GA with
respect to both minimum makespan and average CPU time.
 replacement: Pairwise comparison between the individuals in current population
and offspring is performed to construct the next generation. The chromosome
having the better fitness value is transferred to the next generation and the other
goes to the back-up matrix.
 stopping condition: The algorithm is terminated when the maximal number of
generations is reached. The number of maximal generations is limited to 1000.
6.5.3 Computational results
The frequently used benchmarking data sets are used to evaluate the proposed
methodology. There are also other FJSP instances generated in the literature [99,235].
Because of the accessibility and frequency of usage in the literature, Kacem data
[25, 26], BR data [29], BC data [104], and HU data [31] are preferred to be used to
measure the performance of the methodologies developed in this study. These data
sets have been used in many FJSP studies and the results have been published. Thus,
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Table 6.9: Comparison of mutation operators.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
no mutation machine mutation combination
instance min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU
mt10c1 927 27.13 927 48.08 927 48.15
mt10cc 914 28.75 913 50.27 911 50.04
mt10x 928 27.41 918 48.38 922 48.74
mt10xx 918 28.70 918 49.41 918 49.38
mt10xxx 918 30.22 918 50.81 918 50.61
mt10xy 908 29.17 913 50.11 913 49.77
mt10xyz 854 30.32 856 51.59 852 51.00
setb4c9 928 43.16 927 76.12 927 76.28
setb4cc 944 47.54 944 80.58 944 80.27
setb4x 955 45.31 937 77.00 947 76.29
setb4xx 942 45.42 943 79.05 947 78.75
setb4xxx 941 46.84 948 81.31 947 81.03
setb4xy 931 48.89 931 80.54 931 80.87
setb4xyz 916 52.15 916 83.77 913 83.79
seti5c12 1192 68.51 1196 120.31 1198 120.53
seti5cc 1139 69.75 1138 124.39 1140 124.01
seti5x 1237 73.44 1235 120.34 1233 119.89
seti5xx 1232 76.93 1249 122.61 1232 121.86
seti5xxx 1237 73.29 1234 124.59 1239 123.71
seti5xy 1136 71.31 1151 124.40 1136 123.81
seti5xyz 1138 74.11 1137 127.73 1136 127.21
the results of the proposed algorithms are compared with the algorithms developed in
the FJSP literature. Multiple runs should be carried out on the same problem because
of non deterministic structure of GA. In order to obtain meaningful results, 12 runs are
fulfilled for each instances in this study. All results obtained over all 12 runs are given
at Appendix A.2. In this section, only the explanatory results are given as minimum,
average and mod of makespan found over 12 runs and average CPU time for each
instance.
Kacem data set: Two instances from Kacem et al. [25, 26], ka08 and ka10, are used
to test the priority based GA and to compare with the results from literature. Problem
ka08 is a partial flexibility instance where some operations can be processed on a subset
of machine set. It is formed by 8 jobs with 27 operations and its optimal makespan is
14. Problem ka10 is a total flexibility instance where each operation can be processed
by all machines. It contains 10 jobs with 30 operations and its optimal makespan is 7.
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Table 6.10: Comparison of mutation operators with respect to RD.
no mutation no mutation machine mutation
vs. vs. vs.
instance machine mutation combination combination
mt10c1 0.00 0.00 0.00
mt10cc 0.33 0.11 -0.22
mt10x 1.39 2.03 0.65
mt10xx 0.00 0.00 0.00
mt10xxx 0.43 0.43 0.00
mt10xy 0.22 0.77 0.55
mt10xyz 0.82 0.82 0.00
setb4c9 -2.27 -2.91 -0.63
setb4cc 0.00 0.00 0.00
setb4x 0.84 0.74 -0.11
setb4xx 0.74 0.32 -0.42
setb4xxx -0.85 -0.53 0.32
setb4xy 0.00 0.00 0.00
setb4xyz 0.00 -0.87 -0.87
seti5c12 0.50 -0.75 -1.26
seti5cc -1.22 0.61 1.81
seti5x -0.65 0.16 0.80
seti5xx 0.65 0.65 0.00
seti5xxx -0.57 0.00 0.56
seti5xy 0.18 -0.62 -0.79
seti5xyz 0.00 0.35 0.35
Table 6.12 compares the result of the priority based GA (pbGA) algorithm with the
following algorithms: AL+CGA of Kacem et al. [25,26], PSO+SA of Xia and Wu [56],
moGA of Zhang and Gen [236], hybrid genetic algorithm (hGA) of Gao et al. [62] and
variable neighborhood search algorithm (VNS) of Amiri et al. [92]. The first column
represents the name of the instance, the second column characterises the size of the
problem, in which n refers the number of jobs and m embodies the number of given
machines in the problem. The third column up to the seventh one represent the best
makespans resulted from AL+CGA, PSO+SA, moGA, hGA and VNS, respectively.
The eighth column signifies the best makespan among the results of 12 runs for the
priority based GA (pbGA), and the nineth column stands for the average CPU times
for 12 runs of the pbGA in terms of seconds. The results show that proposed algorithm
has achieved the optimal solution for both instances. Since the result of each run is
equal to the optimal makespan, other explanatory results, such as average or the most
recurring makespan, are also equal to optimal makespan. Thus, it can be concluded
that the proposed algorithm is robust for this data set. BR data set: 10 problems with
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Table 6.11: Comparison of probability functions.
Normal Linear Exponential
instance min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU min Cmax av. CPU
mt10c1 931 56.12 942 74.98 933 58.05
mt10cc 920 58.42 920 79.68 914 58.45
mt10x 943 56.11 946 76.15 943 57.07
mt10xx 951 58.16 996 84.13 943 59.33
mt10xxx 1007 59.43 1008 86.02 1097 63.51
mt10xy 943 57.96 938 78.81 943 58.70
mt10xyz 898 59.42 904 79.85 873 62.05
Table 6.12: Results of priority based GA for Kacem data set.
PbGA
instance n×m AL+CGA PSO+SA moGA hGA VNS Cmax CPU
ka08 8×8 15 15 15 14 14 14 12.37
ka10 10×10 7 7 7 7 7 7 1.50
medium flexibility are taken from Brandimarte [29]. They were randomly generated
using a uniform distribution. The number of jobs ranges from 10 to 20, the number of
machines ranges from 4 to 15, the number of operations for each job ranges from 5 to
15 and the number of operations for all the jobs ranges from 55 to 240.
Table 6.13 indicates the result of pbGA for BR data set. The first column represents the
name of the instance, the second column characterises the size of the problem, and the
third column gives the flexibility index which refers the average number of equivalent
machines per operation. The forth and fifth columns refer the lower bound and upper
bound which are indicated by LB and UB, respectively. They have the same value
if the optimum makepsan is known; otherwise they report the best lower bound and
upper bound found up till now. The sixth column up to tenth represent the explanatory
results of proposed algorithm. “max Cmax” refer the maximum makespan found by
pbGA over all 12 runs. “mod Cmax” is the most recurring makespan among the results
of 12 runs. “av. Cmax” and σ are the average and standart deviation of makespan,
respectively, which are considered to decide whether the algorithm is robust. Finally,
the average of computational time is given as “av. CPU”. According to the results,
pbGA obtains makespan with a standard deviation under 1.5% for all instances (except
instance “Mk10”) in a reasonable time. Table 6.14 represents the results obtained
by the algorithms from Gutierrez and Garcia-Magarino [237], Bagheri et al. [94],
Mastrolilli and Gambardella [203], Gao et al. [62], Ennigrou and Ghedira [83], Chen
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Table 6.13: Results of priority based GA for BR data set.
Cmax
instance n×m Flex. (LB, UB) min max mod av. σ CPU
Mk01 10×6 2.09 (36, 40) 40 40 40 40 0 61.90
Mk02 10×6 4.1 (24, 26) 27 29 28 28.17 0.72 78.86
Mk03 15×8 3.01 (204, 204) 204 204 204 204 0 195.53
Mk04 15×8 1.91 (48, 60) 61 63 62 61.92 0.79 102.68
Mk05 15×4 1.71 (168, 172) 174 177 176 175.58 0.79 122.85
Mk06 10×15 3.27 (33, 57) 63 66 65 64.92 0.90 205.05
Mk07 20×5 2.83 (133, 139) 146 149 148 147.67 1.07 150.20
Mk08 20×10 1.43 (523, 523) 523 523 523 523 0 263.73
Mk09 20×10 2.53 (299, 307) 307 311 310 309.33 1.50 345.06
Mk10 20×15 2.98 (165, 196) 211 226 226 222.50 5.49 394.71
et al. [24], Ho and Tay [238], Jia et al. [239], Pezzella et al. [30], Amiri et al. [92],
Yazdani et al. [93], Xing and et al [97]. The sixth column up to the seventeenth one
give the best makespan found by literature.
“Mk03” and “Mk08” are the instances of which the optimum solution is known.
pbGA and the other algorithms from the literature found the optimum values of these
instances. The RDs of pbGA according to the best results of other algorithms are
reported in Table 6.15. The last row refers the average RD for each algorithm. The
results of the other instances reflect that the pbGA obtains better results of makespan
than the algorithms developed by Ennigrou and Ghedira [83] and Ho and Tay [238].
Moreover, pbGA finds better results than the algorithms of Chen et al. [24] for all
instances but “Mk06”. The number of instances that pbGA finds better results are
more than the algorithms of Jia et al. [239] and Xing and et al. [97]. So it can be
concluded that pbGA have better performance than five algorithms with respect to the
minimum makespan. On the other hand, Mastrolilli and Gambardella [203], Gao et
al. [62], Amiri et al. [92] and Yazdani et al. [93] have better results of makespan than
pbGA. Furthermore, the number of instances that pbGA finds better results are less
than the algorithms for Jia et al. [239] and Xing and et al. [97].
As a result, pbGA is dominated by some of the algorithms from the literature for the
BR instances. According to the average of RDs, the algorithms with better results have
performed with at most 3% higher performance.
Table 6.16 reports the RE of algorithms to analyze the farness of the results to the LB.
When LB and UB are the same, then RE computes whether the optimum solution is
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obtained. The results of pbGA is far away the LB of BR instances on average 18.55%.
The minimum and maximum average RE is 14.59% and 38.47%, respectively. The
average RE of all algorithms including pbGA is 19.62. Thus, even the average RE of
pbGA is not the best, it has a performance being higher than average.
BC data set: 21 problems are taken from Chambers and Barnes [104] in which the
number of jobs ranges from 10 to 15, the number of machines ranges from 11 to
18, the number of operations for each job ranges from 10 to 15 and the number of
operations for all the jobs ranges from 100 to 225. Data set was generated from three
of the most challenging JSP instances introduced by Fisher and Thompson [240] and
Lawrence [241]. The “mt10” instances are based on the JSP instance generated by
Fisher and Thompson [240] and the “setb4” and “seti5” are based on the instances
“LA24” and “LA40” of Lawrence [241]. The data is constructed from corresponding
JSP instances by applying several machine replication strategies [235].
The lower bounds of all instances computed in a straightforward way are available and
they are generally not very close to the optimum. Table 6.17 provides a comparison
between proposed pbGA and algorithms developed by Mastrolilli and Gamberdella
[203] and Gao et al. [62]. RD and RE for each algorithm and each instance are also
shown at Table 6.18. Excluding three instances (“mt10x”, “mt10xx” and “mt10xxx”),
robust results are obtained for all instances. Although “mt10x” has the highest standard
deviation with 8.7, the most repeating result is 918 which is the minimum result of
makespan. “mt10xx” has also high standart deviation with 7.2. Even 918 is not the
most repeating result, there are two results which is equal to 918 in 12 runs.
The most problematic instance with respect to robustness is “mt10xxx” which has high
standard deviation and there is only one result equal to minimum makespan in 12 runs.
The computational results show that pbGA gets better results than the hybrid algorithm
of Gao et al. [62] which combines GA and variable neighborhood descent algorithm.
The number of better results found by pbGA and Mastrolilli and Gamberdella [203]
are the same and average RD is positive with 0.01%. The algorithm having the smallest
average RE is pbGA. This means that the closest results to LB are obtained by pbGA.
But RE of pbGA is not very much different with Mastrolilli and Gamberdella [203].
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Table 6.14: Literature results for BR data set.
min Cmax
instance n×m Flex. (LB, UB) [237] [94] [203] [62] [83] [24] [238] [239] [30] [92] [93] [97]
Mk01 10×6 2.09 (36, 40) 40 40 40 40 40 40 41 40 40 40 40 39
Mk02 10×6 4.1 (24, 26) 26 26 26 26 32 29 29 28 26 26 26 29
Mk03 15×8 3.01 (204, 204) 204 204 204 204 - 204 204 204 204 204 204 204
Mk04 15×8 1.91 (48, 60) 60 60 60 60 67 63 67 61 60 60 60 65
Mk05 15×4 1.71 (168, 172) 172 173 173 172 188 181 176 176 173 173 173 173
Mk06 10×15 3.27 (33, 57) 57 63 58 58 85 60 68 62 63 59 60 67
Mk07 20×5 2.83 (133, 139) 139 140 144 139 154 148 148 145 139 140 141 144
Mk08 20×10 1.43 (523, 523) 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523
Mk09 20×10 2.53 (299, 307) 308 312 307 307 - 308 328 310 311 307 307 311
Mk10 20×15 2.98 (165, 196) 196 214 198 197 - 212 231 216 212 207 208 229
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Table 6.15: Comparison of algorithms with respect to RD for BR data set.
RD
instance [237] [94] [203] [62] [83] [24] [238] [239] [30] [92] [93] [97]
Mk01 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.44 0 0 0 0 -2.56
Mk02 -3.85 -3.85 -3.85 -3.85 15.63 6.90 6.90 3.57 -3.85 -3.85 -3.85 6.90
Mk03 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mk04 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 8.96 3.17 8.96 0 -1.67 -1.67 -1.67 6.15
Mk05 -1.16 -0.58 -0.58 -1.16 7.45 3.87 1.14 1.14 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58
Mk06 -10.53 0 -8.62 -8.62 25.88 -5.00 7.35 -1.61 0 -6.78 -5.00 5.97
Mk07 -5.04 -4.29 -1.39 -5.04 5.19 1.35 1.35 -0.69 -5.04 -4.29 -3.55 -1.39
Mk08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mk09 0.32 1.60 0 0 - 0.32 6.40 0.97 1.29 0 0 1.29
Mk10 -7.65 1.40 -6.57 -7.11 - 0.47 8.66 2.31 0.47 -1.93 -1.44 7.86
av. RD -2.96 -0.74 -2.27 -2.74 9.01 1.11 4.32 0.57 -0.94 -1.91 -1.61 2.36
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Table 6.16: Comparison of algorithms with respect to RE for BR data set.
min Cmax
instance [237] [94] [203] [62] [83] [24] [238] [239] [30] [92] [93] [97] pbGA
Mk01 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 13.89 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 8.33 11.11
Mk02 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33 33.33 20.83 20.83 16.67 8.33 8.33 8.33 20.83 12.50
Mk03 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mk04 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 39.58 31.25 39.58 27.08 25.00 25.00 25.00 35.42 27.08
Mk05 2.38 2.98 2.98 2.38 11.90 7.74 4.76 4.76 2.98 2.98 2.98 2.98 3.57
Mk06 72.73 90.91 75.76 75.76 157.58 81.82 106.06 87.88 90.91 78.79 81.82 103.03 90.91
Mk07 4.51 5.26 8.27 4.51 15.79 11.28 11.28 9.02 4.51 5.26 6.02 8.27 9.77
Mk08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mk09 3.01 4.35 2.68 2.68 - 3.01 9.70 3.68 4.01 2.68 2.68 4.01 2.68
Mk10 18.79 29.70 20.00 19.39 - 28.48 40.00 30.91 28.48 25.45 26.06 38.79 27.88
av. RE 14.59 17.76 15.41 14.92 38.47 19.55 24.61 19.11 17.53 15.96 16.40 22.17 18.55
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Table 6.17: Results of algorithms for BC data set.
Cmax
instance n×m Flex. (LB, UB) [203] [62] min max mod av. σ av. CPU
mt10c1 10×11 1.1 (655, 927) 928 927 927 943 936 937.08 4.52 95.16
mt10cc 10×12 1.2 (655, 910) 910 910 910 916 916 913.67 2.39 94.89
mt10x 10×11 1.1 (655, 918) 918 918 918 941 918 928.25 8.70 92.18
mt10xx 10×12 1.2 (655, 918) 918 918 918 937 928 929.42 7.12 95.80
mt10xxx 10×13 1.3 (655, 918) 918 918 918 943 940 936.42 6.91 97.67
mt10xy 10×12 1.2 (655, 905) 906 905 905 908 905 906 1.28 98.90
mt10xyz 10×13 1.3 (655, 847) 847 849 849 851 849 849.50 0.90 100.68
setb4c9 15×11 1.1 (857, 914) 919 914 914 921 914 917.67 3.31 151.13
setb4cc 15×12 1.2 (857, 909) 909 914 909 909 909 909 0.00 157.26
setb4x 15×11 1.1 (846, 925) 925 925 925 929 925 926.67 2.06 151.51
setb4xx 15×12 1.2 (846, 925) 925 925 925 928 925 925.67 1.23 154.88
setb4xxx 15×13 1.3 (846, 925) 925 925 925 932 925 926.75 3.17 161.23
setb4xy 15×12 1.2 (845, 916) 916 916 912 916 914 913.75 1.22 158.16
setb4xyz 15×13 1.3 (838, 905) 905 905 905 909 908 907.75 1.36 161.77
seti5c12 15×16 1.07 (1027, 1174) 1174 1175 1174 1177 1177 1176.08 1.38 236.13
seti5cc 15×17 1.13 (955, 1136) 1136 1138 1136 1137 1136 1136.17 0.39 244.96
seti5x 15×16 1.07 (955, 1201) 1201 1204 1204 1209 1205 1206.25 2.14 234.72
seti5xx 15×17 1.13 (955, 1199) 1199 1202 1199 1204 1204 1202.83 1.95 241.34
seti5xxx 15×18 1.2 (955, 1197) 1197 1204 1199 1204 1204 1203.17 1.95 245.19
seti5xy 15×17 1.13 (955, 1136) 1136 1136 1136 1136 1136 1136 0.00 244.25
seti5xyz 15×18 1.2 (955, 1125) 1125 1126 1128 1132 1130 1130 1.21 250.55
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Thus, the performances of two algorithms (algorithm of Mastrolilli and Gamberdella
[203] and pbGA) are roughly same. The most important contribution of pbGA is that
one new better upper bound for instance “setb4xy” is found.
Table 6.18: Comparison of algorithms with respect to RD and RE for BC data set.
RD RE
instance (LB, UB) [203] [62] [203] [62] pbGA
mt10c1 (655, 927) 0.11 0 -41.68 -41.53 -41.53
mt10cc (655, 910) 0 0 -38.93 -38.93 -38.93
mt10x (655, 918) 0 0 -40.15 -40.15 -40.15
mt10xx (655, 918) 0 0 -40.15 -40.15 -40.15
mt10xxx (655, 918) 0 0 -40.15 -40.15 -40.15
mt10xy (655, 905) 0.11 0 -38.32 -38.17 -38.17
mt10xyz (655, 847) -0.24 0 -29.31 -29.62 -29.62
setb4c9 (857, 914) 0.54 0 -7.23 -6.65 -6.65
setb4cc (857, 909) 0 0.55 -6.07 -6.65 -6.07
setb4x (846, 925) 0 0 -9.34 -9.34 -9.34
setb4xx (846, 925) 0 0 -9.34 -9.34 -9.34
setb4xxx (846, 925) 0 0 -9.34 -9.34 -9.34
setb4xy (845, 916) 0.44 0.44 -8.40 -8.40 -7.93
setb4xyz (838, 905) 0 0 -8.00 -8.00 -8.00
seti5c12 (1027, 1174) 0 0.09 -14.31 -14.41 -14.31
seti5cc (955, 1136) 0 0.18 -18.95 -19.16 -18.95
seti5x (955, 1201) -0.25 0 -25.76 -26.07 -26.07
seti5xx (955, 1199) 0 0.25 -25.55 -25.86 -25.55
seti5xxx (955, 1197) -0.17 0.42 -25.34 -26.07 -25.55
seti5xy (955, 1136) 0 0 -18.95 -18.95 -18.95
seti5xyz (955, 1125) -0.27 -0.18 -17.80 -17.91 -18.12
average 0.01 0.08 -22.53 -22.61 -22.52
HU data set: This data set contains 195 problems from Hurink et al. [31]. The number
of jobs ranges from 6 to 30, the number of machines ranges from 5 to 15, the number
of operations for each job ranges from 5 to 15 and the number of operations for all
the jobs ranges from 36 to 300. The problems were generated from three problems
by Fisher and Thompson [240] and 40 problems from Lawrence [241]. A data set
for classical job shop scheduling problem from Huring et al. [31] is adapted to FJSP as
edata, rdata and vdata by enlarging the set of alternative machines for every operations.
Flexibility is one of the complexity index for FJSP which represent the average number
of equivalent machines per operation. In edata, few operations are assigned to more
than one machines with flexibility ranges from 1.13 to 1.21. rdata set contains the
instances in which most of the operations may be assigned to some machines with
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flexibility between 1.88 and 2.08. In HUdata, vdata set has the highest flexibility
ranges from 2.09 to 6.70, where all operations may be assigned to several machines.
The best results found over all 12 runs for pbGA and ILOG-CP (ILOG Constraint
Programming) [235] are compared at Table 6.19 with respect to RD. Since there are
195 instances in HU data set, only the summary result table is appeared. The first three
rows indicate minimum, maximum and average result of makespan obtained over 12
runs. The forth row states the number of instances having RD with 0, i.e. the number
instances that pbGA finds the same results with ILOG-CP. The fifth row states the
number of instances having positive RD, i.e. the number instances that pbGA finds
better results than ILOG-CP. The sixth row gives the number of instances that pbGA
obtains worse results than ILOG-CP. Comparing the pbGA and ILOG-CP [235] with
Table 6.19: Comparison of algorithms with respect to RD for HU data set.
edata rdata vdata
min RD -1.98 -2.16 -5.20
max RD 5.76 2.23 0.22
av. RD 0.43 0.01 -0.27
# of 0 30 22 47
# of better 26 26 5
# of worse 9 17 13
respect to the minimum makespan, in 65 test instances of edata set 26 better results are
obtained by pbGA while in only 9 cases the best solution values of pbGA are worse.
Instances of edata set seems to be more difficult than the instances in rdata and vdata
because some instances of edata have poor lower bound quality [203]. This situation is
seen at Table 6.20 which shows the minimum, maximum and average RE for HU data
set. Since the lower bound quality is low for edata, deviation of REs is higher than
rdata and vdata. Although the results are not as good as edata, pbGA obtains better
Table 6.20: Comparison of algorithms with respect to RE for HU data set.
edata rdata vdata
min RE -66.68 -23.39 -5.84
max RE 0.00 0.00 0.00
av. RE -14 -4.11 -0.42
# of 0 21 12 37
results than ILOG-CP for rdata. In 65 test instances of rdata set 26 better results are
obtained by pbGA while in 17 cases the best solution values of pbGA are worse than
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ILOG-CP. On the other hand, ILOG-CP has better performance for vdata set. In 65 test
instances of vdata set 5 better results are obtained by pbGA while in 13 cases the best
solution values of pbGA are worse than ILOG-CP. vdata set has good lower bounds
than edata and rdata set. The last row of Table 6.20 shows the number of instances
of which the minimum result found by pbGA are equal to the lower bound, i.e. the
minimum result is the same with optimal makespan. pbGA achieves 37 results which
are optimum while ILOG-CP obtains for 34 instances.
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7. APPLICATION ON AS/RS
7.1 Automated Storage and Retrieval System Warehouses
Warehousing is one of the major components in supply chain management. Several
critical issues are tackled by warehouses. Firstly, a warehouse acts as a buffer zone
during the material flow along the supply chain to accommodate variability caused
by factors such as product seasonality. It can be used to consolidate the products
from various suppliers for a combined delivery to the customers. Furthermore,
some necessary post-production processes, such as pricing labelling and product
customization, can be materialized in warehouses [242].
Various literature survey studies have been published on the subject of warehouse
research. Gu et al. [242] proposed a framework to classify the studies on warehouse
design and operation problems. They classified the studies on operation problems
as receiving, storage, order picking, and shipping. Gu et al. [243] presented
a complementary review on warehouse design which includes overall warehouse
structure, sizing and dimensioning, department layout, equipment selection, and
operation selection strategy. Performance evaluation, practical case studies and
computational systems were also surveyed beside warehouse design. Cormier [244]
developed a taxonomy for warehousing decision models and reviewed operational
research models and solution methods for efficient warehousing.
De Koster et al. [245] reviewed the order picking problems of warehouses. They
investigated the typical decision making problems in design and control of warehouses
in which the operator picks the requested items from storage racks by walking or
driving along the aisles. Layout design, storage assignment, zoning, batching, and
routing problems were seek. The sequence of pallets loading can be considered as
routing problem.
Order picking, which is the process of picking products form storage areas to satisfy
the customer requests, is the most labour intensive process in warehouses with manual
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systems while it is very capital intensive in automated warehouses. Because of these
reasons, order picking is addressed by warehouse authorities as one of the crucial
operations to improve the productivity [245]. Scheduling of the truck load operations
can be considered as routing problem according to the classification framework used
by De Koster et al. [245]. Routing problem includes the sequence of products on the
retrieval list to guarantee a good route through the warehouse.
According to Rouwenhorst et al. [246], most of the research concerning the warehouse
design problem analysed automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS). AS/RS
is a warehousing system that uses mechanic devices for the storage and retrieval
of products in both distribution and production environments [247, 248]. Automatic
cranes served through aisles between racks to put the items on the racks and retrieve
those items from storage to the collector for fulfilling the customer orders. AS/RS
is fully automated, because no intervention of an operator is needed for handling the
pallets [248]. A generic AR/RS works as follows: Arriving items are assigned to
the pallets. More than one items can be assigned to the same pallets. An automatic
stacker crane carries and loads the pallet to the location in the storage racks which is
predefined by computer system. When an order is received for an item, stacker crane
retrieves the pallet from its storage location and carries to the incoming stock location
to fulfill the order. A sample AS/RS is given at Figure 7.1. High space utilization,
improved material flow, and improved inventory control are some of the advantages
of AS/RS [249]. The best utilization from such a system can be succeed by optimal
design and optimal scheduling of the system. The scheduling problems at AS/RS are
divided into three categories [249]:
1. Pallet Assignment: The assignment of items to the pallets.
2. Storage Assignment: The assignment of pallets to the storage locations.
3. Interleaving: Scheduling of storage and retrieve requests.
In this study, the scheduling of truck load operations arising in AS/RS, which is an
interleaving problem, is studied. The truck loading is modelled as FJSP in which
the loads are considered as jobs, the pallets of a load are regarded as the operations
of jobs, and the forklifts used to remove the retrieving items to the trucks are seen as
machines. Minimization of makespan is used as the objective of scheduling problem to
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Figure 7.1: An AS/RS Example [247].
minimise the throughput time of orders and maximise the efficiency of the warehouse.
Proposed priority based GA is applied to a real problem arises in an AS/RS warehouse
installed by Efacec that is a leading supplier of automated Materials Handling and
Storage Systems.
7.2 Storage System
The AS/RS warehouse which is in Italy works as a distribution center. The products are
stored by the warehouse and loaded to the trucks to fulfill the orders of customers. The
route of the trucks which is known in advance is determined considering the delivery
deadline of the customer orders. The warehouse consists of eleven aisles constituted
by pallets racks with the capacity of 40,000 pallets. An automatic stacker crane or
S/R machine works in each aisle to move the pallets from corresponding rack to the
collector at the beginning of the aisle. Forklifts transports the pallets to the trucks.
The warehouse has 13 docking bays to load the trucks. A scheme of the warehouse is
shown at Figure 7.2. Warehouse Planning System (WPS) and Warehouse Management
System (WMS) assure to operate the warehouse. Daily planning of loadings for each
truck is executed by WPS. The sequence of retrieving pallets and the movement of
S/R machines and forklifts are planned by WMS. Approximately hundred loads are
retrieved per day by a truck. Each truck has its own delivery time which is considered
by WPS and loading must not be delayed. In the strategy defined to the WPS, the whole
set of loads are divided into subsets called batches. The loads in a batch are processed
simultaneously. The loading of a batch cannot be started before the loads of previous
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Figure 7.2: Schema of the warehouse [250].
batch is finished. The size of a batch is determined with respect to delivery deadlines
and the number of docking bays. A standard daily plan includes 15-20 batches with
6-13 loads for each one.
The time spending for the loading of the batches are determined by WPS which
assumes that duration of the loading of a batch is proportional to the total number of
pallets in the batch. Oliveira [250] indicated that sequence for retrieving the pallets also
affects the duration of batch loading. The sequence of the pallets in a batch retrieved
by the S/R machines may result in different processing times.
7.2.1 Preparing and transportation of pallets
A truck load consists of the set of pallets transported for one or more clients. The set
of pallets in a load is known in advance. Sequence of pallets loading on the truck is
determined by WMS considering the delivery order of clients. Loading is performed
by LIFO (Last In First Out) rule. The first pallet delivered to the first client is placed
in the truck as the last pallet. Since the sequence of pallets in a load is predetermined
and can not be changed, precedence relations exist between pallets of the same load.
The storage of pallets, i.e. the aisle to be placed, can be determined by a specific
criteria [249]. The pallets of a load can be retrieved from any aisle. The S/R machine
is programmed to retrieve the pallets from corresponding aisle. The sequence of
retrieving pallets can be designated in different ways and each schedule may result
in different makespans for the batch. Precedence relations between the pallets of the
same load is satisfied by the WMS during the scheduling of retrieving pallets.
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The retrieving of pallets from related aisles and transportation to the preparation places
are transmitted by radio frequency communication system to the forklifts which are
responsible for the transportation from aisles to trucks. Each forklift can work for only
one aisle. After a forklift receives a pallet from its own aisle, it can carry the pallet to
any truck. For the safety reasons, more than one forklift can not be allowed to place
in a truck at the same time. So, one load should receive one pallet at a certain time.
After the loading of pallets to the truck, forklift returns to its aisle and communicates
to WMS that it is available for a new transportation. A forklift can receive only one
pallet at each transportation. After it transmits to WMS that it is available for a new
pallet, WMS figures out that the transportation of the next pallet for the same load can
be programmed. Since a forklift should obey the precedence relations between pallets,
it may wait until a new pallet moves from its rack.
7.2.2 Processing times
Oliveira [250] assumed identical processing times for each forklift to transport pallets
without considering the location of aisles and trucks. In Figueiredo et al. [251],
different processing times were used considering the location of the truck in the
docking bays and the aisle where the pallets are retrieved. This model fits the real
life system better with respect to the processing time. Both studies assumed that each
forklift receives pallet from its own aisle which is predetermined by WMS. To make
the model more realistic, this study assumes that a pallet can be moved from different
aisles. So the problem becomes selection of an aisle to retrieve the pallet and the
scheduling of pallets to retrieve. The problem considering alternative aisles can be
modelled as FJSP. The loads are considered as jobs, the pallets of a load are regarded
as the operations of jobs, and the forklifts used to remove the retrieving items to the
trucks are seen as machines.
7.3 Literature Review
In Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RS), planning and performing of
accurate loading processes are very important to meet the customer orders at the
proper time [250]. Storage and retrieval policies of AS/RS have been studied in
several studies. Bozer and White [252] proposed travel time models for automated S/R
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machines with single and dual command mode. Han et al. [253] proposed a nearest
neighbour heuristic for retrieval sequencing in AS/RS with dual command cycles and
used Monte Carlo simulation for evaluation. Eben-Chaime [254] also used nearest
neighbour heuristic to sequence the retrievals. Hausman et al. [249] compared several
storage assignment rules to determine the optimal storage assignment policy. Schwarz
et al. [255] analysed both storage assignment and interleaving rules with a simulation
model. Lee and Schaefer [256] formulated the problem, which is also handled by
Han et al. [253], as an assignment problem. They proposed a methodology combining
Hungarian method and the ranking algorithm for the assignment problem with the
tour-checking and tour-breaking algorithms.
Oliveira [250] and Figueiredo et al. [251] modelled the truck load operations on an
automated storage and retrieval system warehouse as a job shop scheduling problem
with recirculation [250]. In JSP with recirculation, a job can be processed more than
once on a machine. Truck loading problem is handled as JSP by considering the
loads as jobs and pallets of a load as its operations. The forklifts which are used
for transportation of pallets from storage to trucks are considered as machines. The
problem dealt with the scheduling of the pallets loading the trucks. Oliveira [250]
assumed identical processing times to transport pallets independently of the location
of the aisle and the truck. GA with permutation coding was used to find optimal
schedule. The solutions were decoded by Giffler and Thompson Algorithm (GTA)
which generates all active schedules for JSP. A genetic correction was applied on each
chromosome to represent the decoded solution which is generated by GTA. JOX and
LP-Swap were used as crossover operators. Permutation Swap Mutation was used for
mutation. The proposed algorithm was tested with representative instances of the real
problem and standard JSP test instances form the literature. The comparisons with
the literature results showed that the proposed algorithm found good results for all test
instances. Average relative deviation from the best result was found as 2.4%. Priority
dispatching rules were used for comparison for the representative instances of the real
problem. The proposed algorithm found better results than priority rules. Figueiredo
et al. [251] solved the same problem by GA with random keys representation. The
representative instances of the real problem were generated randomly. No study which
addresses this problem as a flexible job shop scheduling problem has been encountered
in the scope of this study.
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Table 7.1: An example for real problem.
jth pallet
load i 1 2 3 4
1 (A1,1), (A3,3) (A2,2), (A5,5) (A3,3) (A4,4), (A5,5)
2 (A2,2), (A3,1) (A1,3), (A5,3) (A2,2), (A3,1) (A1,3), (A4,2)
3 (A4,2) (A2,4), (A4,2) (A1,5), (A3,3) (A5,1)
The scheduling of truck load operations arising in AS/RS warehouse which was
appeared in Oliveira [250] and Figueiredo et al. [251] is studied in this study as a real
life engineering application of FJSP. In this study, the sequence of pallets retrieving is
modelled as FJSP in which the loads are considered as jobs, the pallets of a load are
regarded as the operations of jobs, and the forklifts used to remove the retrieving items
to the trucks are seen as machines.
7.4 Illustrative Example
The real problem is defined with an illustrative example given at the following. Assume
that there are 5 aisles in the warehouse represented by A1,A2, ...,A5. The problem is
planning the sequence of retrieving sequence of a batch including 3 loads. Each load
consists of 4 pallets which have precedence relations known in advance. There is
one forklift for each aisle to carry the pallets from aisle to the corresponding truck.
A pallet can be retrieved from several aisles. The alternative aisles for each pallets
and the processing times are given at Table 7.1. The aisle storing the pallet and the
transportation time between related aisle and truck are shown as (Ak, p)where Ak refers
the kth aisle and p is the transportation time from aisle Ak to truck. For example, the
first pallet of the second load can be retrieved from the second aisle with the processing
time 2 or from the third aisle with time 1. If all pallets are retrieved from the closest
Figure 7.3: Sequence 1 for retrieving the pallets.
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Figure 7.4: Sequence 2 for retrieving the pallets.
aisle to the truck, the solution at Figure 7.3 is obtained. It takes 12 unit of time to
retrieve all 12 pallets. Let assign aisle 2 even it has higher processing time than aisle
3 for the third pallet of load 2. Also, aisle 1 is assigned instead of aisle 4 for the forth
pallet of load 2. The optimal schedule of this assignment is shown at Figure 7.4. The
total transportation time decreases to 10 unit of time.
7.5 Modelling AS/RS Warehouses as FJSP
The sequencing problem of retrieval items can be modelled as a FSJP. Each truck load
consisting of pallets is considered as job where the transportation of each pallet from
aisle to docking bay is represented as an operation. The forklifts assigned for the
transportation of pallets are handled as machines.
In FJSP, more than one operations cannot be processed on a machine at the same time.
Moreover, there are technological constraints for all jobs which satisfy the precedence
relations between pallets. In the warehouse, forklifts can carry only one pallet at a
certain time like the machines in FJSP. Similarly, there is a receiving order of pallets
for each load that should be guaranteed. No pallet can be loaded before the former
one. In other words, overlapping the transportation of pallets of the same load is not
allowed. The order of pallets of each load can be taken into account as technological
constraints.
In FJSP, the objective is minimizing makespan (Cmax) which represents the completion
time of all jobs. This objective ensures compact solutions in which the idle time occur
on machines is minimized. In the warehouse, loads can be realized simultaneously
and should be ended inside the time window determined by WPS. All loads should
be concluded as soon as possible to start loading following batch. Preparation of
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new batch cannot be started until all loads of current batch are loaded. Terminating
the loading of batches sooner and reducing the occupation of docks are achieved by
minimization of makespan.
7.6 Computational Results
Oliveira [250] used representative instances of the real problem and test instances from
the job shop problem literature for computational experiments. The representative
instances of the real problem were generated randomly to represent a job-shop problem
with recirculation. The dimension of these instances is identical with the defined
maximum dimension of the real problem. Figueiredo et al. [251] generated random
instances for the same real problem. We use the same representative instances of the
real problem presented by Figueiredo et al. [251] adding an alternative aisle for some
pallets of the loads.
A load (job) of a truck consists of 35 pallets (operations) which come from 5 aisles
(machines) closer to the docking bay. Figueiredo et al. [251] determined the aisles
storing 35 pallets of one load according to the distribution defined in Table 7.2.
In this study, a programme that converts the instances for JSP with recirculation
generated by Figueiredo et al. [251] to FJSP instances is coded in Microsoft Visual
C++ Version 7.0. An alternative aisle is added for randomly selected pallets of each
load. Processing time between the alternative aisle and corresponding truck is greater
than the time between aisle determined in JSP data and truck. By this way, the
benefit of modelling the retrieval sequence as a FJSP is investigated. Each instance
run with two different population size as small population with 20 individuals and
large one with 100 individuals. The computational results are given at Table 7.3. The
first column up to the forth one represent the name of the instance, population size
(pop.size), number of loads/jobs (n), and number pallets/operations (op.), respectively.
The fifth and sixth columns signifies the best and average makespan obtained from 15
runs by Figueiredo et al. [251]. The seventh and eighth columns stands for the best
and average makespan for 15 runs obtained by proposed GA. The nineth column gives
the number of experiments which obtain the minimum fitness value while the tenth
column represent the standart deviation of fitness values. The eleventh column stands
for the average CPU time. 500 iterations are performed for each experiment.
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Table 7.2: Distribution of the operations used in Figueiredo et al. [251].
Aisles (Machines)
Loads (Jobs) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 50 30 20
2 25 25 25 25
3 25 25 25 25
4 25 25 25 25
5 20 20 20 20 20
6 20 20 20 20 20
7 20 20 20 20 20
8 20 20 20 20 20
9 20 20 20 20 20
10 25 25 25 25
11 25 25 25 25
12 25 25 25 25
13 20 30 50
According to the computational results, including the flexibility gives better results
especially for the instances having large number of jobs. Proposed GA found better or
the same results for FJSP data set than for JSP data. Therefore it can be concluded that
retrieval sequencing problem can be better modelled as FJSP.
Figure 7.5: Fitness evaluation.
Figure 7.5 shows the best fitness values throughout the iterations for the largest instance
(jr_13_2) with population size 20 and 100. Although large instances need extra CPU
time, better solutions can be obtained with larger population size.
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Table 7.3: Computational results.
JSP FJSP
instance pop. size n op. min Cmax Av. Cmax min Cmax Av. Cmax #min std. dev. Av. CPU
jr_1_1 20 1 35 83 83 83 83 15 0 1.11
100 1 35 83 83 83 83 15 0 5.92
jr_3_1 20 3 105 90 90 89 90.07 6 1.03 5.08
100 3 105 90 90 89 89.73 8 0.88 25.45
jr_4_1 20 4 140 93 93 93 93.13 13 0.35 7.14
100 4 140 93 93 93 93.07 14 0.26 33.92
jr_4_2 20 4 140 94 94.73 94 95.33 1 0.62 6.96
100 4 140 94 94.4 94 94.73 4 0.46 34.68
jr_6_1 20 6 210 110 111.6 104 106 4 1.85 12.46
100 6 210 109 110.3 104 107.07 1 1.75 62.58
jr_6_2 20 6 210 98 100.7 98 101.07 0 1.44 12.34
100 6 210 99 100.1 97 100.33 1 1.54 60.87
jr_8_1 20 8 280 148 148.5 148 152.40 0 3.91 16.46
100 8 280 147 148.1 147 148.87 4 1.85 80.29
jr_8_2 20 8 280 141 141.8 141 142.40 6 1.96 16.42
100 8 280 141 141 141 141.07 14 0.26 79.37
jr_10_1 20 10 350 138 140.4 134 137.27 0 2.49 22.12
100 10 350 137 139.5 132 134.67 1 1.84 107.86
jr_10_2 20 10 350 149 150.2 139 144.80 0 4.21 22.60
100 10 350 149 150.4 135 140.8 1 2.70 108.01
jr_13_1 20 13 455 197 201.1 180 185.67 0 3.94 34.04
100 13 455 197 199.9 175 184.6 1 3.96 165.80
jr_13_2 20 13 455 166 170.4 155 159.13 0 3.40 32.71
100 13 455 166 168.8 152 157.93 1 3.31 164.80
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It takes 164.8 seconds with a population size of 100 and 32.7 seconds with a population
size of 20 for the instance “jr_13_2”. The algorithm also performs more robust with
larger population size.
The algorithm has found reasonable solutions in convenient computation time for a
daily problem in a warehouse. The instances which are used to prove the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm has the same dimension with real problem. In the scope of this
study, it is demonstrated that the proposed priority based GA can be used to solve real
life retrieval sequencing problems in warehouses.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Discussion
In this study, two different approaches are developed to obtain the optimum solution of
LP relaxation and a near optimum solution of IP for FJSP. The first approach is based
on CG to solve the LP relaxation of FJSPs. Two main motivations are considered for
the development of a CG based algorithm. Firstly, CG is based on a decomposition
approach which provides an efficient way to solve a model having huge number of
variables. To solve such models having difficulty with solving the compact model
directly, a decomposition approach is attractive, because it obtains solutions by solving
smaller SPs and, then, combines to form a solution to the overall problem. Even if it
is feasible to solve the compact model, CG based algorithms are still an appealing
approach due to their efficiency for most of times. The second motivation is related
with IP models. In those models, the quality of the solution is a major issue when they
are solved by methods based on LP relaxations results.
Although CG has been successfully applied in several problems such as cutting stock,
vehicle routing, job shop scheduling and crew scheduling, it has not been used for
FJSP. In this study, two known compact IP models are decomposed to restrict the
search space. A heuristic approach which is based on shortest path algorithm is
proposed to solve the subproblem. The subproblem of compact model has a special
structure that good quality solutions can be obtained by a heuristic algorithm based on
shortest path algorithm. When the proposed heuristic cannot find a negative reduced
cost, then an exact algorithm is used to seek whether a column with negative reduced
cost exist. Three dynamic programming models are developed and compared with
CPLEX which is the most well known optimization tool. Dynamic programming
model which perform a state space relaxation has been found the exact subproblem
solution in appropriate time for the problems with low flexibility. Since the results
are obtained in more appropriate time with using CPLEX for the instances with
high flexibility, proposed heuristic approach for subproblem includes CPLEX as an
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exact solver. The computational results show that LP optimum of FJSP instances are
acquired by proposed CG approach in an appropriate time. An integer solution is
found by solving the restricted master problem in which the restricted solution space
is defined by CG. Although the integer solutions are not well enough when comparing
with the optimum or best known upper bound values, a high-quality restricted search
space is defined by CG that can be used for the IP optimization methods. In other
words, the proposed CG approach has potential to generate the columns that can be
used to construct optimum integer solution.
The second approach is a metaheuristic approach called priority based GA. GA is the
most widely used metaheuristic approach in FJSP literature. A novel representation
schema developed in this study is one of the contributions of this study. The
performance of the priority based GA is evaluated in comparison with the results
obtained by the other algorithms from the literature for four instance sets. The
computational results showed that the proposed algorithm performed at the same level
or better with respect to the makespan in Kacem data and BC data sets when compared
to the results from the other alternative solution methods. For BR data set, priority
based GA performs worse performance than some of the algorithms developed in
other studies. Among the HU data sets, edata set seems to be more difficult than
the instances in rdata and vdata because some instances of edata have poor lower
bound quality. Proposed GA performs better than the other benchmarking algorithm
for edata and rdata sets. Hovewer, the results found by priority based GA are not as
good as the benchmarking algorithm for vdata set. The reason that proposed algorithm
obtains worse performance might be the parameters which are fixed for all data sets.
Different parameters for each data set may give better performance. Size and flexibility
of the problems can be considered to determine the parameters in further studies to
improve the results for the data sets that proposed algorith has worse performance.
For example, higher population size can be experienced to improve the results of high
flexible instances.
Generally, it can be claimed that proposed GA is efficient and effective to obtain near
optimal results for FJSPs especially for four data sets. Variations on the structure of
GA should be implemented to improve the results for BR data and vdata sets. All
results are achieved in the reasonable computational time.
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As a real life application, the scheduling of truck load operations arising in AS/RS is
modelled as FJSP. Since the proposed GA proved its efficiency on the FJSP data sets
from the literature, it is used to sequence the retrieving pallets. The data set generated
by Figueiredo et al. [10] for the same warehouse is extended to FJSP problem by
adding alternative machines for some operations. By this way, the model becomes
more similar with real life problem. The dimension of generated data set is the same
with real problem. Reasonable solutions are found in convenient computation time for
a daily problem in warehouse. It is demonstrated that the proposed priority based GA
can be used to solve real life retrieval sequencing problems in warehouses. According
to the computational results, including the flexibility gives better results especially for
the instances having large number of jobs. As a result, retrieval sequencing problem
can be better modelled as FJSP than JSP.
8.2 Further Suggestions
The further improvements on proposed algorithms are visualized in Figure 8.1 which
shows the general framework of this study. Dashed line shows the sections that
we fulfilled in the scope of this thesis. Grey coloured parts emphasize the main
contributions. The future research directions include the following:
1. Although the hybridization of algorithms are very common in the FJSP literature,
combination of an exact algorithm and approximate methods are very rare.
Metaheuristic search by column generation (SearchCol) approach, developed
by Alvelos et al. [28] combines CG and metaheuristics to obtain approximate
solutions for combinatorial optimization problems. SearchCol is a general approach
developed to obtain good approximate solutions in short times through the exchange
of information between CG and metaheuristic search. In this study, CG is used to
define a high-quality restricted search space. Since an IP solution is not received in
respectable time for compact formulation with MIP, it will be good to use SearchCol
to get good IP results in satisfactory time. In further studies, SearchCol can be
applied to FJSP by using an appropriate metaheuristic approach and the results can
be compared with priority based GA.
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2. The computational efficiency for dynamic programming with state space relaxation
(Model 2) can be improved by more effective coding. This can be decrease the time
consumption and a solver with better performance than CPLEX may be obtained.
3. In computational tests, the parameters of priority based GA are fixed for all
instances. The population size is taken as 100 for each instance. The population
size can be tried 200 or 300 for the high flexible instances. Moreover, the number of
replaced operations in machine mutation can be alterable according to the difficulty
of the instances due to avoid local optimum.
4. In machine mutation, sequence mutation and ILS algorithm, all neighbors of a
schedule construct the solution space. In order to reduce the solution space, the
neighborhood function developed by Mastrolilli and Gambardella [203] can be
used in further studies. Since the search area would be shrinked, the number of
individuals applied local search can be augmented.
5. In ILS algorithm used at proposed GA, the number of operations repositioned
during perturbation, which is indicated by k, is designated as a fixed value. In
further studies, the best parameter k can be changed with respect to the particular
instance as in [223]. This procedure can be implemented such that k is started at
kmin and varied between kmin and kmax. If no better solution is found during the
perturbation and the subsequent local search, k is increased by one until k = kmax;
otherwise it is set to kmin.
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Figure 8.1: General framework of thesis and further studies.
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APPENDIX A.1: Classification of FJSP Literature
Table A.1: FJSP studies.
Study 1.
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5.
1.
1.
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1.
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5.
1.
3.
5.
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1.
6.
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[59] X X X
[50] X X X
[46] X X X
[41] X X X
[51] X X X
[58] X X X
[88] X X X
[258] X X X
[30] X X X
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Table A.1(continued): FJSP studies.
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[83] X X X
[62] X X X
[63] X X X
[52] X X X
[74] X X X
[70] X X X
[73] X X X
[33] X X X
[87] X X X
[86] X X X
[39] X X X
[82] X X X
[102] X X X
[53] X X X
[99] X X X
[27] X X X
[65] X X X
[54] X X X
[55] X X X
[56] X X X
[64] X X X
[44] X X X
[259] X X X
[213] X X X
[25] X X X
[103] X X X
[43] X X X
[67] X X X
[177] X X X
Table A.2: FJSP studies in terms of criterion 2.
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7.
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2.
7.
2.
2.
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[237] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[96] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
[101] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[71] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
[72] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[57] 5 12 30 X X X X X X
[209] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[66] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[97] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[90] 20 200 <6000 X X X X X X
[94] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
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Table A.2(continued): FJSP studies in terms of criterion 2.
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[98] 10 30 450 X X X X X X
[68] 18 15 225 X X X X X X
[69] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[59] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[50] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[46] 13 20 240 X X X X X X
[41] 8 12 <48 X X X X X X
[51] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[58] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[88] 15 15 - X X X X X X
[258] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[30] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
[83] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
[62] 15 30 300 X X X X X X
[63] 17 2 112 X X X X X X
[52] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[74] 13 20 240 X X X X X X
[70] 10 30 300 X X X X X X
[73] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[33] 15 200 - X X X X X X
[87] - - - X X X X X X
[86] 3 8 0 X X X X X X
[39] 20 30 <600 X X X X X X
[82] 6 15 88 X X X X X X
[102] 15 20 240 X X X X X X
[53] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[99] 8 12 <49 X X X X X X
[27] 20 200 <8000 X X X X X X
[65] 15 70 210 X X X X X X
[54] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
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Table A.2(continued): FJSP studies in terms of criterion 2.
Study 2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.
3.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
2.
2.
3.
3.
2.
4.
1.
2.
4.
2.
2.
5.
1.
2.
5.
2.
2.
6.
1.
2.
6.
2.
2.
7.
1.
2.
7.
2.
2.
7.
3.
[55] 10 20 100 X X X X X X
[56] 10 15 56 X X X X X X
[64] 6 6 <36 X X X X X X
[44] - 2 - X X X X X X
[259] 10 100 <1000 X X X X X X
[213] 15 30 - X X X X X X
[25] 10 10 30 X X X X X X
[103] 7 20 - X X X X X X
[43] - - - X X X X X X
[67] 10 10 100 X X X X X X
[177] 2 - 270-360 X X X X X X
Table A.3: FJSP studies in terms of criterion 3.
Study 3.
1.
1.
3.
1.
2.
3.
2.
1.
3.
2.
2.
3.
2.
3.
3.
2.
4.
3.
2.
5.
3.
2.
6.
3.
2.
7.
3.
2.
8.
4.
1.
1.
4.
1.
2.
4.
1.
3.
[237] X X X
[96] X X X
[101] X X X
[71] X X X X
[72] X X X X X
[57] X X X X X
[209] X X X
[66] X X X X X
[97] X X X
[90] X X X
[94] X X X
[93] X X X
[68] X X X X X
[212] X X X X
[92] X X X
[78] X X X X X
[257] X X X
[100] X X X
[208] X X X
[40] X X X
[47] X X X X X
[210] X X X
[75] X X X
[48] X X X X X
[61] X X X X
[49] X X X X X
[98] X X X
[68] X X X X X
[69] X X X X
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Table A.3(continued): FJSP studies in terms of criterion 3.
Study 3.
1.
1.
3.
1.
2.
3.
2.
1.
3.
2.
2.
3.
2.
3.
3.
2.
4.
3.
2.
5.
3.
2.
6.
3.
2.
7.
3.
2.
8.
4.
1.
1.
4.
1.
2.
4.
1.
3.
[59] X X X X X
[50] X X X X
[46] X X X X X
[41] X X X
[51] X X X X X
[58] X X X X X
[88] X X X
[258] X X X
[30] X X X
[83] X X X
[62] X X X X X
[63] X X X X X
[52] X X X X X
[74] X X X X X
[70] X X X X X
[73] X X X X X X X
[33] X X X X X
[87] X X X
[86] X X X
[39] X X X
[82] X X X
[102] X X X
[53] X X X X X
[99] X X X
[27] X X X
[65] X X X X X
[54] X X X X X
[55] X X X X
[56] X X X X X
[64] X X X X X
[44] X
[259] X X X
[213] X X X
[25] X X X X
[103] X X X
[43] X X X
[67] X X X X X
[177] X X X
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Table A.4: FJSP studies in terms of criterion 4.
Study 4.
2.
1.
4.
2.
2.
4.
2.
3.
4.
2.
4.
4.
2.
5.
4.
2.
6.
4.
2.
7.
4.
2.
8.
4.
2.
9.
4.
2.
10
.
4.
2.
11
.
4.
2.
12
.
4.
2.
13
.
4.
2.
14
.
4.
2.
15
.
4.
2.
16
.
4.
2.
17
.
[237] X
[96] X X
[101] X X
[71] X X
[72] X X
[57] X
[209] X
[66] X X
[97] X X
[90] X
[94] X
[93] X
[68] X
[212] X
[92] X
[78] X
[257] X
[100] X X
[208] X
[40] X
[47] X X
[210] X
[75] X
[48] X
[61] X X
[49] X X
[98] X X
[68] X X
[69] X X
[59] X X
[50] X
[46] X
[41] X
[51] X
[58] X X
[88] X
[258] X X
[30] X X X
[83] X
[62] X X
[63] X
[52] X X
[74] X
[70] X X X X
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Table A.4(continued): FJSP studies in terms of criterion 4.
Study 4.
2.
1.
4.
2.
2.
4.
2.
3.
4.
2.
4.
4.
2.
5.
4.
2.
6.
4.
2.
7.
4.
2.
8.
4.
2.
9.
4.
2.
10
.
4.
2.
11
.
4.
2.
12
.
4.
2.
13
.
4.
2.
14
.
4.
2.
15
.
4.
2.
16
.
4.
2.
17
.
[73] X
[33] X X
[87] X
[86] X
[39] X
[82] X
[102] X X
[53] X X
[99] X X
[27] X X
[65] X X X
[54] X X
[55] X
[56] X X
[64] X X
[44]
[259] X X
[213] X
[25] X X
[103] X X
[43] X
[67] X X
[177] X
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APPENDIX A.2: Computational Results
Table B.1: Results of priority based GA for Kacem data set.
instance run result CPU
ka08.fjs 1 14 13.946
2 14 45.916
3 14 48.147
4 14 48.72
5 14 9.484
6 14 49.121
7 14 4.836
8 14 21.231
9 14 49.692
10 14 51.712
11 14 35.015
12 14 36.072
ka10x10.fjs 1 7 2.043
2 7 2.574
3 7 0.795
4 7 2.464
5 7 2.433
6 7 2.496
7 7 1.778
8 7 0.14
9 7 0.141
10 7 1.746
11 7 0.185
12 7 0.14
Table B.2: Results of priority based GA for BR data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
Mk01 40 70.03 Mk05 175 134.753 Mk08 523 292.438
40 69.33 176 134.035 523 291.595
40 70.33 175 134.69 523 291.161
40 69.74 175 126.032 523 292.766
40 69.58 176 133.567 523 294.696
40 69.42 177 133.755 523 293.48
40 69.35 176 135.08 523 289.454
40 51.787 175 109.712 523 221.255
40 51.569 176 107.664 523 223.501
40 50.204 174 109.884 523 225.814
40 50.276 176 108.338 523 224.846
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Table B.2(continued): Results of priority based GA for BR data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
40 51.122 176 106.656 523 223.749
Mk02 27 89.51 Mk06 65 223.283 Mk09 307 378.725
28 90.27 64 222.83 311 379.6
29 90.28 66 224.168 308 377.864
28 90.12 65 222.886 309 381.031
28 82.45 65 222.939 310 379.589
27 89.49 63 220.809 310 355.506
29 90.33 65 224.448 310 380.796
28 67.021 65 179.243 311 307.777
29 61.129 66 180.265 307 303.922
29 65.916 65 179.821 311 285.852
28 64.114 66 179.068 310 305.342
28 65.66 64 180.788 308 304.733
Mk03 204 219.26 Mk07 149 162.531 Mk10 223 427.971
204 220.18 147 165.278 226 427.581
204 220.22 147 164.44 223 429.141
204 218.38 148 163.911 224 428.127
204 217.1 148 163.837 225 430.842
204 219.75 147 164.687 225 413.837
204 217.486 148 165.862 226 432.261
204 161.998 148 133.18 226 348.122
204 164.091 146 130.083 224 349.61
204 163.881 149 129.674 226 350.872
204 161.064 149 129.233 211 350.712
204 163.008 146 129.678 211 347.482
Mk04 61 117.9
61 111.071
63 111.214
61 112.851
62 116.766
62 112.624
63 111.462
62 85.392
61 88.342
62 90.27
63 86.893
62 87.342
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Table B.3: Results of priority based GA for BC data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
mt10c1 941 107.73 setb4c9 919 172.80 seti5c12 1177 267.65
935 105.96 914 158.93 1177 266.55
943 129.65 914 165.27 1174 266.29
936 106.21 920 173.58 1177 267.54
942 103.46 921 173.27 1177 266.67
942 105.47 921 174.03 1175 267.78
933 102.15 919 171.31 1177 266.43
927 77.07 921 124.56 1177 192.46
937 71.80 914 122.74 1174 191.52
937 77.35 914 126.72 1174 192.33
936 77.34 921 125.93 1177 194.03
936 77.76 914 124.46 1177 194.25
mt10cc 914 106.68 setb4cc 909 180.13 seti5cc 1136 283.42
914 106.63 909 173.40 1137 283.99
916 105.30 909 178.09 1136 276.84
916 106.46 909 179.11 1136 274.78
911 106.95 909 178.94 1136 270.41
916 106.87 909 175.06 1136 269.16
911 104.83 909 179.79 1136 278.78
916 80.95 909 124.95 1136 198.48
913 79.25 909 127.66 1137 201.10
916 74.41 909 131.51 1136 201.05
911 79.28 909 128.31 1136 200.07
910 81.09 909 130.15 1136 201.43
mt10x 935 99.17 setb4x 925 164.98 seti5x 1209 255.92
918 97.86 929 172.98 1204 266.71
936 105.11 929 171.87 1205 253.88
941 104.20 925 172.04 1205 267.02
930 103.98 925 172.99 1209 267.63
936 99.23 925 173.20 1208 267.79
935 104.22 929 173.32 1209 269.01
918 79.09 925 121.52 1204 194.44
918 79.19 929 121.46 1205 192.37
923 78.34 925 124.12 1205 193.07
918 78.18 929 127.67 1208 194.36
931 77.64 925 121.96 1204 194.48
mt10xx 937 108.62 setb4xx 925 170.95 seti5xx 1204 274.27
937 106.50 925 175.71 1204 275.17
928 108.24 925 176.90 1199 275.37
936 106.61 925 176.73 1202 274.34
923 106.62 925 176.07 1204 270.91
928 107.22 928 176.11 1204 276.37
937 107.32 927 176.97 1199 269.71
918 80.21 925 123.89 1204 198.38
918 79.14 925 127.90 1204 193.43
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Table B.3(continued): Results of priority based GA for BC data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
935 78.55 928 130.08 1204 191.45
928 80.58 925 120.03 1202 197.79
928 79.95 925 127.27 1204 198.85
mt10xxx 940 109.51 setb4xxx 925 182.39 seti5xxx 1204 281.88
938 113.05 925 184.30 1204 277.95
933 113.40 925 182.48 1204 281.51
939 109.70 932 182.34 1204 281.26
940 102.94 925 182.83 1204 275.21
936 113.27 932 181.96 1199 282.77
943 115.18 932 182.95 1204 282.45
941 79.77 925 129.13 1204 187.12
935 75.15 925 131.40 1204 186.96
931 75.65 925 131.49 1204 200.38
918 83.27 925 130.28 1204 202.44
943 81.12 925 133.26 1199 202.30
mt10xy 905 112.35 setb4xy 916 178.25 seti5xy 1136 273.92
907 111.71 912 178.13 1136 276.65
905 110.92 914 178.06 1136 276.14
905 112.47 914 177.55 1136 275.59
905 112.03 914 176.68 1136 276.60
907 112.42 914 178.94 1136 276.26
908 111.89 912 179.33 1136 276.21
908 80.47 915 129.72 1136 199.45
905 81.09 912 132.64 1136 201.67
905 80.90 914 129.01 1136 199.57
907 81.14 914 128.77 1136 198.53
905 79.44 914 130.87 1136 200.39
mt10xyz 849 114.39 setb4xyz 908 173.38 seti5xyz 1132 283.43
849 114.71 909 184.31 1130 281.64
851 114.35 905 186.68 1128 281.99
849 113.26 908 185.69 1130 284.23
851 109.39 908 184.05 1130 283.74
849 114.17 908 181.00 1130 283.46
849 114.77 908 181.07 1132 280.60
851 80.27 909 134.30 1130 203.87
849 82.28 909 132.81 1128 203.55
849 84.20 905 133.71 1130 209.77
849 83.01 908 129.06 1130 206.67
849 83.33 908 135.19 1130 203.65
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Table B.4: Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
e_abz5 1167 97.19 e_la10 866 72.50 e_la32 1703 434.78
1167 99.96 866 71.89 1710 433.45
1167 100.76 866 72.47 1708 436.73
1167 100.16 866 72.93 1699 436.24
1167 100.13 866 74.07 1702 436.53
1167 95.55 866 73.71 1703 435.08
1167 96.17 866 72.66 1710 425.04
1167 76.22 866 57.55 1708 344.06
1167 77.11 866 55.75 1699 318.53
1167 76.15 866 57.18 1698 342.74
1167 78.15 866 56.03 1702 341.03
1167 74.62 866 58.24 1704 340.90
e_abz6 925 91.13 e_la11 1103 103.19 e_la33 1553 432.99
925 95.65 1103 117.21 1547 430.42
925 92.48 1104 116.51 1547 427.37
925 95.00 1103 109.31 1551 430.13
925 95.64 1103 119.84 1556 431.92
925 99.65 1103 111.29 1553 432.72
925 99.64 1103 112.22 1547 428.02
925 71.69 1103 92.13 1547 338.46
925 71.43 1103 90.90 1551 338.56
943 71.94 1104 88.74 1560 338.03
943 70.59 1103 93.38 1547 338.56
943 78.21 1103 90.06 1552 335.09
e_abz7 626 364.38 e_la12 960 118.71 e_la34 1624 431.17
623 383.85 979 117.88 1636 428.42
619 382.88 960 117.90 1636 433.86
623 379.99 960 110.12 1645 434.69
641 383.11 960 118.29 1624 432.74
642 378.33 960 111.08 1636 433.22
645 380.42 979 109.65 1645 432.00
626 289.63 979 84.06 1645 342.03
623 290.10 960 83.64 1645 341.59
619 292.26 960 90.26 1618 337.87
623 292.74 979 83.26 1632 335.64
641 292.78 960 90.21 1621 339.00
e_abz8 660 381.11 e_la13 1053 108.08 e_la35 1736 438.28
656 383.44 1053 115.81 1749 440.51
662 385.02 1053 110.83 1760 442.84
658 384.57 1053 117.06 1762 444.41
655 384.27 1053 107.63 1763 437.84
659 383.12 1053 115.21 1762 445.34
654 384.67 1053 115.39 1737 441.73
660 291.81 1053 86.09 1736 334.92
656 295.71 1053 83.77 1736 335.02
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Table B.4(continued): Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
662 292.00 1053 90.60 1749 331.21
658 295.85 1053 92.35 1736 338.42
655 289.96 1053 89.64 1736 336.39
e_abz9 697 388.62 e_la14 1137 104.57 e_la36 1181 261.40
708 390.16 1123 113.87 1179 257.20
689 388.35 1123 113.68 1189 257.30
704 386.68 1123 113.34 1195 257.78
685 392.28 1123 115.25 1196 257.93
675 393.82 1137 113.43 1181 257.32
666 390.57 1137 114.07 1179 257.82
697 289.85 1137 82.50 1189 198.96
708 291.19 1123 89.12 1192 196.90
689 288.68 1123 91.82 1190 199.09
704 289.44 1123 91.98 1173 198.45
685 291.33 1123 88.85 1170 197.52
e_car1 6182 49.36 e_la15 1119 111.52 e_la37 1397 242.49
6176 51.41 1125 111.72 1397 256.84
6194 52.44 1131 112.14 1397 257.36
6176 51.47 1125 112.85 1411 259.31
6253 51.89 1118 114.50 1397 257.51
6182 51.33 1125 113.22 1397 248.75
6176 52.14 1125 113.04 1397 256.89
6182 37.36 1111 89.34 1411 195.63
6176 41.76 1136 87.78 1398 197.92
6194 39.43 1133 88.54 1397 196.99
6176 41.64 1154 90.06 1418 191.05
6253 37.38 1144 88.98 1397 197.92
e_car2 6455 48.81 e_la16 896 99.77 e_la38 1146 261.26
6455 50.10 915 100.40 1159 262.46
6455 51.92 892 92.76 1152 259.61
6455 51.91 915 95.49 1145 260.94
6432 50.89 915 99.21 1146 262.23
6455 51.02 915 100.25 1150 260.18
6455 51.98 915 99.77 1146 258.82
6455 39.70 921 71.20 1159 199.02
6455 40.08 917 75.84 1152 200.14
6455 39.39 918 77.04 1145 195.80
6432 40.98 921 73.66 1146 201.55
6432 39.73 906 73.62 1157 198.43
e_car3 6865 56.67 e_la17 721 99.95 e_la39 1203 259.58
6889 56.53 725 97.75 1201 244.78
6856 57.02 721 93.75 1207 260.27
6865 56.62 721 95.50 1210 259.03
6889 57.15 721 95.70 1197 256.61
6889 55.81 745 91.94 1194 260.99
6856 56.71 745 91.29 1203 260.18
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Table B.4(continued): Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
6856 43.79 721 71.54 1201 195.77
6865 44.16 721 73.00 1207 199.34
6889 45.47 721 78.54 1197 194.22
6865 44.55 721 72.54 1198 201.17
6856 44.01 721 74.90 1207 196.19
e_car4 7789 53.36 e_la18 853 99.10 e_la40 1174 259.45
7789 54.93 843 92.76 1161 255.68
7789 55.53 843 93.12 1179 258.58
7789 52.83 843 98.74 1177 258.02
7789 53.05 843 95.68 1170 259.92
7789 55.04 843 98.12 1174 256.98
7789 56.08 843 98.14 1161 257.41
7789 43.57 853 71.62 1179 197.06
7789 45.04 843 74.91 1177 202.04
7789 42.53 843 72.33 1175 195.29
7789 43.23 843 71.75 1165 195.82
7789 43.90 843 74.07 1161 197.28
e_car5 7229 56.20 e_la19 798 99.74 e_mt06 55 32.48
7229 55.81 805 98.14 55 32.61
7229 55.86 799 99.42 55 32.66
7229 56.35 807 99.09 55 32.42
7229 55.92 798 99.14 55 32.54
7229 55.52 798 98.86 55 32.34
7229 55.55 796 98.71 55 32.25
7229 43.34 798 79.41 55 24.93
7229 44.38 805 76.93 55 25.14
7229 44.35 799 78.51 55 24.23
7229 40.40 807 76.71 55 23.99
7229 43.22 798 77.52 55 25.03
e_car6 7990 67.70 e_la20 857 98.29 e_mt10 873 103.65
7990 68.17 857 92.96 875 102.48
7990 66.07 864 90.80 873 96.29
7990 66.71 864 90.70 873 103.72
7990 68.22 864 89.77 878 106.41
7990 62.50 864 98.39 873 100.13
7990 68.02 864 99.41 875 104.14
7990 52.87 864 69.39 873 79.53
7990 53.31 864 75.85 873 80.00
7990 50.74 857 78.88 875 73.05
7990 51.54 864 70.59 873 76.68
7990 53.45 864 72.26 873 78.79
e_car7 6123 42.23 e_la21 1048 161.46 e_mt20 1095 117.99
6123 44.60 1061 163.63 1106 127.46
6123 41.35 1068 162.97 1094 126.62
6123 41.24 1048 163.60 1104 123.31
6123 41.10 1045 163.11 1095 127.05
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Table B.4(continued): Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
6123 40.79 1017 162.62 1095 117.61
6123 40.76 1017 162.64 1094 124.27
6123 34.01 1048 125.08 1104 88.67
6123 32.51 1061 128.92 1104 88.64
6123 31.90 1068 126.69 1094 85.46
6123 32.17 1048 127.61 1095 88.49
6123 31.40 1045 126.64 1101 88.42
e_car8 7689 54.10 e_la22 887 162.32 e_orb1 977 108.58
7689 54.36 888 163.50 977 105.83
7689 54.26 914 162.47 977 104.52
7689 54.47 903 164.06 984 105.09
7689 58.74 903 163.65 993 108.41
7689 59.14 888 155.67 977 105.23
7689 56.07 883 162.47 977 105.58
7689 42.81 887 125.85 977 75.98
7689 44.06 888 125.40 993 78.68
7689 44.00 914 127.93 982 77.91
7689 47.46 903 129.17 977 78.69
7689 42.79 903 129.99 977 78.33
e_la01 609 45.27 e_la23 951 163.49 e_orb2 865 106.44
609 45.92 956 152.03 865 105.65
609 45.09 954 161.82 865 109.20
609 44.67 952 163.21 865 107.00
609 46.40 954 163.13 865 102.66
609 48.43 956 162.50 865 105.31
609 46.33 954 162.72 865 106.96
609 35.57 954 120.34 865 77.24
609 34.86 951 127.03 865 72.45
609 37.01 954 126.88 865 77.84
609 35.55 952 127.70 865 76.55
609 33.85 954 127.00 865 77.32
e_la02 692 44.10 e_la24 922 155.11 e_orb3 957 107.00
655 47.28 925 162.50 970 108.30
655 48.22 916 164.79 964 104.99
655 46.90 912 163.56 957 102.14
665 47.33 925 162.64 957 104.90
655 48.49 925 162.72 957 105.84
665 45.72 922 163.02 964 106.50
655 38.37 925 127.67 957 77.28
656 37.01 925 127.59 959 78.42
660 36.77 916 128.15 962 77.07
665 34.57 923 127.04 969 79.73
660 37.30 924 122.98 952 78.85
e_la03 550 45.55 e_la25 955 151.22 e_orb4 984 105.11
551 44.96 955 153.07 1006 109.64
551 44.29 952 152.47 1004 109.90
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Table B.4(continued): Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
551 48.08 955 152.68 1006 109.26
567 48.73 952 153.31 1002 109.76
550 47.96 955 152.48 984 110.55
550 46.92 955 158.02 1006 109.53
550 36.92 955 119.26 1004 77.75
551 37.51 955 116.55 1006 77.41
551 37.97 952 122.62 998 78.54
551 37.61 955 120.27 984 78.56
567 38.33 952 120.29 995 71.72
e_la04 568 48.39 e_la26 1141 236.22 e_orb5 842 112.11
568 44.78 1142 233.95 864 104.46
568 48.22 1138 234.07 859 105.77
568 48.18 1148 236.31 842 105.15
568 45.09 1138 236.38 864 102.82
573 47.95 1141 234.49 842 108.52
568 48.41 1139 235.52 864 106.34
584 37.12 1141 185.57 859 77.16
568 36.87 1142 186.75 842 75.80
588 37.33 1149 186.35 842 76.57
568 37.80 1148 184.68 842 77.03
568 37.03 1143 183.43 842 75.43
e_la05 503 43.74 e_la27 1206 238.80 e_orb6 962 104.92
503 44.24 1225 236.94 962 97.41
503 44.61 1217 239.78 961 96.69
503 44.09 1219 238.43 960 98.67
503 45.13 1208 237.30 962 74.50
503 45.30 1226 236.17 962 96.65
503 44.62 1206 236.28 961 94.20
503 34.12 1225 186.77 960 78.19
503 36.34 1217 187.83 961 78.97
503 34.52 1219 187.61 961 78.33
503 36.08 1222 185.04 959 76.61
503 35.44 1215 188.24 961 78.37
e_la06 833 71.43 e_la28 1177 240.86 e_orb8 894 104.98
833 71.13 1180 238.88 894 103.20
833 72.52 1177 238.14 894 104.30
833 72.95 1177 237.19 894 103.45
833 72.46 1177 239.42 894 102.84
833 72.01 1167 235.34 894 97.93
833 72.14 1177 237.99 894 96.90
833 55.07 1181 186.18 894 78.43
833 58.21 1180 187.18 894 77.62
833 56.55 1177 189.95 894 77.42
833 57.14 1177 187.54 894 78.38
833 55.90 1167 187.78 894 77.55
e_la07 765 79.00 e_la29 1167 236.20 e_orb9 934 103.36
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Table B.4(continued): Results of priority based GA for edata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
762 78.62 1158 239.20 934 104.18
766 78.18 1156 237.55 940 103.09
766 78.06 1152 237.84 940 103.83
765 79.46 1135 239.49 940 101.76
765 77.08 1167 238.94 934 104.62
762 77.98 1158 237.11 940 104.64
765 61.44 1156 187.14 934 72.88
762 62.02 1168 187.06 940 71.31
766 59.53 1164 189.24 933 77.45
766 60.88 1157 187.14 934 77.86
765 61.11 1146 183.51 940 77.22
e_la08 845 72.33 e_la30 1241 240.24 e_orb10 940 102.16
845 74.08 1241 239.48 937 101.97
845 71.29 1242 237.56 940 104.94
845 71.38 1230 239.13 940 104.68
845 77.46 1241 237.13 937 102.88
845 77.42 1241 239.00 940 104.02
845 75.91 1241 237.24 940 102.14
845 60.74 1242 184.86 937 77.29
845 61.57 1246 186.15 940 76.13
845 60.88 1257 185.96 940 73.35
845 60.73 1222 188.36 937 71.28
845 61.91 1233 186.84 937 73.49
e_la09 878 77.51 e_la31 1566 434.79
878 79.54 1569 435.95
878 78.45 1582 434.46
884 74.36 1578 427.45
884 78.80 1582 439.01
878 78.75 1566 440.25
878 79.61 1569 435.65
878 62.07 1578 342.61
878 62.21 1552 342.73
878 62.47 1578 337.54
878 61.42 1565 337.14
878 62.73 1555 343.64
Table B.5: Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
r_abz5 965 125.82 r_la10 805 97.62 r_la32 1678 558.65
959 127.68 805 95.96 1670 557.59
965 125.58 805 98.70 1674 561.48
962 125.91 805 98.01 1682 562.60
968 127.01 805 99.04 1678 561.93
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
965 125.99 805 97.30 1670 562.15
959 126.70 805 93.55 1674 560.97
965 96.71 805 75.47 1682 449.98
962 94.59 805 73.95 1671 445.59
967 93.44 805 72.58 1667 451.23
961 92.71 805 75.73 1669 444.62
965 92.75 805 76.14 1672 452.67
r_abz6 807 126.97 r_la11 1071 150.82 r_la33 1511 555.78
807 127.69 1071 153.41 1510 561.06
812 123.26 1073 150.98 1509 558.00
807 123.83 1073 149.93 1504 562.10
807 128.05 1073 150.88 1506 556.76
807 119.72 1071 151.00 1511 557.88
807 124.35 1072 153.71 1510 557.78
812 86.42 1073 114.58 1509 446.29
807 94.53 1071 115.37 1504 449.55
807 93.56 1071 117.97 1504 445.20
807 93.88 1072 115.78 1505 452.15
807 93.17 1071 119.40 1511 446.55
r_abz7 567 505.81 r_la12 936 148.90 r_la34 1548 570.22
554 503.52 938 143.24 1543 561.97
564 501.83 936 148.76 1544 567.95
566 508.54 937 149.85 1542 576.03
568 501.74 936 149.07 1541 561.33
567 504.08 938 148.17 1548 564.36
554 509.16 936 148.82 1543 575.90
564 362.45 936 115.50 1544 445.91
566 367.90 936 115.52 1542 452.12
566 365.65 936 116.37 1542 449.70
559 366.57 937 115.30 1547 443.15
554 369.19 938 115.53 1549 447.68
r_abz8 574 481.87 r_la13 1038 151.16 r_la35 1558 568.15
575 486.02 1038 151.04 1559 568.78
568 480.16 1039 148.25 1560 569.65
574 479.28 1039 151.40 1562 562.95
574 484.98 1038 149.63 1556 570.69
575 482.78 1039 153.33 1558 568.79
581 483.51 1039 151.52 1559 566.32
568 361.89 1038 117.20 1560 453.50
577 359.73 1038 117.80 1562 449.93
584 366.19 1040 115.62 1560 453.74
567 366.43 1038 117.29 1555 449.33
581 366.55 1039 118.77 1556 454.44
r_abz9 578 470.87 r_la14 1071 150.99 r_la36 1056 297.82
580 471.83 1072 151.53 1061 301.80
575 468.33 1070 151.00 1047 303.42
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
574 473.23 1071 147.71 1051 301.41
579 469.81 1072 151.79 1056 301.43
573 469.65 1073 146.15 1061 297.96
578 470.87 1072 152.37 1069 299.17
580 364.32 1073 116.48 1047 238.22
575 360.82 1071 116.58 1031 241.84
574 361.45 1073 110.25 1035 239.13
579 365.79 1073 117.25 1039 240.87
583 361.74 1071 117.36 1034 237.73
r_car1 5075 65.37 r_la15 1090 151.72 r_la37 1106 309.31
5052 64.03 1090 150.46 1097 310.27
5063 65.49 1091 150.55 1085 311.40
5071 65.61 1090 144.98 1086 308.30
5075 63.98 1090 149.56 1097 309.73
5052 65.99 1091 149.71 1106 308.90
5063 65.61 1091 149.94 1097 311.66
5071 49.35 1091 117.31 1085 242.09
5071 49.31 1091 116.53 1086 241.63
5071 49.36 1091 109.55 1087 240.49
5061 50.15 1090 117.02 1096 240.21
5053 52.39 1091 116.92 1094 237.53
r_car2 5988 63.17 r_la16 717 114.01 r_la38 1010 302.83
5988 63.05 717 121.79 980 303.48
5992 62.72 717 121.37 994 304.58
5987 62.09 717 120.29 978 304.63
5988 62.50 717 120.61 983 302.04
5988 62.94 717 122.06 1010 303.19
5988 62.09 717 120.11 980 303.22
5992 48.65 717 92.45 994 240.60
5987 48.21 717 92.26 978 242.37
5989 48.49 717 90.95 976 241.08
5992 48.79 717 91.70 1007 228.24
5989 47.50 717 93.54 990 242.22
r_car3 5641 71.44 r_la17 646 112.74 r_la39 1063 300.34
5644 72.36 646 115.73 1056 301.78
5645 72.04 646 116.02 1059 300.92
5642 73.36 646 119.76 1058 298.56
5632 69.46 646 120.03 1040 299.62
5641 69.11 646 118.71 1056 299.70
5644 73.70 646 120.71 1059 301.76
5645 55.74 646 91.49 1058 236.06
5642 57.68 646 91.66 1040 242.51
5632 56.95 646 88.29 1058 235.85
5636 55.97 646 93.81 1056 238.09
5641 56.29 646 91.64 1030 239.22
r_car4 6522 70.24 r_la18 666 120.17 r_la40 978 302.65
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
6524 71.75 666 113.15 987 301.51
6519 70.38 666 120.87 979 301.64
6518 70.78 666 120.80 994 301.89
6528 70.26 666 120.78 994 300.99
6522 70.98 669 119.99 978 301.81
6524 70.04 669 120.47 987 301.87
6519 54.72 666 91.57 979 237.78
6526 54.46 669 92.65 994 240.01
6523 55.60 666 93.59 994 243.59
6522 53.23 667 85.03 985 239.59
6519 54.00 666 92.00 995 243.38
r_car5 5671 66.95 r_la19 703 120.56 r_mt06 47 37.69
5701 68.78 703 120.96 47 36.58
5734 69.18 703 121.23 47 36.76
5696 65.97 703 121.48 47 36.03
5702 68.90 703 121.43 47 37.48
5671 69.86 703 120.79 47 36.74
5701 68.54 703 121.07 47 37.03
5696 48.97 703 92.61 47 28.32
5696 52.63 703 93.27 47 28.71
5677 52.71 703 91.61 47 28.90
5724 53.35 703 93.46 47 28.69
5689 50.53 703 92.70 47 30.12
r_car6 6147 74.77 r_la20 756 118.01 r_mt10 689 115.30
6147 76.84 757 119.90 686 114.74
6147 75.07 756 118.63 689 115.58
6147 80.42 756 120.51 689 115.82
6147 75.40 757 119.59 686 114.43
6147 78.65 756 114.19 689 115.20
6147 76.64 756 121.67 686 116.03
6147 60.35 756 91.22 689 93.13
6147 59.82 756 92.28 686 93.08
6147 58.70 756 92.69 689 85.34
6147 58.48 756 93.49 686 89.94
6147 60.36 756 92.52 686 90.81
r_car7 4425 54.71 r_la21 787 212.34 r_mt20 1023 141.59
4425 54.56 783 213.00 1023 135.35
4425 55.14 783 212.70 1023 142.34
4425 54.20 791 211.02 1023 139.71
4425 55.44 786 213.22 1023 145.77
4425 55.38 787 211.44 1023 144.03
4425 54.38 783 211.41 1023 143.03
4425 41.56 783 157.81 1023 114.36
4425 41.24 791 158.42 1023 116.45
4425 37.86 772 157.25 1023 116.59
4425 41.57 784 158.01 1023 107.85
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
4425 41.98 786 159.47 1023 111.15
r_car8 5692 71.96 r_la22 787 205.47 r_orb1 746 116.55
5696 72.21 783 204.64 746 113.81
5711 71.71 783 205.48 746 114.46
5711 71.75 786 206.91 746 114.68
5692 72.16 787 205.51 746 114.60
5692 68.83 783 207.10 746 106.76
5692 72.33 783 206.43 746 114.62
5696 52.64 791 155.98 746 90.17
5711 54.99 791 157.60 746 91.07
5692 55.52 772 157.21 746 91.95
5692 53.12 784 158.08 746 89.67
5692 55.44 786 156.87 746 89.23
r_la01 575 58.75 r_la23 863 215.23 r_orb2 703 115.23
572 58.95 855 214.83 703 116.15
575 58.74 862 215.30 703 115.01
573 59.05 848 215.89 703 116.05
575 58.77 866 218.64 703 115.82
575 57.70 863 216.23 703 115.52
575 58.53 855 214.18 703 115.16
572 45.80 862 158.32 703 93.01
575 47.24 848 160.59 703 91.56
573 45.24 868 158.52 703 87.76
575 43.81 855 159.62 703 90.98
574 45.13 860 159.66 699 92.14
r_la02 531 57.64 r_la24 824 219.67 r_orb3 721 115.33
533 57.40 829 219.44 715 110.73
532 58.52 822 221.40 719 115.52
533 57.04 830 220.98 723 113.96
531 56.29 823 217.80 721 111.89
533 57.68 824 222.73 723 115.55
532 54.65 829 218.34 721 114.77
533 42.86 822 157.46 715 92.65
532 44.45 830 157.73 719 92.85
530 45.23 828 158.85 723 92.80
534 44.66 828 157.74 715 92.65
532 42.23 822 155.65 715 91.24
r_la03 479 58.94 r_la25 813 204.82 r_orb4 753 114.42
481 58.30 814 206.90 753 114.94
480 58.06 804 200.65 754 114.76
481 59.04 805 204.26 756 115.55
481 58.92 828 203.51 753 115.28
480 58.93 813 202.51 756 115.20
479 56.53 814 203.61 753 115.79
481 42.20 804 158.13 753 89.25
480 43.11 817 159.22 754 92.42
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
481 44.97 818 155.80 753 92.84
479 45.15 803 158.08 753 91.54
480 44.81 803 154.50 753 90.94
r_la04 505 58.49 r_la26 1086 297.37 r_orb5 643 115.87
504 58.06 1086 295.35 639 114.90
504 58.52 1075 295.65 639 116.40
506 58.55 1080 298.51 643 115.89
506 58.67 1084 296.35 643 116.64
505 58.70 1086 296.84 643 115.91
504 58.57 1086 300.04 639 116.05
504 46.46 1075 236.63 639 94.02
504 44.62 1080 233.72 643 94.04
504 44.98 1082 238.35 644 93.08
505 44.74 1075 240.49 643 93.23
504 44.35 1075 239.47 643 92.60
r_la05 458 59.73 r_la27 1111 298.05 r_orb6 759 109.66
459 59.45 1112 295.28 767 114.23
458 59.77 1122 294.69 759 109.08
460 59.74 1106 295.23 767 100.44
459 59.74 1105 293.06 759 109.83
458 59.47 1111 296.69 767 114.19
459 60.20 1112 295.39 759 103.99
458 45.84 1106 236.26 771 91.34
459 45.50 1117 235.91 766 92.46
458 46.44 1110 235.36 762 91.76
458 46.22 1113 238.72 766 91.18
459 45.73 1114 236.36 759 92.33
r_la06 800 98.38 r_la28 1095 296.21 r_orb8 641 114.30
800 100.78 1102 294.72 641 107.66
800 97.56 1097 294.90 641 115.65
801 100.92 1100 295.45 641 116.77
799 98.18 1098 293.30 641 114.52
801 98.32 1095 295.98 641 112.57
800 98.69 1102 298.94 641 115.68
800 76.17 1097 238.14 641 93.86
800 75.96 1100 234.05 641 91.82
801 75.74 1100 238.46 641 91.68
800 75.87 1091 238.81 641 93.61
800 76.36 1095 238.59 641 92.95
r_la07 751 99.43 r_la29 1019 294.11 r_orb9 694 113.58
752 99.45 1016 295.25 694 112.35
751 98.25 1013 298.93 694 113.27
750 99.61 1013 295.77 694 114.08
752 99.48 1014 293.69 694 113.36
752 98.02 1019 292.90 694 114.18
751 98.92 1016 291.50 694 114.65
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Table B.5(continued): Results of priority based GA for rdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
752 76.38 1013 242.34 694 90.88
751 77.02 1013 236.51 694 92.09
750 71.81 1020 235.00 694 91.17
750 71.68 1013 237.20 694 92.84
751 75.03 1025 233.62 694 90.12
r_la08 766 98.13 r_la30 1105 293.17 r_orb10 750 116.04
766 97.54 1109 295.67 756 115.02
766 98.87 1103 294.16 747 116.12
766 98.51 1097 297.28 752 114.65
766 97.51 1110 293.55 754 116.30
766 98.51 1105 293.10 750 115.52
766 97.20 1109 294.04 747 116.33
766 76.18 1103 237.22 752 92.21
766 77.32 1097 235.24 754 93.54
766 74.84 1104 237.58 756 94.24
766 77.28 1104 234.94 753 92.46
766 76.75 1103 233.06 753 91.35
r_la09 854 99.58 r_la31 1528 565.03
855 97.96 1529 564.99
854 99.27 1532 564.65
854 97.87 1533 569.00
854 99.22 1525 562.84
855 99.44 1533 563.71
855 99.46 1528 569.34
854 75.87 1529 439.03
855 75.75 1532 436.46
855 75.60 1533 448.30
853 77.27 1525 436.64
854 76.58 1530 439.19
Table B.6: Results of priority based GA for vdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
v_abz5 859 155.58 v_la10 805 99.97 v_la32 1671 831.30
859 155.67 805 100.63 1662 828.77
859 155.00 805 104.53 1661 817.77
859 156.85 805 104.05 1664 828.50
859 155.12 805 104.48 1668 828.06
859 156.39 805 103.65 1670 830.04
859 157.22 805 96.98 1663 836.75
859 127.76 804 84.60 1662 665.24
859 126.56 805 84.68 1665 670.08
859 126.63 805 84.06 1667 658.11
859 127.36 805 83.71 1665 667.72
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Table B.6(continued): Results of priority based GA for vdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
859 125.65 805 84.47 1671 672.48
v_abz6 742 141.42 v_la11 1072 160.51 v_la33 1509 822.70
742 150.11 1071 157.55 1500 818.61
742 148.69 1073 158.49 1508 833.51
742 144.48 1072 156.53 1506 826.76
742 149.84 1073 157.95 1502 834.64
742 149.54 1073 154.46 1508 825.49
742 151.06 1073 157.51 1510 829.02
742 120.94 1073 129.22 1507 679.97
742 120.56 1072 124.55 1505 668.57
742 122.92 1073 125.88 1505 672.12
742 121.35 1072 121.87 1506 665.34
742 114.38 1072 126.34 1511 667.23
v_abz7 521 810.97 v_la12 937 151.73 v_la34 1546 834.91
526 807.53 939 147.58 1546 834.36
516 802.84 937 158.65 1543 845.68
514 812.62 937 157.74 1542 857.16
525 809.85 937 149.86 1542 843.31
518 807.01 937 156.79 1543 843.94
522 802.33 938 158.67 1543 844.34
514 653.08 936 128.00 1540 667.16
525 653.46 937 124.90 1545 678.35
516 645.72 937 126.63 1546 671.60
514 644.45 938 128.02 1540 686.36
522 643.40 939 128.41 1541 681.81
v_abz8 543 807.91 v_la13 1040 149.97 v_la35 1563 846.22
531 808.36 1041 157.83 1558 821.46
555 807.77 1040 159.23 1556 842.53
542 808.55 1040 159.14 1563 840.03
534 805.80 1039 159.64 1556 847.88
539 806.42 1040 160.45 1555 833.57
540 801.85 1039 157.99 1558 847.67
539 642.29 1038 124.86 1558 676.42
531 646.96 1040 128.67 1555 682.47
540 649.02 1039 128.45 1557 682.97
542 652.33 1039 129.50 1560 677.20
534 653.20 1040 128.70 1554 683.58
v_abz9 535 805.72 v_la14 1072 154.77 v_la36 951 517.92
538 810.64 1071 150.22 967 516.16
526 820.10 1072 154.56 964 519.78
531 810.39 1071 152.95 963 513.26
531 808.81 1071 156.56 951 514.32
534 832.32 1071 155.24 951 513.72
531 807.20 1073 150.03 948 511.72
526 658.01 1072 126.62 967 414.86
526 656.25 1073 122.60 948 411.43
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Table B.6(continued): Results of priority based GA for vdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
526 655.93 1071 126.34 973 417.17
531 655.44 1070 127.89 967 416.58
526 662.22 1071 125.16 951 411.45
v_car1 5014 68.98 v_la15 1090 161.27 v_la37 986 503.05
5015 69.32 1090 160.16 1008 500.73
5013 67.10 1090 160.82 998 505.72
5018 69.61 1090 161.66 999 511.58
5014 70.33 1090 159.43 1001 510.12
5015 68.52 1090 159.57 1003 506.77
5013 69.21 1090 161.59 998 511.02
5018 55.54 1090 130.90 986 405.34
5015 56.19 1090 129.08 1003 407.95
5016 54.62 1090 127.73 1008 408.73
5014 55.09 1090 128.23 986 412.78
5013 56.42 1090 130.02 1003 408.67
v_car2 5936 63.21 v_la16 717 149.90 v_la38 943 516.37
5946 63.87 717 149.86 943 509.66
5930 61.67 717 142.52 943 500.33
5934 64.49 717 143.36 943 511.45
5932 62.89 717 143.00 943 520.84
5933 62.44 717 143.95 943 484.57
5929 63.35 717 144.94 943 508.24
5936 51.78 717 115.18 943 417.56
5936 51.02 717 116.33 943 408.42
5935 51.06 717 118.69 943 411.85
5934 50.76 717 117.71 943 414.08
5930 52.54 717 120.84 943 412.12
v_car3 5610 76.24 v_la17 646 143.30 v_la39 922 500.62
5615 76.72 646 145.18 941 495.81
5609 75.39 646 143.89 933 497.49
5617 76.61 646 142.98 931 495.78
5610 72.09 646 144.43 932 496.48
5615 76.69 646 143.64 935 497.60
5609 77.05 646 143.15 929 497.87
5609 61.75 646 115.11 934 397.41
5608 61.32 646 117.62 928 397.71
5614 62.42 646 115.78 929 400.53
5617 61.84 646 116.51 934 398.23
5603 61.70 646 118.20 935 401.66
v_car4 6516 67.63 v_la18 663 145.71 v_la40 955 500.75
6519 67.73 663 147.96 955 483.34
6517 69.34 663 147.23 955 500.23
6517 68.16 663 154.41 955 500.05
6516 64.56 663 151.33 955 497.03
6517 69.21 663 147.16 955 471.64
6517 68.21 663 150.78 955 502.42
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Table B.6(continued): Results of priority based GA for vdata data set.
instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU instance Cmax CPU
6519 55.97 663 116.92 955 398.87
6519 54.38 663 116.17 955 404.64
6517 53.93 663 117.81 955 405.40
6518 54.71 663 117.76 955 402.38
6519 55.32 663 119.25 955 402.49
v_car5 4965 74.54 v_la19 621 157.54 v_mt06 47 40.82
4955 74.79 637 157.04 47 41.00
4956 75.16 623 158.46 47 41.00
4951 74.55 626 158.21 47 40.52
4965 74.99 622 157.37 47 41.40
4955 74.17 635 156.86 47 40.57
4956 75.78 626 156.55 47 40.84
4951 61.14 624 127.13 47 32.35
4944 59.94 617 126.56 47 31.93
4964 59.83 621 129.22 47 32.89
4951 60.59 618 125.76 47 31.63
4947 61.10 625 126.63 47 32.55
v_car6 5486 88.20 v_la20 756 144.28 v_mt10 655 141.87
5486 89.03 756 144.15 655 141.96
5486 88.71 756 143.48 655 139.14
5486 89.20 756 144.58 655 149.37
5486 88.27 756 144.67 655 145.28
5486 89.04 756 145.63 655 149.41
5486 89.09 756 143.44 655 148.94
5486 71.98 756 116.31 655 111.94
5486 72.30 756 115.52 655 113.63
5486 71.32 756 117.85 655 115.15
5486 72.39 756 115.41 655 114.13
5486 71.51 756 115.99 655 122.56
v_car7 4281 57.02 v_la21 821 284.78 v_mt20 1024 162.62
4281 56.14 820 284.43 1025 163.02
4281 54.60 821 285.40 1024 160.96
4281 55.98 817 284.03 1024 159.51
4281 55.73 804 281.89 1026 160.81
4281 59.59 822 284.09 1023 161.00
4281 55.61 821 279.90 1024 159.65
4281 45.59 820 224.37 1024 127.49
4281 45.17 821 228.55 1024 129.54
4281 46.92 817 226.64 1025 127.05
4281 47.05 820 225.48 1025 129.41
4281 44.28 818 233.54 1025 130.74
v_car8 4613 85.57 v_la22 754 272.06 v_orb1 695 144.84
4617 85.60 749 273.07 695 151.37
4621 84.74 747 275.37 695 147.17
4621 85.69 755 273.33 695 141.90
4621 85.53 754 275.08 695 141.38
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4613 85.74 749 273.07 695 150.72
4613 85.88 747 275.57 695 141.40
4621 67.79 736 231.14 695 118.52
4613 69.62 746 230.31 695 113.36
4613 70.57 748 230.42 695 114.28
4613 69.35 748 231.22 695 117.93
4613 69.45 741 230.14 695 124.59
v_la01 572 58.78 v_la23 827 276.50 v_orb2 625 153.41
570 58.48 823 277.99 630 153.99
571 61.58 825 278.62 631 152.73
572 61.55 830 276.70 623 151.65
572 60.77 827 277.33 620 151.74
572 61.39 823 279.27 620 153.89
571 60.68 825 276.32 620 150.45
572 48.39 830 227.85 620 120.53
571 48.87 826 228.49 620 122.61
572 50.13 822 230.41 620 121.59
572 49.31 819 231.31 620 122.90
572 50.99 828 231.56 631 122.14
v_la02 532 60.07 v_la24 789 284.01 v_orb3 648 154.68
531 60.69 781 281.21 648 145.63
532 58.67 775 280.24 648 155.20
531 60.44 790 283.28 648 150.43
531 60.81 789 282.59 648 154.29
532 59.66 789 281.78 648 148.67
531 60.90 781 281.54 648 155.35
532 47.74 792 242.04 648 125.11
531 47.67 790 241.22 648 119.89
531 49.79 789 239.52 648 119.74
529 48.84 789 241.33 648 124.42
531 49.02 785 241.52 648 124.77
v_la03 479 60.57 v_la25 771 278.14 v_orb4 753 142.75
479 60.09 770 280.79 753 142.13
480 60.83 773 278.88 753 142.88
479 60.41 774 279.27 753 145.90
478 58.61 771 280.34 753 146.52
479 61.03 771 279.13 753 143.70
479 60.57 770 278.38 753 140.77
479 48.82 773 236.22 753 114.30
478 48.93 771 235.55 753 114.86
478 48.64 769 238.16 753 114.42
478 47.37 767 234.21 753 116.25
479 50.26 769 238.50 753 115.69
v_la04 502 58.22 v_la26 1062 421.23 v_orb5 584 157.10
502 58.76 1060 427.85 584 157.77
508 58.69 1060 428.07 584 156.69
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504 58.89 1059 431.67 584 153.97
504 59.25 1062 427.02 584 157.83
505 59.02 1060 425.71 584 157.83
505 58.66 1060 423.74 584 157.72
506 47.49 1059 354.90 584 128.37
506 48.72 1064 357.74 584 127.51
503 47.64 1064 352.62 584 127.71
503 47.52 1061 357.71 584 125.81
504 46.07 1061 352.77 584 127.36
v_la05 460 59.61 v_la27 1091 421.80 v_orb6 715 145.22
460 59.47 1092 411.57 715 149.09
460 59.40 1093 425.94 715 135.99
460 59.12 1092 424.08 715 122.41
457 58.83 1091 424.10 715 127.54
460 58.69 1092 415.98 715 152.28
460 59.78 1093 419.89 715 137.77
459 48.45 1092 341.07 715 118.03
459 47.62 1091 349.61 715 123.04
460 47.19 1090 346.44 715 118.70
460 48.05 1090 338.06 715 116.97
460 49.48 1092 345.59 715 127.57
v_la06 800 101.36 v_la28 1075 422.89 v_orb8 573 143.72
799 100.90 1075 424.72 573 146.68
800 101.06 1077 423.05 573 144.65
799 101.68 1076 423.13 573 153.69
801 101.51 1077 425.97 573 152.92
800 101.19 1084 426.17 573 153.76
802 100.65 1084 428.88 573 142.21
802 81.55 1075 345.88 573 119.88
801 80.97 1078 348.76 573 118.88
801 77.12 1085 349.68 573 122.65
799 81.67 1083 346.60 573 119.63
799 82.08 1082 345.52 573 124.68
v_la07 751 101.18 v_la29 1010 421.45 v_orb9 659 152.48
751 102.07 1019 421.82 659 143.06
751 102.52 1004 425.08 659 153.92
750 99.62 1001 422.57 659 152.47
751 101.88 1002 416.52 659 153.82
751 102.35 1000 424.47 659 153.04
751 102.11 1012 421.03 659 154.24
750 83.68 1012 338.08 659 118.50
750 83.72 1016 341.10 659 119.86
751 83.11 1013 340.08 659 123.01
750 84.39 1019 344.64 659 121.12
750 81.95 1016 341.51 659 115.65
v_la08 766 102.54 v_la30 1090 427.85 v_orb10 681 147.32
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766 100.11 1087 429.32 681 145.89
766 102.88 1076 431.67 681 147.95
766 103.28 1075 426.35 681 145.20
766 100.44 1078 428.12 681 142.83
766 103.97 1077 430.28 681 144.26
766 102.47 1087 429.06 681 147.96
766 83.20 1087 345.98 681 122.69
766 84.50 1072 348.43 681 114.85
766 84.53 1079 348.64 681 111.38
766 84.72 1082 346.19 681 106.74
766 84.41 1082 343.84 681 75.36
v_la09 854 102.38 v_la31 1526 849.99
857 104.40 1523 843.09
855 103.73 1523 840.58
856 103.29 1523 848.50
855 105.64 1529 847.52
856 100.64 1525 847.65
853 103.06 1522 841.87
855 83.95 1527 685.77
854 84.55 1526 698.85
857 82.10 1526 686.49
854 79.58 1529 687.53
856 84.42 1528 691.20
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